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In 2013 a group of experts used A Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC,
2012) to draft the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), which aims to increase
science literacy through integrating the concepts and practices of science into
comprehensive standards for science (NGSS Lead States, 2013). As students learn to
explore the content and practices of scientists, ideally, they should increase their ability to
think and reason in ways that will benefit their ability to participate in society. Because of
the complex nature of systematic education reform, teachers need to put significant time
into implementing NGSS to fulfill the goals and objectives and support student science
literacy.
The purpose of this multimodal study was to explore how teachers use their
knowledge and experience to interpret NGSS and NGSS-aligned curricula in their
classrooms. For the quantitative portion of the study, I analyzed 347 observations of
middle and high school life science lessons to identify what, if any, reform-based
instructional practices changed post-NGSS Adoption. For the qualitative portion of the
study, I interviewed collected curriculum and lesson notes from three high school biology
teachers and two district administrators from one urban school district.
Finding suggests that the adoption or adaption of NGSS is not enough to change
teachers' instructional practices. The qualitative data was collected after the original data

collection when the three qualitative teacher participants had chosen to use NGSSaligned “storyline” curriculum. Analysis of interview data and curriculum materials
revealed that teachers found both beneficial and challenging aspects of adopting a
storyline curriculum. The findings of this study led to recommendations for professional
development and support for the use of NGSS in the secondary life science classroom.
The results also point to future research needed to understand better how to use NGSS
effectively in the life science classroom.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The Role of Standards and Curriculum Reform in Science Education
The case of science curriculum reform in the United States started in the 19th
century when scientists like Thomas Huxley and Herbert Spencer advocated for the
movement to diversify education from simple teacher-centered didactic practices like
lecture and study and direct experiences with science (DeBoer, 2014). Scholars like John
Dewey began to present a more child-centered approach to learning, requiring learners to
experience the world and learn abstract principles through real-world problems (DeBoer,
2014; Dewey, 1916). For Dewey (1916), education is a lifelong endeavor in which
educators need to provide growth and development opportunities by leveraging people's
natural curiosity and leverage of prior knowledge. Subsequent scholars have built on
leveraging interest, and previous experiences of the learner and have found that both
variables influence learning (Schmidt et al., 2011; Wade & Kidd, 2019). One of the first
practical applications of experiential learning for learning science was opening the
Exploratorium in San Francisco in 1969. The Exploratorium was one of the first
museums to allow students to "mess around" to engage with science concepts (Black &
Atkin, 2014). Museums and other learning experiences like the Exploratorium ultimately
leveraged students' prior experiences in a way that eventually developed into a coherent
theory called social constructivism.
Further formalization of experiential learning came with BCSC's 5E inquiry
lesson model in the 1980s. The 5E inquiry model provides a lesson format for teachers
that promotes student exploration and drawing conclusions of science content on their
own rather than being passive receptors of knowledge from teachers (Lazarowitz, 2014).
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In the form of 5E inquiry, social constructivism has become the central focus of the
science education curriculum and teacher education programs. Despite the emphasis on
constructivism in teacher preparation programs, many teachers revert to didactic
pedagogy in the classroom (Capps & Crawford, 2013). The consistent resistance to
inquiry and other student-centered educational reforms have led researchers, teacher
educators, and teachers to search for ways to create long-lasting reform in science
education (NRC, 2012).
Attempts to create standards and curriculum that could increase constructivism in
the science classroom have ultimately led to the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS). NGSS provides students with opportunities for sensemaking in the science
classroom. By integrating science content and practice, adopting NGSS marks a shift to a
more progressive view of science in K-12 classrooms, shifting from the depth of a few
topics to the breadth of more topics (NGSS Lead States, 2013). This approach supports
students' more profound understanding of a few concepts and moves toward more expert
science knowledge (DeBoer, 2014). The goal of the changes brought about by the science
education report Frameworks for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012) and resulting
NGSS standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) is to develop scientifically literate students
who can understand scientific knowledge construction. In addition, by engaging students
in the three dimensions of science (disciplinary core ideas, crosscutting concepts, and
science and engineering practices), students will have the opportunity to increase their
scientific literacy (Krajcik et al., 2014).
The urgency of understanding NGSS and its role in the science classroom is
becoming more critical because of its prevalence in U.S. state standards. As of 2020, 44
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states have either outright adopted or adapted the framework of NGSS and associated
standards as science standards for public schools (NSTA, 2020). Figure 1.1 shows a map
of U.S. states that have either adapted or adopted NGSS as of 2020. The adoption and
adaption of the standards further the movement to create coherent science learning
opportunities and curriculum in the U.S. But along with the benefits, NGSS also creates
unique challenges for developing curriculum and instruction that integrates the three
dimensions of science to increase engagement and scientific literacy (NGSS Lead States,
2013).
Figure 1.1
Map of States that have Adopted or Adapted NGSS.

As science education in practice moves toward the new reforms required by the
NGSS-aligned curriculum, it is necessary for researchers, teacher educators, and teachers
to clearly understand the standards and their goals (Bybee, 2017). Additionally,
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collaborations between teachers and stakeholders encourage innovation, scaffolding
student learning, and developing quality teaching practices (Printy, 2010). Administrators
and teachers will need to work together to choose and implement high-quality
instructional materials. However, it is a challenge in an era where teachers are pressed for
time and still focused on testing (Dee & Jacob, 2011). High-quality instructional
materials will require phenomenon-based materials that integrate the three dimensions of
NGSS in a way that provides equitable participation from all students (Penuel & Reiser,
2018). Combining the three dimensions requires curricular materials to use science and
engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to facilitate students' conceptual
understanding of science content (NRC, 2012). Teachers need access to and enact
curricula that closely reflect scientists' and engineers' work. In contrast to most
classrooms, scientists and engineers move between the three dimensions to engage in the
scientific process (NRC, 2012). Ideally, new curricular materials should provide
educative supports teachers use to further student and teacher learning (Marco-Bujosa et
al.,2016).
The Role of Curriculum in Reform-based Instructional Strategies
The goals and objectives of science education in the U.S. have gone through
many iterations. The beginning of modern science education reform came in the 19th
century when the Committee of Ten, Thomas Huxley, Herbert Spencer, and others
argued that science could provide a means to support the development of independent
thought and the ability to analyze that characterizes the discipline of science (DeBoer,
2014). Before the 1950s, textbook companies created most U.S science curriculum. After
WWII, the National Science Foundation and other government agencies brought
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scientists into developing science curriculum to support the development of new goals
and teaching methods for K-12 schools (Atkin & Black, 2003). The 1980s brought more
science education curriculum reform with the popular 5E lesson plan template from
BSCS, which provided a uniform template to support the development of more studentcentered lessons and pedagogy (Bybee et al., 2006). Another step in that process has
come in recent years with the development of NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013), which
both have set out to standardize the goals and objectives for science into a set of
performance expectations for K-12 students. As most states implement NGSS, it will be
up to curriculum designers to create instructional materials that teachers can adapt into
classroom lessons that fit the needs of their students (Bybee, 2014).
Remillard and Heck (2014) define curriculum as a "plan for the experiences that
learners will encounter, as well as the actual experiences they do encounter." Science has
been through many reforms, mainly concentrating on increasing student-centered
learning (DeBoer, 2014). The Next Generation Science Standards are the latest science
education reforms that attempt to increase students’ scientific literacy by encouraging
teachers to integrate science content and practices in their lessons (NGSS Lead States,
2013). NGSS-aligned curriculum and assessments are instructional materials designed to
support students' sophisticated understanding of science and connections to science fields
(Pellegrino, 2013). Designing and implementing a curriculum that aligns with NGSS, like
any curricular reform, is a complex process that includes policy, design, interpretation,
and curriculum enactment (Remillard & Heck, 2014). The current reforms in science
education began with constructivism. Constructivism states that students come into the
classroom with knowledge and experience, and any learning opportunities should use that
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knowledge and those experiences (Amin et al., 2014). The dominant curriculum in life
science is BSCS's 5E inquiry learning cycle (Bybee et al., 2006). The 5E learning cycle
uses constructivist theory to provide a lesson planning framework that emphasizes school
classrooms as a place for exploration rather than simply receiving scientific knowledge
(DeBoer, 2014).
Continued attention to curricular reform is crucial. Despite the emphasis on
inquiry in teacher education programs and science education texts, inquiry is still not the
central organizing feature of classrooms, and didactic teaching methods remain the
emphasis, especially among early-career teachers (Dousey, 2015). One reason teachers
give for not using inquiry in lessons is that students are not cognitively ready for the
classroom practices accompanying constructivism (Kirschner et al., 2006). Continued
barriers to inquiry include perceptions of time restrictions, lack of quality of professional
development, and knowledge of inquiry and inquiry models in the science classroom
(Fitzgerald et al., 2019). In addition, traditional beliefs of in-service teachers increase the
chance of pre-service teachers not seeing inquiry in action during their apprenticeship or
their own schooling experiences (Porcaro, 2011).
Most early-career teachers rely on textbooks to teach (Lazarowitz, 2014).
Teachers use textbooks to frame activities and address the curricular content (Ross,
2017). However, the reliance on textbooks could be a problem as many texts
oversimplify some scientific concepts (Yip, 2007). Additionally, teachers with less robust
subject matter knowledge often have difficulty selecting and adapting resources to build
student knowledge (Childs & McNicoll, 2007). Even when teachers choose a more
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reform-based curriculum, they often eliminate some of the more challenging aspects,
reducing some of the more ambitious elements of the curriculum (Davis et al., 2016).
NGSS aligned curriculum should be developed with the goals of equitable
phenomena three-dimensional lessons (Bybee, 2017; Penuel & Reiser, 2018). Current
research on NGSS curriculum materials falls into two categories: (a) new curriculum
materials designed for NGSS, or (b) exploration of how teachers adapt their existing
materials to align to selected NGSS performance expectations (Bybee, 2017; Penuel &
Reiser, 2018; Ryder et al., 2014).

Curriculum development aims to provide teachers

with resources that support curricular goals (Roseman & Koppel, 2008). Designing a
reform-based science curriculum requires choosing essential principles for change before
mapping performance expectations and developing creative ways for students to engage
in problem-solving (Wallace & Priestley, 2017). Curriculum that aligns with the current
reform movement needs to center around big ideas unpacked into sub-ideas that guide
specific lessons activities (DeBoer, 2014). Big ideas of NGSS should center phenomena
and design challenges that provide educative supports for both students and teachers
(Penuel & Reiser, 2018). Additionally, new curriculum materials would ideally focus on
what students know and position all students as active doers of science (Zangori &
Pinnow, 2019).
The other option for curricular reform is to adapt current materials to fit the needs
of needs. Adapting curriculum materials will require teachers to evaluate the alignment of
their existing materials and then understand the standards well enough to adapt those
materials where necessary (Puttick & Drayton, 2017). Teachers' adaptive expertise lies
somewhere in their balance between innovation and expertise. Teachers need to be able
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to respond to the needs of students while keeping in mind curricular goals (Bowers et al.,
2019). Professional development that helps teachers develop norms, pose well-designed
questions, and orchestrate discussions that require students to justify and provide
evidence for their answers supports adaptation of teachers' current lessons to be more
NGSS aligned (DeBarger et al., 2017). To appropriately adapt the materials teachers,
need to identify learning expectations, identify resources that relate to the NGSS
performance expectations and assemble instructional activities that provide evidence of
student learning (Puttick & Drayton, 2017).
The complex curriculum reform process needs to be systematic with explicit goals
to shift teaching and learning materials to a student-centered approach (Powell &
Anderson, 2002; Zangori & Pinnow, 2019). The reform process will require a
coordinated effort between researchers, district personnel, and teachers as school leaders
impact instructional improvement efforts (Jackson & Cobb, 2020). The goal to either new
curriculum creation or curriculum adaptation is a comprehensive and coherent curriculum
that interconnects ideas and practices is most likely to yield positive learning outcomes
(Davis & Kracjik, 2005; Kloser, 2014). The danger in teachers' or curriculum planners
developing coherent curriculum is that it prevents students from seeking coherence in
science on their own (Sikorski & Hammer, 2017).
Creating or adapting a curriculum is a multistep process that requires
understanding the standards and what educative features are necessary to support
teachers' use of the materials that will support their learning and their students' learning
(Roseman et al., 2017). The curriculum is mainly used to support educational goals for
students, while neglecting that curriculum with the correct supports can help teachers
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progress in their professional knowledge (Marco-Bujosa et al., 2016). For example, one
study found that a better understanding of a teacher's goal system could inform targeted
Professional Development (PD) that could help them upgrade current materials or
implement new, more reform-based materials (Davis et al., 2016). Teachers tend to rely
on their own beliefs over trends and pedagogy. Implementing more constructivist
instructional materials is a complex process of shifting beliefs and professional identities
away from traditional pedagogy toward reform (Handel & Herrington, 2003; Ryder
&Banner, 2013).
NGSS as Curricular Reform
The authors of NGSS have sought to provide a vision of science education and
offer high-quality science standards that can guide the development of new curriculum
and assessments that support a deeper understanding of science (Kloser, 2014; Roseman
& Koppal, 2008). This shift will require teachers to shift their primary instructional
practices from learning facts to developing their skills to explain scientific phenomena
(Bybee, 2014). As students explain phenomena, they engage in explorations and
problems that interconnect the three dimensions of NGSS and better reflect how science
is practiced (Bybee, 2017).
To effectively teach NGSS-aligned lessons, teachers must be able to create and
implement lessons that: (a) integrate the three dimensions of NGSS, (b) recognize the
learning progressions from grade to grade, and (c) include engineering design (Bybee,
2014). In addition, the alignment requires teacher educators and administrators to provide
opportunities for teachers to change their teaching in sustainable ways that support the
development and implementation of NGSS-aligned curriculum and assessment (Penuel et
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al., 2015). However, transforming teacher preparation and PD in ways that align with
NGSS may be difficult because many teachers' definitions of science literacy may differ
from the vision provided by NGSS. Therefore, stakeholders in science education may
need to transform teacher education and professional development through small,
incremental changes that lead to the evolution of science teaching that better meets the
needs of students and NGSS (Bybee, 2014).
As U.S. states adopt or adapt NGSS science education, science educators will
continue to search for curriculum and lesson materials that align with the standards.
Alignment to NGSS will require curricular reform that changes curriculum and
instructional practices (Powell & Anderson, 2002). As teachers review and use materials,
it will be essential to examine curriculum materials and reflect their alignment with
NGSS (Ewing, 2015). But the development of NGSS aligned curricular materials is not
the whole story. Even if the curriculum materials align to NGSS, teachers' content and
pedagogical knowledge affect how the materials are interpreted and enacted in the
classroom (Babcroft, Herrington, & Dumitrache, 2019). To interpret, adapt, and enact
curriculum, teachers draw upon their knowledge and experience (Remillard & Heck,
2014). The effective use of curriculum relies not only on the quality of the materials
themselves but on teachers interpreting and enacting materials in ways faithful to the
goals and objectives of their standards and objectives (Remillard & Heck, 2014).
Teachers' interpretation and enactment of NGSS require in-depth pedagogical knowledge
that aligns with the standards' goals and objectives (Bybee, 2014). Therefore, it is
necessary to develop quality preservice teaching methods classes and long-term
professional development opportunities that support teachers' use of NGSS (Bybee, 2017;
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Capps and Crawford, 2013). Both pre-and in-service teachers have ideas and
understandings that may conflict with the goals and objectives of NGSS, but the nature of
those views and how to address them are still emerging (Dalvi et al., 2020; Nagle &
Pecre, 2017). Further research on teacher attitudes and beliefs toward reform-based
instruction could be used to develop preparation and professional development programs
that help teachers better use NGSS (Walters, 2018).
Classroom curriculum begins with stakeholders like researchers and policymakers
creating goals and aims that guide instruction (Schmidt et al., 1996). Curriculum
development and enactment is a complex process. Teachers typically spend their time
interpreting the curriculum and transforming it into lessons that can be enacted in their
classrooms to support student learning (Remillard & Heck, 2014). Educational supports
in curriculum help teachers develop both subject matter and pedagogical knowledge
(Schmidt et al., 1996) and pedagogy (Davis and Krajcik, 2005; Kracjiak et al., 2014). It is
still unclear what educational supports are necessary and their impacts on teachers and
students. It will be essential for administrators, teacher educators, and teachers to
understand how to develop supports for teachers to enact NGSS to its full vision
Gaps in Our Understanding of NGSS and Teaching Reform
As the standards are relatively new in many areas of the country, there are still
gaps in understanding how teachers implement NGSS in their classrooms. NGSS presents
a shift in U.S. science education for many districts, schools, and teachers. The standards
move science education away from a series of facts and towards a way of knowing that
applies to students' everyday lives (Haag & Megowan, 2015; National Research Council,
2012). Some challenges identified for implementing NGSS are teacher attitudes and
beliefs, disposition toward reforming their instructional practices, and comprehension of
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the standards, to name a few (Friedrichsen & Barnett, 2018). One early survey of middle
and high school teachers found that the application of NGSS might be a challenge due to
the lack of time, professional development, and resources (Haag & McGowan, 2015). It
is unclear how districts and educators will overcome teacher fears to pave the way for
NGSS aligned instruction. Science education researchers need comprehensive data to
understand better how teachers engage in reform-based teaching to design supports that
further aid science teachers in NGSS curriculum design and enactment (Penuel, Harris, &
DeBarger, 2015).
Teacher Factors and Their Role in NGSS Implementation
Much of our understanding of factors that influence the implementation of NGSSaligned discourse comes from our knowledge of teacher factors that influence reformedbased teaching in general. A teacher's willingness and ability to incorporate inquiry into
the classroom is related to their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about science and
learning (Roehrig & Luft, 2007). Teachers assigned to teach in a science subject area outof-field find it challenging to select and use resources that support students' construction
of knowledge in that subject (Childs & McNicholl, 2007). For this study, I define in-field
(IF) using the alumni's university requirements. Teachers were required to complete at
least 24 credit hours in a science subject area to be considered in-field for high school and
have a minimum of 12 hours of college credit hours in a subject area to be considered infield for teaching middle school level science content. All others are teaching out-of-field
(OF). A related study has identified a correlation between teachers’ subject matter
knowledge (SMK) and their use of inquiry, supporting knowledge construction (Lewis et
al., 2019). Even some evidence that content knowledge may present tension in
implementing NGSS balancing content and practices during lessons (Friedrichsen &
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Barnett, 2017). Finally, there is pedagogical knowledge and teachers' understanding and
willingness to enact reform-based teaching practices. Even though inquiry has been the
central organizing theory of science education since the 1990s, some confusion exists
about what teachers know about reform-based teaching practices and how often they use
reform-based pedagogy in their classrooms (Capps & Crawford, 2013).
As more states and districts move toward NGSS implementation, there have
already been significant challenges. A few of those challenges are teachers' attitudes and
beliefs about teaching science, disposition toward instructional reform, and understanding
of the standards (Friedrichsen et al., 2011). So far, there are some studies of how teachers
use and integrate the disciplinary core ideas (DCI), science and engineering practices
(SEPs), and crosscutting concepts (CCC) that make up the three dimensions of NGSS.
Although incomplete, there is some evidence that teachers may understand some of the
SEPs more than others, reducing teachers' comfort and, therefore, their ability to use the
SEPs (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016; French & Burrows, 2018). For example, in one
study, teachers reported using the SEP, constructing explanations often but reported
using argumentation much less in their classroom lessons (Drew & Thomas, 2018). But
there have been few studies that research how survey questions translate into classroom
practice.
NGSS Aligned Discourse
Another challenge to our understanding of NGSS-aligned discourse is the uptake
of language related to the scientific practices in the classroom by teachers and students.
Three of the eight SEPs: (a) constructing explanations, (b) engaging in argumentation,
and (c) communicating information asks students to engage in written or oral discourse
(NGSS Lead States, 2013). Discourse in science is essential. For example, scientific
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argumentation plays a crucial role in students' ability to use evidence and become
scientifically literate (NGSS Lead States, 2013). However, there is evidence that students
often struggle with justifying claims, generating elaborate explanations, and developing
coherent ideas that link ideas (Kelly, 2014). The goals and objectives of NGSS are to
increase scientific literacy and support students' ability to engage in scientific discourse.
Still, it is unclear if NGSS-aligned discourse can help students overcome their difficulties
in explaining and scientific argumentation. Crosscutting concepts remain understudied
and underattended by many teachers and curriculums (Castronova & Chernobilsky,
2020). To date, research suggests that teachers often use practices to reinforce concepts
but less frequently use them as part of a holistic approach to learning (Sandoval &
Kawasaki, 2016).
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
This study came at a unique time in science education. The midwestern state in
which I completed this study had already officially adopted new science standards
adapted from NGSS in the fall of 2017. For the past five years, I have been part of a
research team, exploring effective science teaching practices and factors that affect those
practices. The adoption of NGSS adapted standards allowed us to observe and collect
other data on teachers' use of reform-based teaching practices and practices aligned to the
goals and objectives of NGSS. Interacting with teachers using NGSS as their new
standards for the first time led me to question which factors most often influence
teachers' use of the reform-based curriculum. Specifically, how do teachers view NGSS
and its connection to secondary life science curriculum and instruction?
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As states continue to require districts to align their curriculum with the NGSS, it
is vital to understand how three-dimensional science standards can improve literacy for
K-12 students (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Because of the new dissemination of NGSS in
K-12 classrooms, it will be necessary for educators and researchers to reflect on how to
prepare teachers to create a more authentic classroom experience that supports science
literacy (Bybee, 2014). Along with the positive aspects of NGSS, there will be many
challenges that teachers, administrators, and teacher educators will have to overcome to
properly integrate the three dimensions of NGSS in the classroom (Bybee, 2014). Even
though most states have adopted or adapted NGSS standards, we have little knowledge of
how teachers interpret, plan, and teach those standards (Fulmer, Tanas, & Weiss, 2018),
even though there are clear ties to its predecessor, the 1996 National Science Education
Standards. Some recently published studies have focused on one of the three dimensions
or studied the effect of a specific curriculum aligned to NGSS. Still, few have looked at
teachers' curricular choices immediately after adopting three-dimensional standards and
how those choices impact instructional practices in the life science classroom (Bybee,
2017; Castronova & Chernobilsky, 2020; Kawasaki & Sandoval, 2020).
One of our goals in science education is to create an equitable environment for all
students to develop a conceptual understanding of science (NRC,2012). For science to be
equitable, teachers need to engage in supportive language, culture, practices, and
dispositions in science classrooms that provide diverse and multilingual students with
greater access to engage in scientific practices (Villanueva, Taylor, Therrien, & Hand,
2012). As a part of the data collection, we coded the observed lessons using the
Discourse in Inquiry Science Classroom (DiISC), an instrument designed to focus on
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classroom communication and the development of academic language as a tool for
understanding and achievement in science (Baker et al., 2009). Appendix B has the
complete DiISC instrument that was used for this analysis. For the NSF-funded study,
Longitudinal Evaluation of NOYCE Science Teachers to Determine Sources of Effective
Teaching, the DiISC instrument was used to measure teachers' use of cognitive learning
principles outlined by Bransford, Brown & Cocking (NRC, 2000; NRC 2005). My
research study uses only the life science data strategically sampled from the more
extensive longitudinal study to explore the possible effects of NGSS immediately after
adopting the standards.
I used the DiISC to code, analyze, and interpret teachers' specific reform-based
teaching strategies for my study. The DiISC provides items that measure the level of
inquiry-based instruction used by science teachers (Baker et al., 2009). For this study, I
selected 347 observations of life science lessons collected over four years to explore
reform-based teaching practices before and after NGSS adoption. The follow-up analysis
of interviews and teacher lesson plans and curriculum sought to enhance teacher
knowledge and reflections on NGSS and how that influenced their curricular choices and
interpretation of that curriculum. To achieve the goals of my study, I investigated the
phenomenon using the following questions:
1. Is there a correlation between the implementation of NGSS three-dimensional
science standards and the instructional practices of life science teachers?
2. How do educators reflect on NGSS and NGSS aligned curriculum and their
impact on teaching and learning?
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3. How do three secondary life science teachers interpret NGSS aligned curriculum
for use in a culturally diverse high school?
Exploring teachers' use of curriculum and practices that align with the goals of NGSS
provides insight into teachers' instructional decisions and reflections of standards reform
in the years immediately following the state's set of new science education standards. I
used quantitative data to explore trends directly after implementing the standards,
including changes in inquiry and specific instructional practices. I followed up
quantitative data with the collection of interviews and curriculum materials from three
biology teachers who were graduates of the same teacher education program. I analyzed
the interview data to explore teachers' knowledge and reflection on the use of NGSS and
NGSS-aligned curricula in their classrooms. Finally, I used curriculum artifacts and
teacher notes to explore teachers' interpretations of NGSS and how it influenced the
alignment of their instructional practices to NGSS goals and objectives.
I describe the study in detail in the following four chapters. Chapter 2 presents a
conceptual framework of the phenomenon and a literature review of the critical elements
of the study's focus. The literature review includes a synthesis of NGSS's goals and
current research on standards implementation in the United States. Lastly, I will explore
factors that influence teachers' uptake or lack of curricular reform measures. Chapter 3
details the Research design and approach of this study. The conceptual framework draws
on curriculum, reform, and teacher learning that influences the interpretation and
enaction of reform-based curriculum. The study itself has both qualitative and
quantitative elements. The study's quantitative portion uses classroom observations coded
using the DiISC instrument to explore if teachers' instructional practices change
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immediately after adopting three-dimensional standards and factors that might impact
instructional practices changes. I followed the quantitative analysis with interviews and a
curriculum analysis to examine how three well-prepared biology teachers in one highneed school chose and reflected upon the use of NGSS aligned curriculum and how that
curriculum impacted their teaching and student learning.mainlyFinally, chapter 4 consists
of the study results and uses the research questions as a framework to explore teacher
choices and how they align with the goals of NGSS. I completed this using data from the
four years of the more extensive longitudinal study of secondary science teachers. I used
Quad's Rank Analysis of Covariance (Quad's) and Kruskal-Wallis tests along with
descriptive statistics to investigate if there was a correlation between the implementation
of NGSS and the use of reform-based instructional practices. The study's qualitative
portion collected interviews, curriculum samples, and lesson notes from three biology
teachers from the same high school. During this phase, I collected data on the Illinois
Storylines curriculum created by the Illinois Storyline Working Group because it was the
only storyline used by all three study participants.
First, I explored teachers' reflection on the standards and how their use of NGSS
aligned curriculum has changed their understanding of the standards and how to enact
them in their classroom. Lastly, I used a combination of quantitative and qualitative
analysis of two of the three biology teachers' instructional choices to explore changes in
their use of reform-based teaching practices and reflections on those practices after the
complete adoption of the standards in their district. In Chapter 5, I organize each research
claim and evidence supporting those claims for each of the three research questions.
These findings add to our understanding of teachers' curricular choices and instructional
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practices in response to NGSS as a curricular reform. This chapter provides a discussion
of the study's findings, limitations, and conclusions. Finally, in Chapter 6, I present
recommendations and describe the limits and broader relevance of the study, along with
suggested future research foci to address the research gaps that would benefit from
exploration in other contexts.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework and Literature Review
Contemporary research has trended toward interdisciplinary education, shifting
students from learning simple facts toward more critical thinking and problem-solving
skills (Czerniak & Johnson, 2014). In science, the trend toward integration led to
developing A Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012). The frameworks
documents support the premise that science should integrate the knowledge and practices
of science to promote discourse and mathematics. Curriculum aligned with the Next
Generation Science Standards and its science and engineering practices prompt students
to learn science through exploration, investigation, discourse, and mathematical and
computational thinking (NGSS Lead States, 2013). NGSS was a natural progression from
previous science education reforms such as inquiry. Inquiry is a method of learning that
aims to create learning experiences that have greater parallels to how scientific
knowledge is acquired (Treagust & Tsui, 2014). The Frameworks and NGSS give
teachers a more practical framework that scaffolds students’ authentic learning
experiences.
NGSS provides integrated standards but is not a curriculum. The implementation
of NGSS necessitates the development or adaptation of a three-dimensional curriculum
for K-12 science classrooms across the US. New or adapted curriculum materials have
lessons based on the performance expectations (PEs) and allow teachers to translate the
PEs into something concrete and usable in the classroom (Puttick & Drayton, 2017).
PEs, in contrast to typical standards, provide a set of expectations for students should
know and be able to do by the end of the course (NGSS Lead States, 2013). The move to
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PEs requires development or adaptation into a coherent curriculum in direction,
approach, and alignment (Sullanmaa et al., 2019).
What follows in this chapter is the conceptual diagram of curriculum and the
factors that influence teachers’ interpretation and enaction of curriculum. My conceptual
model is based on Remillard and Heck’s (2014) perspective on curriculum and Lewis et
al.’s (2020) research on reform-based teaching. I use my conceptual diagram to outline
the research related to both the science curriculum and teacher reform. I start my
literature review by outlining the history of science education reforms and how the past
reforms led to NGSS and more authentic science learning goals. Next, I define
curriculum and curricular reform in the United States. Finally, I discuss factors that affect
curriculum reform and how those factors might affect the uptake of NGSS and NGSSaligned curriculum.
Conceptual Framework for Curricular Choices for NGSS
This study explores how teachers interpret and enact curriculum in their
classrooms when faced with new science education standards. To develop the framework,
I first looked at previous frameworks that explored variables surrounding the curriculum.
I started with the understanding that curriculum and pedagogy are inextricably linked and
must perform seamlessly to provide learning opportunities that equip students to play
essential roles in society (Schmidt et al., 1996). Next, I used a framework on science
teacher learning from Lewis et al. (2020) and Remillard and Heck's (2014) framework on
curriculum enactment to develop research questions and methods to understand better
how teachers understand and interpret NGSS in secondary life science classrooms. The
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goal of my conceptual framework was to illustrate the interactions between several
interactive factors that result in the enacted curriculum.
To better understand how the new standards might impact planning, teaching, and
learning, I reviewed a framework developed for math education that describes the process
of curriculum development, choice, adaptation, and enaction (Figure 1.1). The framework
by Remillard and Heck (2014) shows the possible interactions of official and operational
curriculum and the factors that affect the transformation from the office to the intended
curriculum. The official curriculum consists of materials prepared for the teachers.
Official curriculum can consist of standards, assessments, objectives, and curricular
materials prepared by anyone other than the teacher. The official curriculum will consist
of NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and NGSS-aligned storylines in this study. NGSS
The operational curriculum consists of the intended and enacted curriculum. To move
from the official to the operational curriculum, teachers first make a series of choices that
lead to their following or subverting curriculum and interpret or draw on it (Davis et al.,
2016). The intended curriculum is the instructional materials and instructional moves
chosen, used, or adapted by teachers that produce the enacted curriculum in the
classroom (Remillard & Heck, 2014). In this study, I mainly focus on the relationship of
the official curriculum with the life science intended curriculum enacted by the teacher.
Figure 2.1 shows the original framework from Remillard and Heck (2014) that I drew
upon for parts of my conceptual framework.
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Figure 2.1
Factors that affect math curricular choices (Remillard & Heck, 2014).

The official curriculum in this study is the state standards adapted from NGSS
and any prepared curriculum that teachers adopted or adapted throughout the study. In
both the quantitative and qualitative portions, NGSS was the standard used to judge any
reform-based teaching. As for the curriculum part of the official curriculum, the
quantitative portion of the study had a variety of sources, including various commercial
and teacher-prepared curriculum sources. In the qualitative portion of the study, the
official curriculum consists of NGSS and NGSS aligned curricula created by stakeholders
in science other than the participants of this study. NGSS requires a paradigm shift in K12 science education from science as a body of facts to a way of knowing (Bybee, 2014).
This paradigm shift to science as a way of knowing to require states, districts, and
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schools to adapt curriculum and assessments to meet the needs of the new standards
structure, goals, and objectives (Pellegrino, 2013). The paradigm shift will necessitate
teachers to interpret and enact NGSS, which teachers may not currently be prepared to do
(Harris et al., 2017). This study will explore how and what influences if teachers can
interpret the standards and curriculum to integrate content and practice into creating
opportunities for students to study science as a way of knowing.
To explore factors that influence teachers' interpretation of NGSS and NGSSaligned curriculum, I drew upon a framework that reveals interaction between the subject
matter knowledge (SMK) and pedagogical knowledge (PK) of secondary science teachers
(Lewis et al., 2020). In Lewis et al. (2020), the authors outline variables that influence
reform-based teaching practices that may affect teachers’ interpretation of NGSS and
NGSS-aligned curriculum (Figure 2.2). Their framework shows how teachers' knowledge
can interact with their attitudes and beliefs and the learners' knowledge to influence
reform-based teaching practices. For this study, I focus on a similar set of teacher and
school factors identified in that study as possible influences on reform-based teaching
practices. Based on that study's findings, I have selected teacher preparation program,
school-level socioeconomic status of students, grade level (i.e., Middle School (MS) or
High School (HS), and years of in-field teaching experience as possible variables that
influence teachers' use of NGSS goals, objectives, and pedagogy.
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Figure 2.2
Conceptual framework of teacher preparation program and reform-based science
teaching practices (Lewis et al., 2020).

Using the Lewis et al. (2020) study variables, I reviewed teacher variables that might
influence teacher instructional practices. The first variable I identified was the program,
which served as a proxy for subject matter knowledge in this study. All the participants
were alumni of one of two science education programs from the same university. The
bachelor's program, or undergraduate (UG), required students to pass at least 24 hours of
college credit hours in one discipline, which equals about a minor in that discipline. The
Master's program, or MAT, required individuals to have at least a Bachelor of Science
degree in a science discipline. The differences in the two programs’ average science
credit hour requirements meant that MAT alumni teachers had a significantly higher
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number of credit hours (M= 39.73) in life science than the UG alumni participants of the
study (M=25.22), nearly twice as many on average. Biology subject matter knowledge is
essential to the organizing of lessons (Hashweh, 1987). Teachers with less subject matter
knowledge are less informed on choosing materials and making links between concepts
even after teaching concepts more than once (Childs & McNicholl, 2007; Nixon et al.,
2017). But years of teaching experience have been found to increase the use of reformbased teaching practices (Lewis et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2021). With effectively
constructed experiences that allow novice teachers to observe and use reform-based
instructional practices, they are more likely to develop a greater capacity to use reformbased teaching practices and become more responsive to student needs (Bianchini, 2012).
Other factors that influence student outcomes are school-level variables. My
conceptual framework combines the idea of knowledge of learners (Lewis et al., 2019)
and factors that influence student outcomes (Remillard & Heck, 2014) into one category
of variables school and classroom-level factors. School and classroom-level factors are
factors in the classroom setting outside of the teacher's control that might influence
teachers' instructional decisions and student outcomes. For example, SES is explored in
numerous studies to influence teachers' practice and student outcomes (Cuevas et al.,
2005; Hwang et al., 2018; Lubienski, 2002). According to the 2019 NAEP scores, 8thgrade students who qualify for Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) continue to score lower
on science assessments (NCES, 2019). Analysis of the larger data set found that FRL was
a factor in reform-based teaching practices (Lewis et al., 2021). Another factor that may
play a role in teachers' instructional practices is the teachers' teaching assignment in a
middle school or high school. An analysis of the complete longitudinal data set revealed
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that middle school teachers used more NGSS SEPs on average than high school teachers
(Tankersley et al., in preparation).
To create the conceptual framework that drives this inquiry, I used a combination of
the frameworks from Lewis et al. (2020) and Remillard and Heck (2014). My conceptual
framework illustrates the phenomenon of how teachers move from the official curriculum
(standards and prepared curriculum) to the intended and enacted curriculum and the
factors that might affect that process. To start the literature review, I outline the history of
science education reform and how that reform has led to the NGSS and the current
reforms centered around authentic science learning.
Figure 2.3.
Influences on teachers' planning, interpretation, and enactment of the curriculum.
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The conceptual framework maps how the official curriculum, in the form of
standards and prepared curriculum, is interpreted by teachers into the intended and
enacted curriculum that ultimately leads to student outcomes. The central focus is on
NGSS and how teachers do or do not use the goals, objectives, and practices outlined by
the standards in their classroom instructional practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013). In this
study, teachers were allowed to choose their curriculum. Before 2019, teachers planned,
found, and adapted lessons that were not part of a cohesive curriculum prepared by
companies or stakeholders in education. By 2020 when I started the study, the three
qualitative study participants had chosen to use an "open education storyline" curriculum
specifically created to align with NGSS performance expectations. Two teachers used the
NGSS Storylines (Reiser et al., 2018) and the Illinois Phenomena Driven Storylines: A
Complete Biology Course Replacement (ISTA, 2018). Both the standards and the
curriculum chosen by the teachers are the formal curriculum. The teachers use the formal
curriculum for the intended curriculum, consisting of their lesson plans and descriptions
of their goals and objectives. Finally, not part of this study, but a part of the process is the
enacted curriculum. The enacted curriculum is what happens in the classroom. The entire
conceptual framework shows many of the factors that inform teachers' interpretation of
the official curriculum. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, both instruction and visits to the
classrooms to observe the enacted curriculum were limited, so much so that this study
focuses mainly on the formal and intended curriculum.
The study's conceptual framework visualizes how variables affect each stage of
the curriculum process. Teachers are the central mediating figure for all curriculum
stages. They determine how the curriculum is based upon formal state standards into
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instructional practices and control what happens with their students in the classroom.
There are many places where teacher decisions transform and translate curriculum
(Remillard & Heck, 2014). While there is some understanding of how science teachers
use the curriculum, there is little understanding of how the individual variables interact
when making curricular decisions (Davis, Janssen, & Van Driel, 2016). This study
explores teacher decisions and reflections into the causes of their choice, interpretation,
and enactment of secondary life science lessons.
Science curriculum reform has made much progress over time. In the 20th and 21st
centuries, the focus has become increasingly on science literacy and scientific habits of
minds (NRC, 2012). Scientific practices are essential to solving problems involving
evidence, logical arguments, and uncertainty (AAAS, 1989). Both Project 2061: Science
for All Americans (AAAS, 1989) and the National Science Education Standards (NRC,
1996) emphasized constructivism through centering science learning as exploration,
explanation using evidence, and experimental design. The 5E learning cycle supported
those goals by providing a flexible template for constructivist, reform-based teaching
practices (Duran & Duran, 2004).
Before introducing the framework documents and NGSS, science was often seen
as discrete knowledge and inquiry merely pedagogy and not an integrated part of
scientific knowledge (Pruitt, 2014). In addition, No Child Left Behind (NCLB. 2002) and
its introduction of high stakes testing to measure student achievement and teacher
effectiveness. Implicit in the goals for increased student achievement in NCLB was
transmitting knowledge to highly qualified teachers despite the breadth of research that
points toward inquiry and usable knowledge and not isolated facts (Cochran-Smith &
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Lytle, 2006). K-12 science teachers' continued resistance to constructivist pedagogy led
to the development reforms that integrated content and practice and explicit learning
science (NRC, 2012). The goals of NGSS were to change that by combining the
knowledge of science in the form of Disciplinary Core Ideas with the practices of science
in the form of Science and Engineering practices and connecting the scientific disciplines
through the crosscutting concepts (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Thus, NGSS requires a
curriculum that integrates the three dimensions of NGSS in a coherent and phenomenacentered way (NRC, 2012). In addition, to develop an appropriate curriculum, teachers
will need to be prepared to interpret and enact that curriculum in ways that are faithful to
NGSS goals and objectives (Penuel & Reiser, 2018).
Literature Review
History of Science in the United States
As the world population continues to progress in its use of science and
technology, K-12 students must have a solid science education (NGSS Lead States,
2013). In the earliest days of education, whether students even should study science was
debated. Many scientists in the 19th century had to advocate for the importance of
children learning science (DeBeoer, 2000). One of the goals for students learning science
was for science education to be a vehicle of change and progress (Atkin & Black, 2003).
Beyond arguing for science as a part of universal education, scientists like Thomas
Huxley and Herbert Spencer argue about how science should be learned. They asserted
that students should experience science directly to learn about science and the natural
world (DeBoer, 2014). Experiential learning got a boost in the early 20th century when
educational theorists like Dewey, Vygotsky, and Schwab, among others, advocated for
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students centered learning and teaching (Crawford, 2014). According to Dewey (1923),
students need an educational environment that supports their aims and development. In
addition, Vygotsky's sociocultural theory added that learning and development are social
endeavors and use learners' experiences and knowledge to construct knowledge (JohnSteiner & Mahn, 1996). The emphasis on experiential learning shifted education away
from students as receivers of knowledge and toward collaborative and hands-on
experiences (Larawitz, 2014). Those hands-on experiences began to focus around
acknowledging the changes in science and technology and the importance of students
being able to be a part of those changes to keep the U.S. as a world power (Popkewitz,
2011).
U.S involvement in education is primarily decentralized. The first widescale
involvement in education did not come until after World War II, when the federal
government emphasized the need for an educated populace who understood science and
technology (Lynch, 2011). In 1958 the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) was
passed by congress, which began large-scale federal involvement in education with
provisions for strengthening and providing access to education at K-12 and
postsecondary levels (Hill et al., 2000). The emphasis on science technology increased
with the Cold War and the Space Race, making the government and American citizens
think about science's role in the economy more than ever (Crawford, 2014). The 1957
launch of Sputnik and the corresponding fear that the United States was lagging increased
the emphasis on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics), which led
to an increase in federal education laws. One of the first and most influential federal
education laws to K-12 education was the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
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1965 (ESEA), which provided funds to support equal access to education and close
achievement gaps in the United States (Davies, 2007). ESEA increased the emphasis on a
scientifically literate populace brought in organizations like the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), who created curriculum and teacher training
recommendations that they felt would prepare citizens to engage with science and
technology (Wissehr, Concannon, & Barrow, 2011). Suggestions for increasing
educational gains in science and technology also led to increases in research and
programs by the federal government, nonprofits, and academics to advance science
education and reduce science education achievement gaps (Stein 2004; Davies, 2007).
With the increase in research on education, specifically science education,
innovations in teaching science in the K-12 classroom. In the mid-1980s, the Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study, now just BSCS, developed the 5E Learning Cycle (5E) as a
part of their recommendations for constructivist science education (Treagust & Tsui,
2014). The 5E inquiry-based instructional model uses five-lesson stages (engage, explore,
explain, evaluate, elaborate) to transform science teaching by creating lessons that
support students' scientific reasoning skills (Bybee et al., 2006). The emphasis of 5E
supports learners in moving from novices to more expert-like thinkers with a deeper
understanding of science (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Bybee et al., 2006). As a
part of that more profound understanding, students should be able to integrate their new
knowledge into existing schemes and thus apply their knowledge to new experiences,
making science more applicable to their lives (Bybee & Van Scotter, 2007; Capps &
Crawford, 2012). Inquiry transforms teachers from the more traditional conveyors of
knowledge into facilitators, guides, and collaborators who work with them to construct
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learning opportunities instead of imparting content to the students (Crawford, 2000). But
despite most teacher education programs organized around inquiry, it is still not the
dominant lesson plan for science education in U.S. schools (Capps & Crawford, 2012).
The Road to National Standards
The attempt to create standards that better-integrated inquiry and constructivist
theories of science education progressed with the K-12 science education standards
(NRC, 2012). The development of national standards started with Science for all
Americans (AAAS, 1990) and The National Science Education Standards (NSES; NRC,
1996). Scientists, mathematicians, science educators, and technologists collaborated to
outline the goals of science education and define the parameters for developing
scientifically literate citizens in the U.S. (AAAS, 1990). The National Science Education
Standards (NSES) used the goals outlined by Science for All Americans (AAAS, 1990) to
create standards that have students interact with the content and the practices of science
(NRC, 1996). One of the significant accomplishments of NSES was to make it clear that
inquiry was a central goal of teaching and learning science in the United States
(Crawford, 2014). In creating those standards, science educators, researchers, and
professors of education attempted to resolve many tensions in science education,
including enacting dynamic standards and reasonable expectations for change (NRC,
1996). In addition, NSES was a political document that sought to provide
recommendations to states and curriculum-making and voting bodies to promote
constructivist-based standards in the U.S. (Collins, 1998). Despite these lofty ideals, the
movement toward national standards was not realized at that point because, despite the
perceived advantages of a centralizing curriculum, local communities feared losing
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control over what was best for those students. Thus the standards were not widely
adopted by states (DeBoer, 2014).
Beyond local resistance, another barrier to reform-based science education came
from the federal level with the enaction of No Child Left Behind, a part of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (2001). NCLB (2001) required states to start
measuring science in years 5, 8, and high school beginning in 2007 and was the
beginning of "high-stakes" tests in many forms, which would decide who would and
would not receive a high school diploma. This rise in accountability has had mixed
results, especially for urban schools. Many urban schools have seen issues with the
erosion of teachers viewed as professionals, the disruption of interpersonal relationships
between students and teachers, the trivialization of science education (especially in
elementary grades), and the adoption of a triage mentality the prioritizes ELA and math
(Settlage & Meadows, 2002). In addition, NCLB has reduced the achievement gaps for
some students but has not translated into increasing students with diverse identities
becoming a part of science and technology workforces (Woodruff & Kahle, 2014).
The Framework for K-12 Science Education attempted to correct some resistance
to research-based science education by providing a coherent vision and a conceptual
framework that would eventually turn into the Next Generation Science Standards (NRC,
2012). One improvement on the original NSES was integrating content and inquiry to
combine core ideas, practices, and crosscutting concepts (NRC, 2012). NGSS integrates
science content, science and engineering practices, and crosscutting images to promote
deeper learning and transfer (NGSS Lead States, 2013). NGSS seeks to focus on depth
over breadth of knowledge in science, which will focus on more profound understanding
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and application of science content and skills (Luckie et al., 2012). Ultimately, our vision
of science education prioritizes a move toward students making more judgments and
arguments in response to data and other reliable sources of knowledge (NRC, 2007).
Another improvement NGSS made on NSES is the integration of science
practices and content into each performance expectation of the standards (NGSS Lead
States, 2013). Before NGSS, if the three dimensions were addressed, they were expressed
as separate entities and thus were often taught separately in science classrooms (Bybee,
2014). NGSS changes that by encouraging curriculum developers to engage students
concurrently in scientific practices and crosscutting concepts while learning the content
(NRC 2014). There are several ideas of how to organize teaching PD and supports for
teachers to develop an understanding of the standards, but consistently there is consensus
that strategies will need to be designed to help teachers as they grapple with the standards
(Bybee, 2017; Castronova & Chernobilsky, 2020; Krajcik et al., 2014).
NGSS Effect on Teaching and Learning
The goals of NGSS are to close achievement gaps and support science literacy
through the application of science, engineering, and technology that permeate modern life
(NRC, 2012). As teachers shift to using NGSS in their classroom, they face the difficult
task of assessing their current instructional practices to determine their alignment with
NGSS and how they can integrate new practices that align to performance expectations
(Lo et al., 2014). NGSS uses performance expectations to encourage a phenomena-based
curriculum that provides coherent and student-led science experiences (NGSS Lead
States, 2013). NGSS curriculum should allow teachers to translate the performance
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expectations into concrete and fine-grained learning that applies to students (Puttick &
Drayton, 2017).
NGSS-aligned curriculum is in its infancy and just beginning to have widespread
availability (Puttick & Drayton, 2017). Developing an NGSS-aligned curriculum is
complex and requires integrating instructional practices that support students' greater
understanding of science (Kloser, 2014). The resulting curriculum and assessment
materials should encourage teachers to shift their primary instructional practices from
learning facts to developing the skills to explain phenomena (Bybee, 2014). Effective
teaching of NGSS standards requires lessons that: (a) interconnect the three dimensions
of NGSS, (b) recognize the learning progressions from grade to grade, and (c) include
engineering design (Bybee, 2014). This may be difficult because many teachers’ attitudes
and ideas about science education may not align with the goals and objectives of NGSS
(Bybee, 2014). The difficult task of creating long-lasting science education reform will
require science education reform districts, administrators, and teacher educators must
provide professional development opportunities that change teaching sustainably (Penuel
et al., 2015). Incremental change backed by research is necessary to evolve science
education (Bybee, 2014).
Creating the appropriate PD opportunities for teachers requires understanding
factors that make a teacher more or less likely to take up teaching reforms because of the
need to integrate both subject and pedagogical knowledge into the creation and
adaptation of lessons (NRC. 2015). Subject matter knowledge is essential for NGSS as
the content or disciplinary core ideas (DCI) require teachers to go into more depth into
the concepts taught, especially in the upper grades (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Content
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has been streamlined in NGSS to focus on a core set of concepts that allow teachers to
engage students in a few topics over learning many or breadth of topics (NRC, 2015).
Core ideas can serve as a framework to build curriculum and assessment and support
students in building their understanding of the subject matter (Cooper, Posey, &
Underwood, 2017). The four main ideas outlined in the NGSS life science DCIs align
with one overarching goal, to drive increasing complex understanding of life science
knowledge and practice throughout students’ K-12 science career (NGSS Lead States,
2013). The four concepts of NGSS life science are: (a) from molecules to organisms, (b)
ecosystems, (c) heredity, and (d) biological evolution (NRC, 2015). On the surface, a
transition to in-depth coverage of fewer topics seems like an easy transition. However,
over half of the teachers surveyed did not clearly understand the performance
expectations (PEs). They, therefore, did not feel comfortable aligning their instruction
and assessment for those Pes (Wilde, 2018).
Science subject matter influences many aspects of teaching science. Teachers’
ability to correctly answer questions and predict student answers on a life science test
correlated to higher student achievement (Chen et al., 2020). Another impact of subject
matter knowledge is that teachers with less knowledge cannot implement a rigorous
curriculum that addresses student needs (Darling-Hammond, 2016). For example, most
life science teachers see their knowledge of biology as an essential part of organizing and
lessons (Hashweh, 1987; Rozenszajiin & Yarden, 2015). Teachers who teach OOF have
more difficulty connecting concepts in the disciplines more than once, which has not
improved dramatically with greater years of experience (Childs & McNicholl, 2007;
Nixon, Hill, & Luft, 2017). One study found that IF biology teachers identified student
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misconceptions and connections between concepts photosynthesis other units better than
those teaching OOF (Hashweh, 1987).
The science and engineering practices (SEPs) are eight practices that are part of
the PEs designed to simulate scientists' practices and thus deepen students' understanding
of science (NGSS Lead States, 2013). The SEPs allow students to understand how
practicing scientists work and develop their conceptual understanding of science (NGSS
Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2005). The adoption of NGSS means that a part of teacher
knowledge will require teachers to understand the practices of science and the concepts
of science well (Bybee, 2014). Teachers’ knowledge of SEPs is essential for breaking
down the PEs and how the SEPs integrate with the DCIs (Bybee, 2014; NRC, 2014). To
engage students in SEPs, teachers will need to develop curriculum and lessons that allow
students to ask questions, conduct investigations, use mathematical and computational
thinking, develop models, and engage in specialized methods of communication,
including argumentation and constructing explanations with evidence (NRC,2007; NGSS
Lead States, 2013).
SEPs are the dimension of NGSS that teachers report thinking about most but are
still generally unsure about using in their classrooms (Castronova & Chernoblisky, 2020).
Some of the mixed reflections on the SEPs could come from teachers' better
understanding of some practices over others (Brownstein & Horvarth, 2016; French &
Burrows, 2018). The lack of knowledge of SEPs in the classroom translates into
differential use of some practices over others. For example, a few studies have found that
teachers integrate analyzing and interpreting data and constructing explanations quite
often into their practices while argumentation continues to be a struggle both for planning
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and enaction in the science classroom (Antink-Meyer & Brown, 2017; Brownstein &
Hovarth, 2016; Drew & Thomas, 2018). Another essential practice is modeling, an
integral part of conceptual change (Amin, Smith, & Wiser, 2014). The science and
engineering practices are a vital part of NGSS, mirror scientists' work, and help students
learn science's nature and practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013). One of the significant
changes that integrate SEPs into lessons is the increase in collaboration and
communication. Practical classroom discourse should include phenomena, cooperation,
and collaboration in a space where students feel free to share their ideas, ask questions,
and construct collective understandings of science with their classmates (Amin, Smith, &
Wiser). The SEPs also allow students to go beyond simple data analysis to developing
arguments, explanations, and models (Crawford, 2014).
Beyond just understanding the SEPs, it will be necessary for teachers to use the
scientific practices effectively. Current evidence suggests that many teachers use SEPs,
not to drive conceptual understanding but to reinforce concepts, engage students, and
support students' learning of scientific methods (Sandoval & Kawasaki, 2016). For
teachers to properly integrate SEPs into instruction, they need to understand the goals and
objectives of NGSS and have a more holistic view of the SEPs and their use in the
classroom (Carpenter et al., 2015). Part of the understanding of the goals of NGSS will
require teachers to frame students as epistemic agents to meaningfully engage in practices
instead of the more common teacher framing, which positions the teacher as the expert
that most often leads to more teacher-centered pedagogy (Kawasaki & Sandoval, 2016).
Because many students and teachers lack experience integrating practices and
crosscutting concepts in instruction, scaffolding will be needed (Roseman et al., 2019).
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The third dimension of NGSS that teachers need to attend to is the crosscutting
concepts. The goal of the crosscutting concepts is to connect all domains of science and
thus to link student experiences from one science course or topic to another (NGSS Lead
States, 2013). By linking all domains together, the CCCs provide learning goals for
scientific literacy regardless of the science domain (Duschl, 2012). In addition, CCCs
play a role in supporting students' ability to make sense of phenomena, apply scientific
ideas, and overcome misconceptions if used correctly (Fick et al., 2018).
Despite the promise of the CCCs, teachers tend to think less about the CCCs, and
when they reflect on their use, they recognize the misalignment of the purpose vs.
application (Castronova & Chernoblisky, 2020). Some of the misalignment may be due to
the ambiguous language of the CCCs and how they relate to the other two dimensions in
the standards document (Rivet et al., 2016). For example, Pellegrino et al. (2013) discuss
CCCs that assess its function to make connections across different disciplinary core ideas
or SEPs, but rarely were the CCCs discussed as stand-alone parts of NGSS.
CCCs are connections between disciplines that support students' overall
understanding of science (NRC, 2012). Even science education scholars see CCCs
differently based on their lenses, bridges, tools, or rules. How teachers use the CCCs may
affect their integration and thus student learning which could be problematic (Rivey et
al., 2016). One of the issues with the use of the CCCs is that different disciplines of
science have their ideas about the nature of science that can alter the ways that CCCs
used in each domain, thus making it difficult for teachers and students to connect the
concepts across disciplines (Osborne et al., 2017). Both research and practice show
misalignment with CCCs overall and the separate concepts in the frameworks (Fick,
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2019). More research is needed for CCCs to be understood and effectively used to pull
together cohesive guidelines and definitions for researchers, teacher educators, and
teachers (Fick, 2019; Osborne et al., 2017).
Although not one of the dimensions of NGSS, phenomena, and phenomenonbased is an integral part of NGSS teaching and learning (NRC, 2012). As has always
been the case, for science education to change, stakeholders must develop ways for
students to become a part of knowledge construction in the classroom (Miller et al.,
2018). Supporting students’ knowledge construction requires teachers to leverage
students’ prior knowledge and experiences during classroom instruction (Bybee, 2014;
NGSS Lead States, 2013). The Frameworks for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012)
asks teachers to use increasingly complex phenomena to support students drawing on
their own experiences and developing a conceptual understanding of science. Effective
choices of phenomena can help students generate ideas and ask questions and
explanations as students explore them (Roseman et al., 2017). Phenomena-based lessons
help students develop ideas by leveraging students’ funds of knowledge within specific
science concepts (Genzuk, 1999; NRC, 2012). Incorporating students' knowledge
construction in school science may facilitate the development of scientific reasoning
skills that can benefit students as they become adults (NRC, 2014).
A part of implementing NGSS will be for science education stakeholders to
compose and/or adapt lessons and assessments that integrate phenomena-based threedimensional instructional strategies (Black & Atkin, 2014). NGSS aligned assessment
should consist of performance tasks that examine students’ use of SEPs while working
with the DCIs and CCCs (Pellegrino et al., 2014). Another challenge in creating NGS-
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aligned assessments will be to develop equitable assessment tasks and rubrics that
integrate all three dimensions of science (Harris, Pellegrino, & DeBarger, 2019). NGSS
calls for multiple assessments, including formative and summative assessments that
integrate three-dimensional learning (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Because of the
complexity of creating curriculum that aligns with the goals and frameworks of NGSS, it
will likely need to be a slow and methodical process (NRC, 2014).
Curriculum and Curricular Reform
Definition of Curriculum
As NGSS becomes the primary source of science standards in the US, the science
education curriculum will need to shift by creating a curriculum that supports students
and teachers while achieving the goals and objectives of NGSS (Penuel & Reiser, 2018).
For this study, I will use Remillard and Heck's (2014) definition of curriculum as a threeprong process comprised of official, intended, and enacted curriculum. First, the official
curriculum creates expectations for teachers based on standards or prepared curriculum.
Second, the intended curriculum is how designers and teachers translate those standards
to develop lessons through pedagogical choices. And finally, the enacted curriculum is
negotiated between teachers and students to create learning experiences (Remillard &
Heck, 2014). The curriculum is a deceptively complex task that includes textbook usage,
lesson structure, and instructional and assessment materials. Teachers weave together
curriculum and pedagogy to guide students learning by creating opportunities to play an
essential role in society (Fitz-Gibbon, 1999; Schmidt et al., 1996). (Schmidt et al., 1996).
Educators find the official curriculum in their standards, textbooks, and education
policy (Schmidt et al., 1996). The official curriculum should provide resources that help
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shape and support teachers' goals in the classroom (Roseman & Koppal, 2008).
Curriculum materials and standards can also provide a standardized version of what
students are supposed to learn. But some curricular materials can be abstract, making
writing textbooks and other science materials so that students comprehend a complex
process and a difficult task (Wilson, 2011). For example, texts and curriculum materials
can contain oversimplification of ideas and concepts, resulting in misconceptions.
An example of misconceptions in many life science texts is that photosynthesis
consists only of light and dark reactions or the fallacy that ecological issues are more
natural, not attributed to human interference in the natural world (Sharma & Buxton,
2018; Yip, 2007). If teachers do not have the proper knowledge, they are in danger of not
recognizing those misconceptions and thus passing them on to their students (Yip, 2007).
Teachers often select materials at the classroom, school, and even district levels (Mintzes
& Wandersee, 2005). One study found that while it is vital to provide opportunities for
argumentation, students also need the epistemic agency to take advantage of those
opportunities to create learning and transfer (Larrain et al., 2018).
Even after selecting curriculum, teachers have a lot of influence because they
must use their experience, knowledge, and goals to decide how to use the formal
curriculum (Remillard & Heck, 2014). Dewey and other early 20th-century scholars
believed that education should emphasize that the scientific method could free much of
education from unreflective habits (Popkewitz, 2011). Teachers play a role in shaping the
curriculum to fit specific goals, aims, and visions (Schmidt et al., 1996). One way that
teachers shape the intended curriculum is by deciding what to emphasize. For example,
many life science teachers emphasize macro over microbiological concepts, creating
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misunderstandings about microorganisms' role in the biological world (Yip, 2007).
Teachers also choose how to present the curriculum. Research shows that teachers with
lesson content knowledge may make fewer connections between concepts and miss
biological big-picture concepts, impacting their pedagogical choices (Rozenzian &
Yarden, 2015). Teachers must blend their understanding of content with the teaching
elements in ways that lead to effective student learning (Shulman, 1986).
The intended curriculum becomes the enacted curriculum once it goes from the
planning stages to being enacted with students in the classroom (Remillard & Heck,
2014). Exemplary teachers can make choices that reflect their understanding of students’
needs, autonomy, interpersonal connections, and ability to be responsible for their
learning (Waldrip & Fisher, 2003). As teachers weave the curriculum and pedagogy
together, they create opportunities for students' learning and equip students for their roles
in society (Fitz-Gibbon, 1999). The enacted curriculum goes through many
interpretations and mediation from the official curriculum, which may taint the goals and
objectives of the original material (Hume & Coll, 2010; Remillard & Heck, 2014). Many
science teachers follow an initiation, response, feedback (IRF) formula during discourse
where they provide questions, the students respond, and then the teachers give feedback.
The feedback part of the IRF loop allows teachers to oversee discourse in the classroom
by either shutting down discourse through evaluation and neutral feedback or
encouraging further discourse by providing feedback that would enable students to
construct explanations and arguments (Chin, 2006).
Curriculum reform is a systematic approach to changing content and pedagogy taught
in the science classroom (Powell & Anderson, 2002). The current curricular reform focus
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on NGSS and NGSS aligned curriculum aim to move away from learning facts and
progress toward understanding scientific phenomena relevant to students (Treagust &
Tsui, 2014). Despite this focus, the U.S. has been slow to develop a commercial science
curriculum that aligns with the vision of NGSS, with some exceptions, e.g., OpenSciEd, a
storyline-based curriculum (Smith, 2020). For this curriculum, teachers identify an
anchoring phenomenon that promotes a profound understanding of science through
questioning and engaging in investigations that integrate DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs (Lo et
al., 2014; Reiser et al., 2017).
One way to support teachers align their curriculum to be more reform-based is to
add various educative supports (Marco‐Bujosa et al., 2020). Educative supports work by
developing teacher subject matter and/or pedagogical knowledge and their ability to
apply that new knowledge through effective instructional decisions (Davis & Krajcik,
2005). Educative curriculum can work by supporting teachers’ learning through
analyzing how they perceive curriculum, materials, differences between the curricular
goals and their own goals, and how to reduce those differences by redesigning materials
to align to the purposes of the standards (Davis, Janssen, & VanDriel, 2016). For an
educative curriculum to be effective, it needs to have transparent goals and supports. Still,
even with precise scaffolds, the outcomes will depend on the teacher and their learning,
beliefs, and approach (March-Bukosa et al., 2017, Wiggins, 1998). New teachers initially
use the curriculum provided, but over time, a mismatch in the teacher's ideas and the
curriculum materials leads to the search and use of curriculum materials that align with
their goals and beliefs (Forbes & Davis, 2007).
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Essential Characteristics of NGSS aligned Curriculum
All current science curriculum reforms will need to keep NGSS in mind due to its
prevalence in the U.S. (Penuel & Reiser, 2018). Creating material aligned to NGSS will
require focusing on curricular and teacher supports that will create equitable
opportunities in the classroom that help students'' deep understanding of science (Zangori
& Pinnow, 2020). As science educators design a more NGSS aligned curriculum, it will
be vital to integrate the three dimensions of science in coherent ways across time and
allow students to build on their learning to create a sophisticated understanding of science
(Pellegrino, 2013). Some specific features that promote NGSS aligned curriculum are
complex phenomena that can support investigation, explanation, and argumentation
(Kracjcik et al., 2008; Manz, 2015; McNeil & Krajcik, 2009; Michaels & O'Connor,
2012). One of the challenges in creating an NGSS aligned curriculum is that curriculum
adoption, interpretation, and enaction is a complex process with many individuals
involved and multiple steps before getting to the classroom (Hume & Coll, 2010).
As of 2018, about half the science materials currently in use were published
before 2009 (Smith, 2020). Most of the commercial materials published, even if
published after 2009, were not aligned to NGSS. In recent years, that has begun to change
by increasing commercial and open-source materials being developed to be NGSSaligned (Smith, 2020). NGSS pushes school science to look more like practicing science
by centering lessons and curricula around phenomena in questions or problems (NRC,
2012). Curriculum that centers around the appropriate phenomena can promote all
students' participation toward developing a deep understanding of science (Reiser et al.,
2017). Curricular reform changes what teachers teach and how they teach, intending to
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move toward a student-centered approach to teaching and learning (Powell & Anderson,
2002). The student-centered curriculum drives support that: (a) anticipate student
thinking and identifying misconceptions; (b) support teachers learning of the subject
matter; (c) help teachers consider ways to relate units; (d) promote identifying the
thinking behind the design; and (e) promote teacher capacity to implement and adapt
curriculum materials (Davis & Krajcik, 2005).
Alignment to the vision of NGSS will require students to develop an increasingly
sophisticated knowledge of the practices, crosscutting concepts, and core ideas. By
adulthood, students should be knowledgeable citizens who can participate in scientific
discussions (NRC, 2012). The need to evaluate a curriculum that meets the vision of
NGSS has led to the EQUIP rubric, which provides criteria for researchers, curriculum
designers, and teachers to assess the degree that the curriculum aligns to the standards
(Achieve, 2014). One measure that is part of the EQUIP rubric is the degree that the
curriculum integrates the three dimensions of NGSS. For example, an analysis of the Full
Option Science Systems (FOSS) curriculum found that while it was phenomena-based, it
usually only explicitly integrated two of the three dimensions, not addressing crosscutting
concepts in many materials (Lowell, Cherbow, & McNeill, 2021). In addition, curriculum
materials that combine DCIs and SEPs in the lessons do not represent complete
alignment if the DCI and SEP do not interact in a way that drives students’ work and
knowledge construction (Lowell, Cherbow, & McNeill, 2021). Ultimately NGSS aligned
curriculum will need to blend DCI, CCC, and SEP in ways that allow learners to build
sophisticated ideas and understanding from their funds of knowledge (Kracjik et al.,
2014). Even when teachers incorporate SEPs to create content knowledge, not all
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students can participate in discussions, limiting knowledge construction (Zangori &
Pinnow, 2020). As storylines and NGSS aligned curriculum, both commercial and opensource, are relatively new, researchers need more study on how NGSS-aligned
curriculum changes teachers' instructional practices.
Another factor in curricular reform is curricular coherence. A curriculum that has
a comprehensive and coherent structure is most likely to yield positive student outcomes
(Roblin et al., 2018). Curriculum that yields positive student outcomes should be
complete and cohesive (Roblin, Shunn, & McKenne, 2018). For NGSS, there will be a
tension between planning a coherent curriculum and a student-centered curriculum. A
curriculum that is too scripted may limit student agency and limit Learning (Sikorski &
Hammer, 2017).
Factors that Influence Curricular Reform
National, State, and Local Factors that affect curriculum
Curriculum adoption in the United States is complicated because every state can
develop and adapt its standards (Davis, 2007). Reform would become more accessible,
with most states in the U.S. choosing to adopt NGSS or adapt standards closely to align
with the objectives of NGSS (NSTA, 2020). States provide an additional role in the
curriculum by providing standards to outline what schools should teach and assess
(Woodruff & Kahle, 2014). Summative assessments are a valuable tool, but they are
usually a one-way data tool from student to teacher to local or state policymakers for
decisions without using the information to support the learning of the students assessed
(Wiseman, 2010). Often when schools talk about data-driven decisions, they are talking
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about using data from the previous year's students to make decisions for the students that
come after (Dee & Jacob, 2011).
State testing as a means of measuring achievement is controversial. Some
educators claim that statewide assessment has improved instruction. In contrast, others
argue that the emphasis on testing has pushed teachers to be more didactic and make less
time for inquiry and laboratory activities (Briton & Sneider, 2014). Though states may
adopt three-dimensional standards, they may not align assessments to the NGSS. State
assessments can have items outside the science standards, overemphasize some standards
over others, and contain things that do not assess higher-order thinking skills (Polkoff,
Porter, & Smithson, 2011). Currently, most state assessments are still based on the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 and focus on a narrow set of assessment goals that do not
often align with the goals of NGSS (NRC, 2014).
Curricular choices can be further complicated by policy decisions outside of
assessments as well. For example, state legislatures have attempted to affect the science
curriculum by enacting laws on teaching evolution in life science. Kansas, Texas,
Oklahoma, and several other states have lawmakers who have sought to make teaching
evolution a choice or introduce non-scientific ideas into the life science classrooms
(DeBoer, 2011; Pew Research Center, 2014).
Another way that states impact curriculum and curricular choices are through
adopting policies around teacher preparation and certification. State-level teacher policies
that govern teacher education and subject matter knowledge are essential because SMK
influences reform-based teaching practices (Lewis et al., 2020). No Child Left Behind
and the introduction of requirements for highly qualified teachers gives power to the
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states to set the definition of "highly qualified" if teachers have at least a bachelor's
degree (ESSA, 2015). However, states can set their benchmarks for certification, which
causes variations in subject matter knowledge, pedagogical requirements, and teacher
certification tests making it challenging to compare teachers’ qualifications state-to-state
(Kahle & Woodruff, 2011). Also, many alternative certification and emergency
certification policies across the U.S. with various lengths and requirements further
complicate this issue (Zeichner, 2016).
Professional development should continue where teacher education leaves off and
can improve reform-based teaching practices (Lewis et al., 2021). A 2018 study found
that four out of five science teachers have participated in science-focused professional
development in the preceding three years (Smith, 2020). But it must be PD that is
meaningful and research-based. To support NGSS curriculum alignment, professional
development needs to support teacher use of anchoring phenomena by planning how they
frame lessons and activities to promote coherence and epistemic agency (Kawasaki &
Sandoval, 2019). A curriculum aligned to NGSS will not matter if PD fails to support
teachers gaining the content and pedagogical knowledge to support students learning
through three-dimensional learning (Babcroft, Herrington, & Dumitrache, 2019).
Teachers’ epistemic agency is an incremental process. It allows teachers to open the
classroom by identifying points within curricula to shift decisions to the students,
creating growth for both the teacher and the students (Ko & Krist, 2019).
Other potential barriers to enacting reform-based science education are the school
and school administration. While administrators often understand constructivism, they
often lack knowledge of science teaching and cannot support those teachers' integration
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of inquiry and NGSS (McNeill, Lowenhaupt, & Katsh-Singer, 2018). A lack of
understanding about inquiry compounded by No Child Left Behind added accountability
through assessment and Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), affecting teaching and
learning (Kahle & Woodruff, 2011). Adequate yearly progress and other assessment
measurements have become important to communities as housing prices can increase or
decrease based on the school districts the houses are in (Kane et al., 2005). State
standards and adequate yearly progress pressure teachers and administration to align
instruction to the test, making it less apparent if schools improve or teach the test
(Herman & Golan, 1990). The emphasis on accountability and assessment often has less
time for professional development and implement reform-based teaching practices
(Lynch, 2011). Administrators are an essential part of educational reform and must
increase teacher preparedness and learning to teach reform-based (Wilson, 2013).
Administrators must coordinate and involve staff in school reforms and inform
collaborative relationships that encourage productive learning communities (Bryk, 2010;
Printy, 2010).
An aspect of curriculum reform that must occur is to balance the needs of the
teachers, the students, and the district. For example, to implement NGSS aligned
curriculum, teachers had to change their teaching paradigms, which required professional
development that promoted hands-on activities and authentic learning (Kracikal et al.,
2014). If supported and given appropriate resources, NGSS implementation can support
deep understanding, but if not supported, appropriate teacher lessons could be aligned to
NGSS but are incomplete upon further examination (Homburger et al., 2019). Another
possible barrier can be using the SEPs as merely procedural and not used to learn about
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the core idea and still put much of the burden of sensemaking on the teacher and not the
student (Lowell et al., 2021).
A storyline-based curriculum could solve some of the curriculum conundrums
that surround NGSS. To create a storyline-based unit, a curriculum developer or teacher
must choose a phenomenon and chunk and sequence information within the phenomenon
to be accessible to students and build upon each other to help students build conceptual
understanding (German, 2018). Using storylines as a teaching method shifts planning and
learning to involve students in deliberate sensemaking opportunities instead of collecting
activities motivated to illustrate a phenomenon to people who already understand the
concept ((Reiser et al., 2017). Coherent storylines allow students to figure out science
concepts, have epistemic agency to be a part of how we figure out the concept, and put
together the ideas over time (Reiser et al., 2017). Some of the challenges to the increase
of epistemic agency required by storylines are creating problems that align with the
standards while giving students the space to make decisions they feel are consequential to
the storyline and the construction of knowledge (Ko & Krist, 2019).
Teachers’ Subject Matter Knowledge
Teacher certification combines both subject matter and pedagogical knowledge.
Federal policy requires that teachers teach in-field but leaves that definition to states,
creating significant variability in subject matter and pedagogical knowledge in the United
States (Kahle & Woodruff, 2011). In a survey of 23 high school biology teachers, content
knowledge was the only element mentioned when asked for a list of essential aspects for
teaching biology (Rozenszajn & Yarden, 2015). But studies have also shown that novice
teachers often lack sufficient SMK for the science classroom (Yuen Mak, Yip, Chung,
1999; Ball & McDiarmid, 1989; Odom, 1995). Suppose teachers’ do not have sufficient
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SMK. In that case, they may not identify issues with the adopted curriculum, diagnose
and address student misconceptions, and may even add to students’ misconceptions
themselves (Tekkaya, 2002; Yip, 1998). For example, there is a correlation between
teachers’ bachelor’s degree field and student misconceptions. Teachers who help
bachelor’s degrees in biology have students with fewer misconceptions than those with
science education, non-biology, or non-science degrees (Yates & Marek, 2014). Teachers
can approach the same curriculum differently, and their approach can depend on whether
teachers adopt, adapt, or faithfully follow a given curriculum (March-Bujosa et al., 2017).
Teachers with greater SMK are more likely to have fewer misconceptions
themselves (Grobschedl et al.,2015; Odom, 1995; Yates & Marek, 2014). Teachers can
have misconceptions in many areas of biology, including ecology, energy, genetics,
classification, and evolution (Tekkaya, 2002; Yip, 2007). Teachers with misconceptions
can pass on those misconceptions directly through instructions or propagate
misconceptions in textbooks (Sander et al., 2003; Yates and Marek, 2014). These
misconceptions and lack of knowledge are often not overcome with teaching the same
concepts over time (Nixon, Hill, & Luft, 2017). Teachers' subject matter knowledge not
only has consequences for passing on misconceptions in science but for pedagogy as
well. Teachers with less subject matter are more likely to use less reform-based
pedagogy in the classroom and revert to more direct instruction (Kahle & Woodruff,
2011; Darling-Hammond, 2016; Lewis et al., 2020). Besides, teachers with less subject
matter knowledge might have difficulty selecting and using student-centered resources
that support knowledge construction (Childs & McNicoll, 2007). Teachers' education
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and experience in scientific fields influence their conceptions of NGSS and how or if they
integrate reform-based teaching practices (Antink-Meyer & Brown, 2017).
Teachers’ Pedagogical Knowledge
Teachers are responsible for planning, enacting, and reflecting on lessons to
support student learning (Schneider & Plasman, 2011). One of the most pressing issues in
science education is the lack of reform-based teaching practices (Capps & Crawford,
2012). Beginning teachers adhere to an activity-centered curriculum or merely alter
minor lesson details (Windschitl et al., 2012). The use of inquiry is an issue because
historically, 85% of labs are cookbook labs with the materials or teacher identifying the
question or problem for the students (Arena, 1996). There is still an incomplete
understanding of what teachers understand about inquiry. Teacher education and
professional development need to assess and clear up teachers' confusion about inquiry
and help lay the groundwork for teachers' practice changes (Capps & Crawford, 2013).
Even if teachers are excited about inquiry and constructivism, they may feel
nervous implementing student-centered pedagogy and releasing control in the classroom
(Porcaro, 2011). One factor in the lack of NGSS and NGSS aligned curriculum could be
teachers' pedagogical knowledge. Teachers need to plan, enact, and reflect on their
lessons to support effective NGSS aligned teaching and learning (Schneider & Plasman,
2011). One problem is the way that teachers see investigations in the classroom. Teachers
need to understand how to balance structured teacher investigations with those that
emerge from student questions or authentic investigations and problems (Duschl &
Bybee, 2014). Effective implementation of a curriculum that aligns with NGSS will
require teachers to manage productive discussions among students and to hold students
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accountable with their questions, answers, and general knowledge construction in the
classroom (Kawasaki & Sandoval, 2019).
Another issue with teachers' pedagogical knowledge could be the knowledge of
the three dimensions of NGSS. Teachers have anxiety about having the time and
expertise to implement SEPs in their classrooms regularly (Haag & MeGowan, 2015).
Many teachers have had difficulty describing and using some science and engineering
practices over others. For example, pre-service teachers' lesson plans have shown that
they integrate analyzing and interpreting data, constructing explanations; and obtaining,
evaluating, and communicating information in their lessons. Simultaneously, they
struggled to implement argumentation, defining problems, and mathematical problem
solving (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016).
Curricular choice, interpretation, and enaction is a complicated process for
teachers. A survey of teachers' experiences with a significant reform effort in science
found teachers reflected on three main themes regarding the reform: (a) their
perspectives, (b) the internal school contexts that affect reform, and (c) the external
contexts that affect reform (Ryder & Banner, 2013). For example, in a study of
elementary teachers' use of curriculum materials, researchers found that teachers'
orientation toward science and their unique school contexts affect their ability and desire
to implement reform (Forbes & Davis, 2007). Another issue is the conflation of the
curriculum with textbook materials. Many teachers, especially inexperienced teachers,
often conflate textbooks with curriculum and draw on K-16 science experience for
curriculum choice and planning (Friedrichsen et al., 2009).
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One reason for this emphasis on instructivist practices is the continued belief that
constructivist approaches require students to use cognitive abilities; they are not yet ready
(Kirschner et al., 2006). Those who champion this argument contend that novice and
intermediate learners need significant support in learning which constructivist learning
does not provide (Kirchner et al., 2006). Even if teachers want to use constructivism and
student-centered techniques in their classrooms, they are often nervous about
implementing inquiry techniques and relinquishing the classroom control required when
facilitating student-centered learning (Porcaro, 2011). Constructivist learning occurs most
effectively in context, and teachers should create environments where the knowledge is
relevant (Jonassen, 1991). Transitioning from instructor to facilitator requires different
skills than many pre-service teachers have seen in their own educational experiences
(Porcaro, 2011). Early career teachers have less developed views on education and may
have less resistance to change than experienced teachers (Luft et al., 2011). Constructivist
learning occurs most effectively in context, and teachers should create environments
where the knowledge taught in the classroom is relevant (Amineh & Asl, 2015; Jonassen,
1991). Transitioning from instructor to facilitator requires different skills than many preservice teachers have seen in their schooling (Porcaro, 2011). Early career teachers have
less developed views on education and may have less resistance to change than
experienced teachers (Luft et al., 2011; Russell & Martin, 2014).
There is evidence that teachers' confusion about inquiry extends to the science
practices from the few studies done. Therefore, teachers express comfort and implement
some scientific practices over others (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016; French & Burrows,
2018). One study designed to support teachers' understanding of SEPs found that teachers
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may already be comfortable with some practices like analyzing data. Therefore, further
professional development in those areas may not be needed (French & Burrows,
2018). Additional support for teachers' higher use of analyzing and interpreting data
comes from a survey that reported that 59% of teachers report using analyzing and
interpreting data either very often or almost always (Drew & Thomas, 2018).
Even in their earliest days of learning to teach, individuals' attitudes and beliefs
about science influences a teacher's willingness to incorporate inquiry in the classroom
(Roehrig & Luft, 2007). To better support pre-and in-service teachers' growth, teacher
educators study how the ideas of pre-service teachers formed throughout science
education and how those beliefs can translate into instructional practices when they are
practicing teachers (Forbes & Davis, 2010). As knowledge of teaching changes, teachers'
beliefs change and change how they develop and implement their knowledge (Jones &
Leagon, 2014). Related to a teacher's beliefs is self-efficacy, "beliefs in one's capabilities
to organize and execute the courses of action" (Bandura, 1997, p. 3). Teachers' beliefs
and self-efficacy are essential because they may directly or indirectly influence their
pedagogical choices and students' learning in science (Deniz, 2011; Apostolou &
Koulaidis, 2010).
Teachers often have confidence in their conceptions of inquiry even though their
views may not align with NSES ideas. There is confusion between what teachers
understand about inquiry-based instruction and how reform-based documents are defined
(Capps & Crawford, 2013). Helping preservice teachers understand and use inquiry is
critical in science education programs (Capps & Crawford, 2013). Authentic science
experience, integrated with the subject matter, inquiry-based methods, and teaching
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strategies about the nature of science can transform preservice science teacher education
experiences (Capps and Crawford, 2013).
One of the key issues in interpreting, planning, and enacting NGSS is teacher
knowledge and confidence in the standards. To ensure that teachers implement NGSS
faithfully, we need curriculum materials and professional development that support
teachers and researchers to determine teacher effectiveness in interpreting, planning, and
enacting NGSS aligned curriculum over time (Kraciak, 2014). More than developing a
curriculum, teachers need to adapt the curriculum to align with the goals of NGSS.
Teachers' understanding of science and assessment knowledge is crucial in teacher
adaptations of curriculum and shifting from a more teacher-centered to a student-centered
learning environment (Chen & Wei, 2015).
In a survey of 37 middle and high school teachers, one study found that only 54%
of the teachers felt highly familiar with the performance expectations (Wilde, 2018). Of
those highly familiar with the performance expectations, only 41% felt comfortable
assessing performance expectations (Wilde, 2018). Assessing NGSS is a challenge
because teachers will need to examine students' performance of the practice and their
understanding of the DCIs and CCC simultaneously (Pelligrino, 2013). Another concern
of implementing NGSS is that teachers have reported that they are concerned about
remaking their entire curriculum, which may be too time-consuming for the current
school climate (Wilde, 2018). While teachers' ideas and perceptions of the standards can
lead to successful adaptations of the standards, ideas that do not necessarily align with
NGSS may require minor changes that allow the system and teachers to evolve to meet
the needs of students, teachers, and educational policy (Bybee, 2017).
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One thing that can affect teacher practices and their integration of NGSS is their
knowledge and beliefs. Teachers' understanding of science's nature can influence their
integration of science skills as some teachers believe that science is a body of knowledge
and not a practice (Lederman, 1992). Teachers' beliefs about the content itself can too be
an issue. As of 2009, 45% of biology teachers in New York still wanted students taught
some form of creationism, and less than 50% of biology majors acknowledged common
ancestry between humans and all living creatures (Coley et al., 2017; Nehm et al., 2009).
Teachers' beliefs and choices impact their knowledge of science and their knowledge, or
lack thereof, of reform-based pedagogical skills (Roehrig & Luft, 2004; Shulman, 1987).
Beliefs about students' learning impact teachers' instructional choices more than their
ideas about good teaching (Boesdorfer, Del Carlo, & Wayson, 2019; McFadden, 2019).
For example, while teachers may have read the research around constructivism, they may
also feel that students need to receive information through didactic learning, which
impedes their use of inquiry-based lessons (McFadden, 2019). Most teachers find that
they need to balance hands-on with traditional learning, with 46% of teachers thinking
that the lack of time, preparation, and resources limits their ability to enact inquiry in the
classroom (DeCoito & Myzkal, 2018). Even when teachers enact constructivist practices
like open-ended discourse, they often rely on students to provide concise and relevant
answers. In contrast, most students remain spectators in the discussion (Zangori &
Pinnow, 2020). Teachers' discursive claims and beliefs are the best predictors of
implementing reform-based science teaching (Veal et al., 2016).
Going beyond being the recipients of curriculum, teachers have an active role in
developing and adapting curriculum in their classrooms. Because teachers are a critical
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part of the curricular design process. They need to have subject matter, pedagogical
knowledge, and curriculum design experience to consistently create or adapt to a reformbased curriculum (Huizinga et al., 2014). In addition, they need to analyze documents,
diagnose the most impactful parts to change, undertake curriculum mapping, and create
ways for students to develop and apply knowledge (Wallace & Priestley, 2017).
Internal School and Student Factors that Affect Curricular Reform
Even when teachers have similar knowledge and attitudes toward science
teaching, the individual teaching contexts affect professional growth (Forbes & Davis,
2007). For example, there are gaps in resource distribution with fewer resources going to
higher poverty schools, which disproportionally affects Black and Latinx students
(Lynch, 2011). As a result, these diverse learners are less likely to have proper materials,
highly prepared teachers, and effective implementation of a researched-based curriculum
than their higher SES and dominantly western European populated schools (Anderson,
1988; Bianchini, 2017).
One of NGSS and curriculum reform goals is to provide more equitable
instruction in science by leveraging students' funds of knowledge (NGSS Lead States,
2013). Despite progress made, there continue to be achievement gaps for African
American and Latino students compared to Western European descent students (NCES,
2015). Race and ethnicity are linked to the lack of attention to students' diverse
experiences and backgrounds, limiting student learning (Parsons, 2014). There needs to
be a recognition that humans mediate science and look through their cultural perspectives
and realities (Lemke, 2001; Parsons, 2014). Currently, interventions supporting cultural
diversity in science education are not fully known as meaningful to all students' cultures
(Wood et al., 2013).
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Gaps and Questions surrounding NGSS Aligned Curriculum
A survey of middle and high school teachers found that many teachers found
NGSS standards too complicated and were anxious about inadequate instructional time,
professional development, and resources as barriers to implementation (Haag &
McGowan, 2015). The vision of science education via NGSS is that students will have
the knowledge and skills to engage in the public discourse of science-related issues by the
time they graduate high school (NRC, 2012). This vision marks a shift in U.S. science
education that will pose many challenges to teachers, schools, and districts (Haag &
McGowan, 2015). A few of the challenges identified for implementing NGSS are
teacher attitudes and beliefs, disposition toward reforming their instructional practices,
and knowledge of the standards, to name a few (Friedrichsen & Barnett, 2018). Science
education researchers will need data about NGSS implementation to know if and how
teachers engage in reformed-based teaching to design supports that aid science teachers
in NGSS curriculum design and enactment (Penuel, Harris, & DeBarger, 2015).
Much of our understanding of factors that influence the implementation of NGSSaligned discourse comes from our knowledge of teacher factors that influence reformedbased teaching in general. A teachers' willingness and ability to incorporate inquiry into
the classroom is related to combining their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about
science and learning (Roehrig & Luft, 2007). While we understand that competence in
subject matter and pedagogy are essential to teachers' preparation, teachers' personal
qualities impact their instructional practices (Bybee, 2014). One of the major issues
identified for science teachers is their subject matter knowledge. Teachers who teach out
of the field often find it challenging to select and use resources that support students'
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knowledge construction and form links between concepts in the discipline (Childs &
McNicholl, 2007). Prior work from this study has identified a relationship between SMK
and the use of inquiry, but it is unknown how that links to NGSS-aligned discourse in
biology classrooms (Lewis et al., 2019). Even some evidence that content knowledge
may present tension in implementing NGSS balancing content and practices during
lessons (Friedrichsen & Barnett, 2017). Teachers can promote inquiry in the classroom
by actively engaging students in open-ended questioning, encouraging students to
collaborate, and allowing students to make and correct their own mistakes (McGinnis &
Kahn, 2012). What is lacking is a clear connection between this willingness to engage in
inquiry and the practical application of inquiry during classroom discourse.
There is still an incomplete view of teachers' understanding of NGSS and its
impact on using SEPs in the classroom. For example, there is evidence that teachers may
understand some practices more than others and that differential understanding may
impact teachers' comfort using certain practices (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016; French &
Burrows, 2018). In addition, there is some ambiguity on teachers' understanding of the
individual practices and the impact of teacher understanding on SEP in the
classroom. For example, teachers surveyed reported that teachers often construct
explanations while using argumentation much less regularly. Still, it is unclear how
teachers define that use or what it looks like in a secondary life science classroom (Drew
& Thomas, 2018).
Another challenge to our understanding of NGSS-aligned discourse is the uptake
of language related to the scientific practices in the classroom by teachers and
students. Even if teachers understand and faithfully enact NGSS-aligned discourse, it is
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unclear how that impacts students' scientific discourse. Scientific argumentation plays a
crucial role in students' ability to use evidence and become scientifically literate (NGSS
Lead States, 2013). There is some evidence that students often struggle with justifying
claims and generating elaborate explanations and developing coherent ideas that create
links between concepts in their minds (Kelly, 2014). The writers of NGSS designed
implementation to increase scientific literacy and support students' ability to engage in
scientific discourse. Still, it is unclear if NGSS-aligned discourse can help students
overcome their difficulties in explaining and scientific argumentation. The work done
suggests that teachers often use practices to reinforce concepts but less frequently use
methods as part of a holistic approach to learning (Sandoval & Kawasaki, 2016).
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Conclusion
To summarize, NGSS is an educational reform designed to improve science
literacy by implementing more student-centered instructional practices. The standards
make explicit combining the content and practices of science into a pedagogy that better
mimics real-world science. NGSS changes the part of the official curriculum in the
classroom and will necessitate changes in other parts of the official, intended, and
enacted curriculums. The development of NGSS-aligned curriculum materials is in their
infancy stages, with some commercial and open-source curriculums available but little
research on how they uptake, adapt, and enact in the life science classroom. Several
teachers, student, and school factors mediate the uptake, interpretation, and use of the
NGSS-aligned curriculum. To get a clear picture of how all the elements interact
necessitates the study of NGSS, NGSS-aligned curriculum, and implementation of NGSS
thoroughly. This study aims to create a clearer picture of NGSS implementation by
exploring teachers' understanding and use of NGSS in the years immediately after
adoption.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
In this multi-method study, I used observational data, teacher lesson plans, and
educator interviews to explore the impact of the adoption of integrated three-dimensional
science standards on secondary life science classes in one Midwest U.S. state. After
finishing the data collection, I used qualitative and quantitative analytic techniques to
analyze educators’ understanding of NGSS and the advantages and disadvantages of
three-dimensional science learning. I first analyzed 347 teacher observations from 38
teachers to explore if and how teachers' use of reform-based instructional practices
changed post-implementation of NGSS. Then, I followed that analysis by choosing three
biology teachers to better understand and plan lessons post-NGSS implementation. Table
3.1 shows the overall alignment among each research question, data sources, and analytic
methods.
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Table 3.1
Summary of Study Research Questions, Data Sources, and Analysis
Research Question

Data Source(s)

Analytic Method(s)

1. Is there a correlation between
the implementation of NGSS
three-dimensional science
standards and the instructional
practices of secondary life
science teachers?

•

347 coded classroom
observations of secondary
life science teachers’ lessons
using EQUIP and DiISC
instruments.
Identification and dummy
coding of teacher program,
classroom level, teacher
years of experience, and
%FRL for each lesson.
Teacher interviews over a
week’s worth of lessons,
including the observed
science lessons.

•

Collection of curriculum
units and teacher notes
about the units
Teacher interviews
transcribed and coded

•

•

•

2. How do educators reflect on
NGSS and NGSS-aligned
curriculum and their effect on
secondary life science
instruction?

•
•

•

•
•

•
3.

How do two secondary life
science teachers interpret
and enact NGSS aligned
curriculum for use in the
same diverse high school?

•

•
•

•

Teacher demographics
including program, years of
experience, and professional
development in NGSS
DiISC coded observations
from the more extensive
data set for Josh and Carlie
Curriculum units, lesson
plans, and teacher notes
from Illinois and NextGen
Storylines
Transcribed teacher
interviews

•

•

•

Descriptive statistics,
including means and
frequency counts
MANOVA comparing
average DiISC score against
each covariate variable
identified
Shapiro Wilk’s test for
normality
Quade’s rank analysis of
covariance to analyze the
non-normal data set for
average DiISC score against
the year of data collection
(pre/post implementation)
Use qualitative data analysis
per Miles, Huberman, &
Saldana (2020) to use
descriptive coding to
integrate the three
dimensions of the science
standards
Clustering of codes into
categories and themes
Frequency counts and
calculations of mean use of
Josh and Carlie’s SEPs from
years before NGSS-aligned
curriculum adoption from
2017-2019
Frequency counts and
calculation of mean use of
the SEPs for Illinois and
NextGen Storylines unit
plants
Qualitative analysis of
interviews and curriculum
lessons as described in
question 2.
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Quantitative Analysis Participants
This study’s quantitative-focused research inquiry and methodology used a subset
of data from a more extensive NSF grant-funded longitudinal study entitled the
Longitudinal Evaluation of Noyce Science Teachers to Determine Sources of Effective
Science Teaching. The larger study used convenience sampling to recruit alumni of two
secondary science education programs at a large 4-year Midwestern university. The
original study was designed to study and improve a Master of Arts in Science Education
program (MA) by exploring teachers’ instructional practices and comparing it to the
undergraduate program (UG) at the same university. The MA program allows individuals
with science degrees to obtain a master’s degree and teacher certification. The UG
program is a traditional science education degree where students receive a bachelor’s,
requiring both science and education classes as a part of the degree. Because the
participants were alumni of either the UG or the MAT program, they were easily
contacted and asked to volunteer for the original study. The researchers had access to
information from the alumni in both programs from their time as pre-service teachers.
Another reason for the participants in the sample was that the original study explored two
science education programs at the same university. Thus, alumni of that university were
the necessary participants. The study sampling was practical for my research because it
provided a large data pool of participants with a wide range of characteristics. Figure 3.1
provides the demographics of the teachers, lessons, and features of the quantitative data
used for this study.
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Table 3.2
Life Science Teachers and Lessons Descriptive Statistics
Number Number
of
of
Teachers Lessons

Year
20152016

20162017

20172018

20182019

Percentage of all
teachers (by
program UG,
MAT)
N (%)

24

95

MS = 20
(21%)

IF = 92
(97%)

HS = 75 (79%)

OF = 3
(3%)

MS = 22
(25%)

IF = 86
(99%)

HS = 65 (75%)

OF = 1
(1%)

MS = 26
(24%)

IF = 104
(97%)

HS = 81 (76%)

OF = 3
(3%)

UG = 8 (53%)

MS= 13 (22%)

MAT = 7 (47%)

HS = 45 (78%)

IF = 58
(100%)

UG = 7 (29%)
MAT = 17 (71%)

21

87

UG = 6 (29%)
MAT = 15(71%)

28

107

UG = 12 (43%),
MAT =16 (57%)

15

58

In-field (>
24 credit
hours),
Out-ofPercentage of field (< 24
lessons per
credit
level (MS, HS) hours) N
N (%)
(%)

OF = 0
All data
collection
years

38

347

UG= 15 (37%)
MAT = 26 (63%)

MS = 81
(23%)

IF = 340
(98%)

HS = 266
(77%)

OF = 7
(2%)

I used the 347 life science lessons collected from 38 individual teachers over four
years for this study. The participants of the larger research and access to information for
alumni of the program also provided me with the background knowledge to choose three
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highly qualified life science participants who were grappling with the early phases of
NGSS adoption. The life science data in our study was unique in that 98% of the
participants in the study taught life science in-field (IF). For this study, teachers identified
as IF had more than 24 college life science credit hours when teaching high school and
more than 12 hours of life science credit hours in middle school. However, there is
evidence that 12 life science credit hours might be insufficient even for effective middle
school instruction. Teachers may hold misconceptions in middle school life science
concepts with up to 25 college life science credit hours (Lewis et al., 2020).
Because of the lack of out-of-field teachers in the study, I used science education
programs to delineate subject matter groups. The teachers in the study were a part of two
programs at the same University. The first program was a Master of Arts in Teaching
program where teachers had at least a bachelor’s in a science field. The participants from
the MAT program had to have at least a bachelor’s in a science field and, on average, had
39.73 life science college credit hours. Then as a part of their 15-month master’s degree,
participants took a range of educational courses along with an action research study.
MAT alumni made up 66% of the participants in the study over the course of four years.
The second program was a Bachelor of Arts in science teaching, where the
teachers graduated with about a minor’s worth of science credit hours. Participants from
this program had at least 24 credit hours in one science area (Life science, Earth Science,
Chemistry, or Physics). If the teachers chose to, they could also achieve a broad field
certificate with 12 credit hours in each of the three other science areas. Thirty-three
percent of the participants used for the quantitative analysis graduated with
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undergraduate degrees in science education from the same university. On average, the
bachelor’s or undergraduate (UG) participants had 25.22 life science college credit hours.
Because MAT teachers averaged more life science college credit hours and had
more upper-division life science credit hours, I used program as a proxy for subject
matter knowledge (SMK) for this study. On average, MAT teachers had more life science
college credit hours and were more likely to have upper-level life science courses that
provide depth in biology concepts. One of the limitations of this study is that due to the
convenience sampling in the longitudinal study, there were significantly more MAT
lessons (N= 233) than lessons taught by UG program alumni (N = 114). Beyond the
variation in teacher programs and content knowledge, teachers also taught in diverse
settings, subjects, and grade levels. The full summary of teacher and school
characteristics is in Appendix B. Life science teachers were recruited to the study at
various experience levels, school sites, and both programs. Still, the data trended toward
more MAT teachers who taught in high schools. Still, the example is that of the 347 life
science lessons observed, only 23% came from middle school lessons, and 77% came
from high school classrooms. Because of the convenience nature of the sample, we were
not able to recruit equal numbers of MS/HS and MAT/UG; thus, all comparisons in this
dataset consider the imbalance in those and several other variables as to which analytic
techniques were most appropriate. The analytical methods and how the inequalities in
participant categories were accounted for are outlined in the data analysis section of the
paper.
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Participants for the Qualitative Analysis
Following the quantitative analysis, I wanted to explore teachers' understanding of
NGSS and how they chose and adapted curricula after adopting three-dimensional
science standards. I did this by recruiting three highly qualified biology teachers and
collecting interviews, lesson data, and notes to explore how they worked to interpret
NGSS and NGSS-aligned curricula for their classrooms. The quantitative analysis in this
study and previous research of the larger longitudinal study revealed that MAT teachers
were more likely to use more reform-based practices than those in the undergraduate
program (Lewis et al., 2020). Thus, for the qualitative portion of the study, I recruited
three highly qualified graduates of the MAT program to get the best chance of capturing
reflections of teachers predisposed to using reform-based teaching practices. For the
qualitative portion of the study, I wanted to explore how highly qualified teachers
selected and responded to NGSS in the early years of state implementation. A different
aspect of the study was that I purposefully chose teachers who taught in a high-need
school. The Noyce program that funded the MAT teachers’ during their pre-service
program and the UG program sought to prepare teachers to teach in high needs schools.
To define high needs, I used the National Science Foundation’s definition, which
represents a high school as high needs when more than 50% of the students qualified for
free and reduced lunch (FRL) in high schools and 40% of the students qualify for free
and reduced lunch in middle school schools.
From this point on, I will be outlining specifics about the qualitative participants
and their schools. To protect the anonymity of all participants, I used pseudonyms for the
school, teachers, and district personnel throughout the paper. All three teachers came
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from one high school and collaborated on their lessons as a part of the same professional
learning community (PLC). With the right circumstances and environment PLCs can
serve as opportunities to make more informed decisions about their practices through
collaboration with other teachers (Lofthouse & Thomas, 2015). Thus, I recruited three
teachers who were graduates of the MAT program and a part of the same PLC at Oak
Grove High School, an urban school. Carlie, Josh, and Laura teach biology at Oak Grove
High School, an urban high needs school where 60% of students qualify for free and
reduced lunch. Over 50% of Oak Grove High School students are non-white, with 21%
being Latinx, 10% Black, 10% Asian, 2% Native American, and 8% identifying as two or
more races. Carlie, Josh, and Laura are all 10th-grade biology teachers. All three teachers
participate in the same professional learning community and meet weekly to discuss
students, lesson plans, and other matters related to teaching and learning. Interviewing
three teachers in the same PLC allowed me to explore teacher perspectives on adopting
and using the same NGSS-aligned curriculum. Table 3.2 summarizes the characteristics
of the three participants, including their years of experience and number of credit hours in
science. The following section provides a detailed description of each teacher-participant
of this qualitative part of the study.
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Table 3.3
Qualitative Participants Description

Name
Carlie
Josh

Laura

Number of Number
Life
of
Science
Science
Years of
Credit
Credit
Experience
Hours
Hours
8
32
48
4

3

21

63

72

93

Courses
Taught
Biology
Honors
Biology
Chemistry

Biology
Geoscience

Use of NGSS
aligned Storylines
Illinois
Storylines 20202021
NexGen
Storylines 20192020
Illinois
Storylines 20202021
NexGen
Storylines 20192020
Illinois
Storylines 20202021

Carlie was the most experienced teacher of the three teachers and was in her ninth
year of teaching and is certified in biology. Carlie is a graduate of the MAT program with
32 credit hours of university life science coursework. For the first four years of her
career, Carlie taught first at a rural high-needs school for one year, followed by four years
at a rural non-high needs district, and finally, she moved to Oak Grove High School
during the study. In this urban high needs school, she taught for two years before
participating in the qualitative portion of the study. At the time of the study, Carlie taught
biology classes to 14-16 aged students at Oak Grove High School. Carlie was also a
participant in all four years of the quantitative study. Because she participated in the
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longitudinal study, Carlie is the participant I had the most background information on
about her ongoing professional development and instructional practices prior to NGSS
adoption. The data from that study provided a strong baseline for Carlie’s instructional
practices both pre-and post-adoption of NGSS.
Josh was in his third- and fourth-year teaching biology and chemistry at Oak
Grove High School. Josh was the only one of the three teacher participants that had
completed dual single-subject certifications and the teacher participant in the qualitative
study who had the least number of biology credit hours. Josh has 21 hours of university
life science credit hours and 32 hours of chemistry hours. But four of Josh’s chemistry
credit hours are biochemistry, and 4 hours are organic chemistry which provides
background content knowledge to many concepts in the NGSS biology curriculum. I
focused my interviews and analysis around his honors-level biology classes and the
instructional decisions surrounding that curriculum and lessons for this study. Josh was
also a participant in the longitudinal study for the last two years. Therefore, I have
background data on how Josh grappled with the standards in his first two years of
teaching in the years immediately before the study.
Laura was a third-year science teacher from the MAT program with 63 life
science credit hours, having also completed a master’s in biological sciences. She was in
her third-year teaching biology and geoscience at Oak Grove High School. At the time of
this study, Laura was in her second and third years of teaching. Laura is the participant. I
had the least background data on her teaching practices before I collected the qualitative
data. Laura was the only one of the three teacher participants that had not been a part of
the quantitative study. Therefore, I only had access to Laura’s student teaching
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observations. Student teaching observation data may not present an accurate baseline
level of instructional data because pre-service teachers have difficulty knowing when to
trust their knowledge and when to defer to greater experiences of their cooperating
teacher, affecting their teacher instructional practices (Munby & Russel, 1994).
In addition to the three teachers, I also interviewed the two science curriculum
coordinators for the district, Dr. John Parker and Ms. Sandra Simmons. During my
interview, Dr. Parker is a former science teacher and was the outgoing K-12 science
specialist at Oak Grove Schools. He has worked in numerous roles in science education
during his 14 years in education. However, for the 2020-2021 school year, Dr. Parker was
transitioning out of his role, and his colleague, Sandra Simmons, was talking over the
position of K-12 Science Specialist for Oak Grove Schools. Before taking on her role as a
science specialist, Ms. Simmons was an experienced middle school teacher. She had
mentored several teachers from the university as a cooperating teacher for practicum
students. At the time of the interview, both Dr. Parker and Ms. Simmons had been
working on curriculum and science teacher professional development to support the
implementation of the new standards. Because they worked together on the curriculum
for the previous and upcoming year, I chose to interview the two together to help provide
insight and context about the role of the district in NGSS implementation.
Data Collection and Analysis Methods
This study consisted of data collected in two phases. In the first phase of data
collection, I used data from the longitudinal study that I worked on as a research
assistant. I analyzed only the middle school and high school life science observation from
that larger study spanning 2015-2019, representing two years before and two years after
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the state adopted NGSS. For those four years, the research team collected four to six
lessons for each teacher per year of participation. Each observation consisted of a team
member taking field notes to summarize the lesson, paying particular attention to the
teacher's instructional choices and moves during the observed class period. After each
lesson, the researcher interviewed the teachers and asked them to summarize a week’s
worth of lesson data. Then, the researcher observed and coded the lessons using two
instruments. I used one of those instruments, the Discourse in Inquiry Science
Classrooms (DiISC), and the three factors in the DiISC: a) Inquiry & Scientific Practices,
b) Formal Written Discourse, and c) Oral Discourse and Academic Language
Development (ALD) strategies (Baker et al., 2008). The factors in the instrument used in
this analysis were extracted and validated through an ancillary study conducted by the
principal investigator (PI) and other researchers in the research group (Lewis et al., under
review).
I completed the second phase of data collection after the completion of the
longitudinal study. I chose three biology teachers from one high school who graduated
from the Master of Arts in Science Teaching Program (MAT) to collect interviews,
curriculum, and lesson notes. All teachers provided curriculum samples and notes they
used to interpret and enact the curriculum in the classroom. Interviews focused on
teachers' understanding of NGSS, curricular choice, and reflections on teachers' goals,
factors, and beliefs in response to the first two years of NGSS aligned storyline
curriculum. For the 2019-2020 school year, two teachers chose to use the Next Gen
NGSS-aligned storyline curriculum. The Next Gen Storylines are NGSS-aligned
storylines created by teachers, researchers, and curriculum designers (NextGen
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Storylines, 2020). Both Josh and Laura used the storylines throughout the 2019-2021
school year. During the 2019-2020 school year, Carlie did not use the Next Gen
Storylines and instead chose to adapt lessons from previous years to meet the objectives
of NGSS. During the Spring of 2020, I interviewed and collected lesson plan materials
from both Josh and Laura. In the fall of the 2020-2021 school year, all three teachers used
the Illinois storylines, and I interviewed and collected lessons from Josh and Laura for
the 2nd time in the fall of 2020. Additionally, I interviewed and collected lessons from
Carlie about her understanding and use of the Illinois Storylines during the Fall of 2020.
The Illinois storylines are NGSS aligned storylines created by a group of Illinois
teachers in conjunction with professional development experts, educational researchers,
and teacher educators (Illinois Storylining Group, 2019). Storylines use a central
phenomenon to create opportunities for students to take some epistemic agency and
sensemaking in the K-12 science classroom (Kawasaki & Sandoval, 2019). The
collection of curriculum materials and interviews centered around understanding how the
three teachers grappled with the storylines and enacted biology lessons that they felt
aligned with NGSS and their teaching and learning ideas. For additional context, I chose
to interview the outgoing and incoming curriculum coordinator of Oak Grove Public
Schools to understand the goals and objectives of the district during the transition to
NGSS.
The sections below describe the methods and data collection in more detail. I have
organized each data collection and analysis method by research question to describe the
methods in detail. Research question 1. Is there a correlation between the implementation
of NGSS three-dimensional science standards and the instructional practices of
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secondary life science teachers? 2. How do educators reflect on NGSS and NGSS-aligned
curricula and their impact on teaching and learning? 3. How do three life science
teachers interpret and enact an NGSS-aligned curriculum for use in a culturally diverse
high school? I used interviews and curriculum analysis to understand better teachers'
reflections around the standards and how those thoughts and reflections influence NGSSaligned teaching and learning.
Question #1: Is there a correlation between NGSS three-dimensional science
standards and the instructional practices of secondary life science teachers?
Data Collection
I selected only the secondary life science observations from the larger multiple
subject longitudinal study for quantitative analysis to begin the investigation. In total, I
analyzed 347 lessons observations that were collected over four school years from 20152019. Before performing analysis, I cleaned the data by removing or correcting any data
gaps and mistakes. Additionally, I added teachers’ life science credit hours, level of the
class and marked if the observed class was in a high needs school (1) or not (0). After
organizing and cleaning the life science observation data, I analyzed observations coded
with the DiISC instrument collected over four school years from 2015-2019. I also
marked the year of data collection with 2015-2016 (year 1) and 2016-2017 (year 2)
identified as pre-NGSS implementation and 2017-2018 (year 3) and 2018-2019 (year 4)
identified as post-NGSS implementation. We observed teachers ideally four to six times a
year for every year they chose to participate in the longitudinal study. For MS teachers,
this often did not translate into 4-6 life science lessons plans per year as MS Science in
the participants' schools was an integrated program. Integrated MS life science courses
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separate subjects into quarters or semesters, and the amount of time spent on life science
varies per grade level. The lack of an entire year-long MS life science course and the
convenient nature of the sample led to MS life science only 22% of the total lessons
analyzed for this study (Table 3.1).
Data Analysis
I referred to the standards I analyzed in this study as NGSS instead of adapted to
NGSS due to the intense similarity between the state standards and NGSS. According to
Dr. Parker, one of the curriculum coordinators of Oak Grove Schools, and Josh, one of
the participants, the standards are “basically NGSS.” The state standards have the same
structure and similar wording. The most significant difference between NGSS and the
state standards is including state-specific phenomena and examples to encourage placebased curriculum development.
By separating the years of data collection into pre-and-post-NGSS years, I
explored changes in teachers’ instructional practices immediately after adopting new
science standards. I used a combination of literature, past analysis, and my conceptual
diagram to identify covariates that might affect teachers’ use of reform-based
instructional practices. Figure 3.2 reveals variables I identified as affecting teachers'
instructional practices. In addition, I identified three variables from my conceptual
diagram (Figure 3.2) that could be covariates for the study.
I started the analysis by exploring the skewness and kurtosis of the data to test for
normally distributed data. Because the skewness outside the +1 to -1 range and the
kurtosis of the variables was greater than +1, I used nonparametric tests to determine
which variables might influence teachers’ use of reform-based teaching practices and
thus be covariates for the larger analysis. To find which of the four variables that I
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identified as possibly affecting the use of reform-based practices (program [MAT and
UG], level [MS and HS], and %FRL), I used the Kruskal-Wallis, which is the
nonparametric version of the ANOVA. The Kruskal Wallis test determines whether the
medians of one or two groups are different from one another. If I reject the null
hypothesis, the groups are not equal, and thus the two groups are significantly different.
While the Kruskal Wallis test does not assume that the data has any specific distribution,
it assumes that the variables are independent of one another, the data is on an ordinal,
ratio, or interval scale, and that all observations are independent. Since my data fulfilled
all those assumptions, I used the Kruskal Wallis to identify covariates in the first step to
determine if the adoption of NGSS standards influences teachers' use of reform-based
instructional practices. One limitation of this data set that might affect the identification
of covariates and the analysis is that the data explored the efficacy of a particular MAT
program. Thus, the data was gathered with that goal in mind. Another limitation is that
we engaged in purposeful data collection during the 2018-2019 school year focusing on
undergraduate teachers and physical science lessons to fill in gaps in the data collection
for the more extensive longitudinal study. Because of this, the results of this analysis
merely serve as a baseline immediately post-adoption of NGSS. More research needs to
be done on a large scale to explore if and how the adoption of NGSS leads to shifts in
more reform-based teaching practices.
To begin the data analysis, I organized the life science lesson, coded observations
by year, and explored any changes in teachers’ overall use of inquiry. For this study, I
measured the total DiISC score by year of data collection to investigate if teachers' use of
reform-based teaching practices changes pre (2015-2016, 2016-2017) and post (2017-
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2018, 2018-2019) implementation of NGSS. To test for normally distributed class
observation data, I analyzed the skewness and kurtosis of the data to test for normality
using SPSS. For 2015-2016, 2016-2017, and 2017-2018 the p-value was < 0.05,
indicating a non-normal distribution of the data. For 2018-2019 the p-value was > 0.05,
which indicates a normal distribution of the data.
Because the data was overall non-normally distributed, I chose to use Quade’s
rank ANCOVA instead of ANCOVA because the data violated the ANCOVA
assumption for normality. Quade’s method is a non-normal test for ANCOVA using three
steps. First, I used SPSS to rank the data for both the independent (year of data
collection) and dependent variables (average DiISC scores and average scores for each of
the three factors). Second, I ran a linear regression on the ranks of the covariates, saving
the unstandardized residuals. Finally, I analyzed variance, using the residuals from the
regression as the dependent variable and the year of data collection (the grouping
variable) as the factor. The Quade test allowed me to test how the years of data collection
affected teachers' use of reform-based teaching practices even with non-normally
distributed data. The Quade rank test has three assumptions that the data fulfilled to use
the test in this analysis: (a) The data is mutually independent, and the results of one row
do not affect the results within the other blocks; 2) The data can be meaningfully ranked.
3) The data is continuous or interval scale.
In addition to looking at the change in overall use of inquiry pre/post-threedimensional standard adoption, I also used the factors extracted from a validation of the
DiISC done by members of the research team (Lewis et al., under review). The paper
established content validity for the instrument enabling me to use it for my analysis in
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this study. For the external validity argument, the authors used the already validated
Electronic Quality for Inquiry Protocol (EQUIP) instrument (Marshall et al., 2009) to
validate and extract factors for the DiISC instrument. The validation used principal axis
factoring to extract and Promax with Kaiser Normalization as rotation methods. The final
validation showed that I should analyze my data using a three-factor solution instead of
the original instrument's five factors. Appendix C shows the extracted factors from Lewis
et al. (under review) during the validation and the items loaded on those three factors.
After using the Quade rank test on the average DiISC score, I also use the test to
determine if the year of data collection affects the three factors: 1) Inquiry and Scientific
Practices, 2) Formal Written Discourse, 3) Oral Discourse and ALD Strategies.
Again, I use Quade’s Rank Analysis of Covariance to explore the use of reform-based
teaching practices pre-and-post-NGSS. Year 1 post-adoption is the 2017-2018 school
year in which many of the teachers in this study were piloting curriculum and developing
3D aligned lessons. I characterized Year 2 of post-adoption (2018-2019) by revision and
continued developing 3D lessons and curriculum in the secondary life science
classroom.
Question #2: How do educators view NGSS and NGSS-aligned curricula and their
effect on teaching and learning?
Data collection
To explore the reflections of teachers, administrators, and district personnel and their
attempts to align their curriculum to the standards' goals, I interviewed all teacher
participants along with the two science curriculum coordinators from the district.
Appendix D provides the interview protocol for both teacher and curriculum coordinator
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interviews. The interviews were 45- to 60-minute, semi-structured interviews that
explored the alignment of the standards’ goals, district, and teachers’ and teachers’
reflections on how those goals impact the interpretation of curriculum. Table 2.
Summarizes the participants’ demographics and their use of NGSS aligned storylines. I
collected lesson plan data from both the NextGen (Next Gen, 2019) and Illinois (Illinois,
2019) storylines, along with teacher notes and any lesson plan data available. Appendix E
shows the calendar of lessons from the ecology unit for the Illinois Lessons Virtual
version used by the teachers during the 2020-2021 school year.
Data Analysis
I began my analysis by transcribing all interviews. Then, I followed the process
set by DeCuir-Gunby et al. (2011), which suggested using a combination of the literature
review, theory, and the interviews themselves to create codes for analysis (Figure 3.1).
For my codebook, I used the three dimensions of NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) along
with aspects of my conceptual diagram (Figure 2.3) to identify possible codes, followed
by in vivo coding for any important information not covered by those documents. First, I
coded all interviews using MaxQDA (VERBI Software, 2019). Then, after using NGSS
and the frameworks for the initial coding, I used in-vivo coding to add codes that describe
the goals and motivations of the participants that lie outside the state goals in the NGSS
documents. After completing the coding, I organized the individual codes into themes
related to the possible alignment or misalignment of teachers’ goals to the goals of
NGSS.
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Figure 3.1
Curriculum Process of Coding (Marshall & McCulloch, 2011)

To begin my codebook, I drew upon the conceptual diagram for the study. Table
3.4 shows the most common codes I extracted from my conceptual diagram and in vivo
coding to capture the interview’s novel or unexpected codes. I primarily used aspects of
NGSS (SEP, CCC, and DCI), the intended curriculum, and teacher factors that affect the
interpretations of NGSS and NGSS aligned curriculum. For example, for the code of
NGSS standards, I have a quote from Laura describing the shift from traditional to NGSS
standards, “And I would say they’re a little broader and less content-specific, so we’re
looking at building, like the science skills of students being able to think like a scientist
and work like a scientist.” For this quote, Laura reveals her understanding of NGSS
standards and how instruction needs to shift because of the new standards. To capture
some of the reflections not covered by the existing codes, I added some in-vivo codes to
the codebook. For example, one of the unanticipated codes that came up surrounded the
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pandemic and virtual learning challenges. I collected data in the Spring and Fall of 2020,
which coincided with the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. The interviews and
lessons in my study reflected teachers grappling with the educational challenges brought
on suddenly by the pandemic. Thus, to my initial codebook, I added unexpected codes
like distance learning that I initially did not expect during the conception and planning of
this study. For example, Carlie mentioned having difficulty engaging students in
discussion while half the students were online. “And I am like, ‘tell us what you guys got
from this,’ and then just silence. And they do not have to get held accountable at all. And
then the other kids don’t want to do it because they don’t have to.” Appendix F shows
the complete list of codes and examples of each code.
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Table 3.4
Codebook for Qualitative coding: Most used Codes
Code

Frequency Description
Example
of
Occurrence
Curriculum
37
Coded under
"And so, at the end of ecology, we
Interpretation
“instructional
kind of I just, you know, stepped
decisions,” this
away from it, and we only have a
code refers to some
few weeks left, think of like the
type of change or
semester to go through like all the
adaptations to
plants stuff and whatnot so we just
existing curriculum
like did quick easy things like
referred to in the
guided notes and more direct
interview
instruction.” ~Laura
Teacher
Challenges

39

Coded under
“instructional
decisions,” this
code references a
problem or
challenge(s) with
implementing
NGSS in the
classroom

"It's [NGSS] new to lots of teachers.
And it’s probably one of the hardest
things to kind of learn with these
new standards is that it’s not just
gonna be letter C the multiple
choice. it could be going off on this
way. It could be going off on this
way, as long as they’re using the
data that we provide them correctly
and core ideas that we’ve taught
them they could be right and that
tangent they went on." -Josh

Storyline
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Code references
teacher references
to either the
Illinois or NextGen
Storyline
curriculum

“…Um, the one thing with storylines
is they’re almost less structured than
the 5E and I prefer the structure of
the 5E compared to the storylines.
There are aspects of the story lines,
like OK "this, the first part I
mentioned was this part was
engaging or engagement and then
we can move to and explore, explain
maybe go back to explain. And
that’s kind of what it was your kind
of, almost when back and forth
between those two E’s…eventually
toward the end you would get to an
elaboration." ~ Josh
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After the initial coding, I combined the codes into themes to explore teachers'
reflections on the use of NGSS and its impact on their teaching and student learning.
From the data, I extracted four themes and will expand on these themes in the results
section.
Question #3: How do three life science teachers in the same diverse, high school
interpret and enact NGSS aligned curriculum for use with their students?
Data Collection
To explore this question, I used a combination of quantitative and qualitative
data. I first analyzed science and engineering practices (SEPs) used by two participants
(Carlie and Josh) before and after adopting NGSS storylines. Then, for Carlie, I used four
years of classroom observations and interview summaries of a week’s worth of lesson
plans to get an idea of her typical classroom instruction. Next, I used his first two years of
teaching observations and interviews that summarize a week’s worth of lesson plans for
Josh. I then used teacher interviews, online documents from the Illinois storylines (ISTA,
2020), and the teachers’ lesson planning documents. Table 3.5 shows a complete
summary of data collected and analyzed for Josh and Carlie to explore changes in both
teachers’ pedagogical choices.
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Table 3.5
Summary of Question #3 participant background and data collected.
Participant
Josh

Data Collected
-

Carlie

-

Two 45–60-minute interviews
Lesson Notes for Spring 2020 and Fall 2020
Lesson Plans for Next Gen Storylines and Illinois
storylines
12 Interviews with a teacher summary of a week’s
worth of lessons
12 Lesson observations from 2017-2019
One 60-minute interview
Lesson notes for Fall 2020
Lesson plans and notes for Next gen Storylines and
Illinois storylines
24 Interviews with a teacher summary of a week’s
worth of lessons
24 Lesson observations from 2015-2019

Data Analysis
To begin the analysis, I calculated the average use of SEPs from two teachers from
the study observations (before) and then from SEPs outlined in the NextGen and Illinois
Ecology Units. This analysis allows me to understand better how their lessons changed
through their use of NGSS-aligned storylines. I used the Illinois storylines landing page,
teacher planning books, and google documents to determine instructional practices
teachers used during the 2020-2021 school year. As a part of the curricular materials, the
Illinois Lesson plan website has a calendar with all the lessons in each unit with the
DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs for each lesson. I started by tallying each SEP outlined in those
lesson materials and then divided that by the total number of lessons to get a percentage
of lessons that used each SEPs. To calculate the teachers’ use of SEPs before
implementing the Illinois storylines, I took all lessons observed or reported from the
larger study's 2017-2019 data collection. I then tallied each time the teacher used each
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SEP and divided each SEP frequency divided by the number of lessons where data is
collected times one hundred to get the percentage of lessons that teachers used each SEP
before implementing storylines in their classroom. I compared the teachers’ use of SEPs
and instructional practices before and after adopting the storylines before using storylines
to understand how their instructional choices had changed and how they have stayed the
same if they used Illinois NGSS-aligned storylines as intended. I further analyzed
teachers' descriptions of their lessons and reflections or changes on how they interpret the
curriculum and enacted it in the classroom and how those changes and the curriculum
itself produced any changes in their teaching or their impressions of student learning. Due
to COVID restrictions, I could not observe the classroom and had to rely upon teacher
self-reports and reflections. This limitation did not objectively view how teachers enacted
lessons and coded them using the DiISC observational instrument.
One of the critical parts of NGSS is the SEPs that reveal essential aspects of how
students interact with the science content (NRC,2012). Because I wanted to explore shifts
in teachers’ instructional practices, I wanted to start with what opportunities teachers’
provided students to do science. To better understand changes in Josh and Carlie’s use of
SEPs pre-and post-adoption of NGSS-aligned storylines, I calculated the average
frequency of each SEP for the teachers for all observations from the 2015-2019 school
year. I then figured the average SEP use during the Africa unit during the fall of 2021
when both teachers used the Illinois Storylines. To get the average frequency of each SEP
for teacher lessons before adopting NGSS storylines, I averaged the sum of all SEP used
by each teacher for all observed life science lessons as in-service teachers. Then, I
divided it by the number of lessons. To obtain the average SEP use for the Illinois Africa
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unit, I used the SEPs provided by the curriculum designers for each unit divided by the
number of lessons in the unit. Because I could not observe the teachers, I am unaware if
teachers used all the practices identified in the unit. Therefore, this analysis is how
teacher practices would change if Carlie and Josh enacted the Africa Storyline unit as
intended by the authors of the materials.
In the second part of the analysis, I used field notes, interview data, and lesson
plans to explore specific shifts in teachers' instructional practices by analyzing Africa's
storylines and observing teacher lessons. For the analysis, I paid particular attention to
indications of inquiry practices, student-centered learning, discourse, and how teachers
enacted SEPs in the classroom. I then chose examples from both teacher-created lessons
enacted from 2015-2019 and from the Illinois unit to exemplify changes in teachers’
practice after adopting the Illinois storylines and practices teachers added to the Illinois
storylines from their learned experiences before adopting the storylines.
Researcher Role and Positioning
My first role is ‘science teacher.’ I was a science teacher in a high school
classroom for seven years and a university teaching assistant in biology and science
methods classes for two years. This role gives me experience with the transition from
student to the teacher during my own induction experience. Through this, I know the
structure and subject matter present in science education methods classrooms. I have also
had to put that knowledge to practice in a high school science classroom. This gives me
insight into some of the challenges that student teachers will face in their classrooms
while implementing educational theory into practice. To complete this study, I will need
to ‘bracket’ my experiences and attempt not to let my personal experiences and
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understanding of science education influence my interpretations of student-teacher
experiences in their classroom.
My second role is ‘supervisor.’ Throughout my Ph.D. program, I had the
opportunity to supervise pre-service science teachers during their practicum and student
teaching experience. During this process, I saw some of the aspects of teaching the preservice teachers struggle with during their first attempts at teaching. It also makes me
aware of the methods and student teaching seminar classes that reflect the pre-service
teacher. I know the students, their qualifications, and experiences that led them to the
University and the teaching profession. I also get a chance to observe their teaching
during these experiences, which has led me to question how they experience the
practicum experience. It also led me to ask how student teachers see methods classes and
their importance in the teacher education process. This creates an insider/outsider
perspective that I need to be cognizant of during my research. The insider/outsider
perspective affects access to the participants and the information and stories that may be
told during interviews (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). In essence, this gives me a
relationship with the participants and creates a power structure that may influence the
data provided during interviews of the student teachers.
My last role is as a ‘Ph.D. Student’. In this role, I am transitioning from being a
classroom teacher to becoming a researcher in science education. I am new to
educational research and have limited experience dealing with and interviewing people to
collect data. Part of my position at the University is as a research assistant. In this role, I
observe and interview graduates of the teacher education program who have been science
teachers. This has given me a view on the growth of teachers over time through looking
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at data analysis and experience conducting interviews with teachers about their teaching
practice. My transition will be to interview teachers about their experience and
pedagogical techniques and their experiences, feelings, and impressions. According to
Merriam and Tisdell (2016), “A skilled interview accounts for these factors
(biases) to evaluate the data being obtained (p. 130).” As I am not a skilled interview, I
must especially be attentive to my biases and perspectives when collecting and
interpreting data.
My role as a ‘researcher.’ As a researcher, I have explored reformed-based teaching
practices as observed through a constructivist lens. Constructivism curriculum and
instructions ask students to be active members in the classroom by situating new
knowledge in previous experiences through the lens of their reality (Driver et al., 1994).
The Next Generation Science Standards and many teacher education programs focus on
constructivism and using students’ experiences to help them understand science curricula
(Ford, 2015). As a researcher, I have conducted data collection and analysis of secondary
science classrooms which may color my view of life science teachers’ reflections and
interpretations. Additionally, I have worked on research projects and articles surrounding
constructivism, reform-based teaching practices, and the Next Generation science
standards. Because of my previous experiences with researching reform-based science
teaching and the Next Generation Science Standards, I have a perspective on science
pedagogy and its role in effective teaching and learning. In this study, I will need to
partition my perspective on reform-based teaching and NGSS to analyze better teachers’
perspectives on using NGSS in their classrooms.
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Chapter 4

Results
This multimethod exploratory study investigated how teachers interpret and enact
NGSS in the beginning years of implementation. By analyzing 347 life science lessons, I
explored if the early years of NGSS implementation resulted in any shifts in teachers’
instructional practices. I first used a series of Kruskal-Wallis analyses to find covariates
from variables identified using literature and previous studies. After identifying
covariates, I analyzed the DiISC coded observations with Quade’s rank analysis of
covariance to determine if the implementation of NGSS influenced teachers' use of
reform-based practices in the classroom.
In the second qualitative part of the study, I interviewed and collected lesson plans
and teacher notes from three high school science teachers who taught in one high needs
school district. In addition, I interviewed the incoming and outgoing K-12 science
curriculum coordinators from the district. Finally, I used qualitative methods to
transcribe, code, and build themes to describe how educators view the standards and
interpret the standards and curriculum aligned to the standards in their classroom. I
discuss the findings next, organizing them by research question.
Question #1: Is there a correlation between NGSS three-dimensional science
standards and the instructional practices of secondary life science teachers?
The quantitative phase of the analysis aimed to understand better how teachers
interact with science education reforms immediately after implementation. Before
exploring my research questions, I tested the data distribution and whether any teacher or
classroom factors would act as covariates for my results. To begin my analysis, I used
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skewness and kurtosis to test for normality. The participants' average DiISC scores
ranged from 0.194 to 1.75 on a scale from 0 to 3 (M = 0.613, SD = 0,208). The average
DiISC score was not normally distributed with skewness of 1.109 (SE 0.131) and kurtosis
of 2.704 (SE = 0.261). As indicated in the methodology chapter, the non-normal
distribution of the data indicated that I needed to do all my further analysis with
nonparametric tests.
From the conceptual diagram (Figure 2.3) and previous literature, I identified four
covariates that could predict a change in Average DiISC scores and thus influenced the
results. Next, I performed the non-parametric version of the ANOVA, a Kruskal-Wallis
on Average DiISC score against Program, Level, Years of Experience (0-3, 4-7), and
FRL %. All data fulfilled the assumptions of the Kruskal Wallis test by having a
continuous dependent variable in terms of a scale from 0-3 in which the average can be
anything between those two numbers, with the possible covariates being categorical and
independent of one another. Finally, each classroom observation was treated as a separate
case and independent of all other cases, even if it was an observation of the same
teacher.
Teacher Education Program Membership
The first factor I chose to explore as a covariate was the program. This study of
life science lessons consisted of 113 lessons taught by UG and 234 lessons taught by
MAT alumni. A Kruskal-Wallis H test showed there was a statistically significant
difference in the average DiISC score between participants from the different programs χ²
= 10.341, p <0.001, with a mean rank Average DiISC score of 149.27 for lessons taught
by U.G. alumni participants and 186.10 for lessons taught by MAT alumni participants.
On average, MAT alumni participants' lessons had a greater average DiISC score
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(M=0.638, SD=0.014) than lessons taught by U.G. alumni participants (M=0.562,
SD=0.017). Figure 4 shows that participants from the MAT program have a higher
average DiISC score, but MAT teachers also had greater average scores on each of the
three factors of the DiISC.
Figure 4.1
Average DiISC Lesson Factor Scores by Teacher Program Membership

Note: Scores show the average of all items in each of the three factors, scored
from 0 to 3 on the DiISC instrument.
School Level (MS/HS)
A previous analysis found that lessons taught in MS classrooms used more SEPs
than those in HS classrooms (Lewis et al., 2019). That data led me to add a level
(MS/HS) as one of the classroom factors in the conceptual diagram and thus a covariate.
A Kruskal-Wallis test showed a statistically significant difference in average DiISC score
between lessons taught in MS and HS classrooms, χ² (1) = 38.667, p < 0.001 with a mean
rank of 234.61 for lessons taught in middle school classrooms and 155.54 for lessons
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taught in H.S. lessons. The results from the Kruskal Wallis show that school level is a
covariate. If not partitioned out, the covariates could influence my analysis. Figure 4.2
shows that lessons taught in MS classrooms have a higher average DiISC score and
higher scores in all three factors. Teachers teaching life science lessons in middle school
had higher average DiISC. For the individual factors, MS teachers had higher average
scores for Factor 1: Inquiry and Scientific Practices and Factor 3: Oral Discourse and
ALD Strategies. But there was no statistical difference in reformed-based practices for
Factor 2: Formal Discourse, which was low for both middle and high school groups of
teachers.
Figure 4.2.
Average DiISC Lesson Factor Scores by School Level Taught (MS/HS)

Note: DiISC scores show an average of all items in the factor. All DiISC items
scored from 0 to 3.
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Lesson Taught in High Needs/Non-high Needs School
One of the goals of both science teacher education programs was to prepare secondary
science teachers to teach in high-needs schools. I used the NSF definition of high-needs
schools to identify if the lesson was taught in a high-needs school. According to NSF
guidelines, a school is in high need if it has a 40% or greater rate of FRL of its high
school students and 50% or more for middle school students (NSF, 2020). A KruskalWallis test showed a non-significantly different average DiISC score between lessons
taught in high-need and non-high-need schools, χ² (1) = 0.243, p=0.622 with a mean rank
of 166.20 for non-high needs schools and 171.46 mean rank for lessons taught in high
needs schools. The non-significant result suggests that lessons observed in both highneed and non-high need schools exhibited similar levels of inquiry.
Teachers’ Years of Experience
The final possible covariate that I have identified is years of experience. A
Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in the
average DiISC score between lessons taught by beginning teachers (1-3 years of
experience) and mid-career (4-7 years of experience) teachers, χ² (1) = 10.562, p= 0.001
with a mean rank of 159.45 for lessons taught be beginning teachers and a mean rank of
195.00 for lessons taught by mid-career teachers. Table 4.1 shows the results in more
detail and reveals that mid-career teachers have higher scores indicating that they use
more reform-based teaching practices in the DiISC overall and Factor 1: Inquiry and
Scientific practices and Factor 3: Oral Discourse and ALD Strategies. This result reveals
that years of experience influence these teachers’ use of inquiry and should be identified
as a covariate for the Quade’s Rank analysis of covariance.
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Table 4.1.
Summary of DiISC scores by teaching experience.

Number
Years of
of
Experience Lessons

Number
of
Teachers

Factor1:
Inquiry and
Science
Practices

Factor 2:
Formal
Written
Discourse

Factor 3: Oral
Discourse and
ALD
Strategies

Average
DiISC
Scores

Early
career 1-3
years

MAT=127 MAT=
UG=78
21, UG =
14

0.707

0.440

0.924

0.588

Mid-career
4-7 years

MAT=106 MAT =
UG=36
15
UG = 7

0.846

0.432

1.04

0.689

Total

MAT=233 MAT =
UG = 114 36
UG = 21

0.764

0.437

0.971

0.613

Inquiry Pre/Post NGSS Adoption
The non-normal distribution of the data caused the data to violate the assumptions
of an ANCOVA. Therefore, I conducted the nonparametric test Quade’s Rank Analysis
of Covariance. I decided to use Quade’s Rank Analysis of Covariance, a nonparametric
version of the ANCOVA. A Quade’s Analysis of Covariance allows me to run an
analysis of covariance with non-normal data. But the data must be independent,
meaningfully ranked, and the dependent must be interval to run Quade’s. As my data fit
these three assumptions, I ran the Quade’s using the following steps. The first step of the
Quade’s is to rank the dependent variables and all covariates. I used SPSS to rank the
average total DiISC score, the dependent variable, and the covariates: level of the lesson
(i.e., MS/HS), program, and years of experience (i.e., 1-3 years, 4-7 years). The next step
was to run a linear regression of the ranks of the dependent variable on the ranks of the
covariates, saving the unstandardized residuals. Multiple linear regression was calculated
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to predict rank average DiISC score based on rank program, rank lesson level (MS/HS),
and rank years of experience category. A significant regression equation was found F (3,
343) =26.748, p<0.001, with an R² of 0.190. Participants' predicted rank average DiISC
score is equal to 184.98-0.510 (Level)+0.185 (Years of Experience) +0.262 (Program).
Rank average DiISC score increased 0.185 for each year of experience category and
0.262 for those in the MAT program and middle school lessons average DiISC score was
0.510 more than H.S. lessons. I took the unstandardized residuals and ran those as a
dependent variable against the independent variable, Year of data collection, using a oneway ANOVA to complete the Quade's. Between-group analysis showed no statistically
significant difference between groups as demonstrated by a one-way ANOVA (F (3,343)
= 2.431, p=0.065).,InfluenceInfluence Scheffe’s post hoc test showed no significant
difference between any years of data collection. Figure 4.3 reveals that while minor
differences exist in the average DiISC score by year of data collection, it was not
significant. These results provide evidence that teachers' overall use of reform-based
teaching practices did not change for the better or worse immediately after adopting
NGSS. The lack of change in instructional practices post-NGSS leads to what must
happen during NGSS adoption to increase NGSS-aligned practices in the classroom?
Figure 4.3 shows how the teachers’ overall use of inquiry did not change significantly
pre-and post- NGSS implementation.
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Figure 4.3
Teachers Average use of Inquiry by year of data collection

NGSS Impact on Instructional Practices. To explore how the adoption of NGSS
might impact specific instructional practices, I explored specific items in Factor 1:
Inquiry and Scientific Practices that align with the goals and objectives of NGSS. Table
4.2 summarizes four items from Factor 1: Inquiry and Scientific Practices that align to the
goals of NGSS and a few of the scientific practices. Immediately after the
implementation of NGSS, there was an increase in teachers’ use of questioning. Before
implementation, less than 33% of the lessons included questions or investigations. After
NGSS implementation, questioning and investigations increased to over 40%, but lessons
only included teacher-directed activities involving little student questioning or
exploration. Even after NGSS adoption, teachers asked most of the questions in the
classroom, with student questions still being a tiny part of classroom discourse. Only one
piece of teacher discourse changed after NGSS implementation. In 2018-2019 teachers
use more relatable examples as part of their lessons. However, even with the changes
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both before and after NGSS implementation, most lessons collected as a part of the study
only enacted lower levels of inquiry that remained teacher-centered and did not provide
many opportunities for students to develop a conceptual understanding of the materials.
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Table 4.2
Summary of DiISC Frequency Scores for Items Related to NGSS Science and Engineering Practices.
Pre-NGSS
20152016

20162017

Post NGSS
2017-2018

20182019

#2 Teacher engages students in asking scientific questions for investigation (hands-on or other means).
0 = Teacher generates questions for investigations

70%

68%

55%

47%

1 = Limited opportunity, rote cookbook activity

26%

29%

40%

44%

2 = Students directed to form scientific questions

4%

3%

4%

9%

3 = Students form and explain resources behind the scientific
questions for their investigations

0%

0%

0%

0%

#5 Opportunities for the later stages of scientific exploration; explaining phenomena via claims and evidence,
making predictions, and/or building models.
0 = No use for data for scientific explanation

63%

64%

73%

72%

1 = Teacher-led incidental use of claims and evidence

28%

17%

14%

17%

2 = Students generate scientific explanation and/or models

8%

17%

13%

10%

3 = Includes all of 2 and teacher directs students to evaluate their
scientific explanation and revise

0%

1%

0%

0%

0 = No student-to-student talk

22%

10%

13%

17%

1 = Teacher allows students to talk

61%

74%

69%

50%

2 = Teacher monitors students’ discourse

14%

14%

13%

26%

3 = Teacher structures student interactions to promote peer-to-peer
discussion.

3%

2%

5%

7%

#8 Teacher promotes peer-to-peer discussions.

# 28 Teacher and/or students situate factual knowledge within a conceptual framework (fact to concept
relationship).
0= No conceptual framework utilized, just information

31%

15%

41%

34%

1 = Teacher provides informal opportunities for students to generate
understanding of topics

44%

47%

36%

50%

2 = Teacher provides formal structures for generating understanding
of facts within a conceptual framework

23%

36%

21%

16%

3 = Teacher provides opportunities and monitors student
understanding

2%

2%

2%

0%
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An example of how reform-based practices decreased was teachers’ use of
higher-level forms of inquiry like constructing explanations and making predictions. In
the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 school years, teachers included more opportunities for
students to construct explanations and make predictions in their lessons. Still, these
opportunities were mainly used at low levels of inquiry that were teacher-led. After
NGSS, teachers use less of even that low-level inquiry during the 2017-2018 and 20182019 school year. However, most other items aligned with NGSS goals, objectives, or
dimensions remained approximately the same. Thus, a general trend was that inquiry
remained at low levels both before and after the adoption of NGSS.
Summary of Research Question #1 Results
In summary, teachers' use of reform-based instructional practices did not change
after the implementation of NGSS. They were determining which variables and factors
that influence teachers’ instructional decisions are complex. The data analysis from this
study reveals that teacher education programs, years of experience, and class level
(MS/HS) all impacted the teachers’ instructional choices that we were able to observe. To
better understand the impact of just NGSS, I identified the three variables above as
covariates for the Quade’s Rank Analysis of Covariance, exploring the use of reformbased instructional practices by year. Quade’s results revealed that despite a slight drop in
reform-based instructional practices, the decline was nonsignificant. These results
indicate that the adoption of NGSS did not increase their use of reform-based
instructional practices in life science students for these teachers. Exploration into specific
items that aligned to goals and objectives found minor change post-NGSS adoption and
that most inquiry used by teachers was still teacher-centered and not aligned to the goals
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of NGSS. More study will need to be done to determine what led to that lack of change
and what interventions, PD, or curriculum could better support teachers in those early
years of new standards adoption.
Question #2: How do educators reflect on NGSS and NGSS-aligned curricula and
their effect on secondary life science instruction?
The lack of immediate change in reform-based teaching practices made me
question teachers' understanding of the design and purpose of the NGSS, their ideas on
how to use the standards, and how their instructional decisions changed or did not change
post-NGSS implementation. To explore teachers' experiences with planning and teaching
using NGSS, I collected curriculum materials and interviews from three highly qualified
teachers in one urban high. All three teachers were considered highly qualified due to
their bachelor’s degree in science and their master’s degree in Science Education. During
the 2019-2020 school year, I collected interviews and lesson materials. For the 20202021 school year, I collected interviews, lessons, and curriculum materials from Josh and
Laura. In addition, I added one more teacher, Carlie, as a participant in the qualitative
portion of the study. All three participants were teachers at Oak Grove High School in the
biology department. As part of their work at Oak Grove High School, they met at least
once a week as a part of a professional learning community (PLC).
One of the purposes of interviewing teachers was to access their knowledge,
ideas, and reflections surrounding NGSS implementation. NGSS aligned curriculum
needs to unpack the performance expectations to guide curriculum development (DeBoer,
2014). After two years of using, finding, or adapting their lessons to meet the needs of
NGSS, Josh and Laura attended a professional development (PD) on the storylines
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arranged by Dr. Parker, who was curriculum coordinator at the time. That district
professional development led Josh to bring the Next Gen Storylines to his Biology PLC
at Oak Grove High School. The NextGen storylines are an open-source NGSS-aligned
curriculum developed by teachers, scientists, and researchers (Reiser et al., 2018). The
Next Gen Storylines provide teachers with a yearlong curriculum that supports
engagement in all three dimensions of the science standards in ways that gives coherence
and epistemic agency (Reiser et al., 2018). Josh and Laura both used the NextGen
storylines for their honors and regular biology classes, respectively. Josh used the
NextGen storylines for the entire 2019-2020 school year for his honors biology classes.
Laura used the NextGen storylines for the fall semester before switching to the Illinois
Storylines in the Spring of 2020. One of the essential features of both storyline
curriculums is anchoring phenomena framed by essential questions to explore the
performance expectations. Essential questions stimulate student thinking and support a
deeper understanding of the material transferable to problems outside of the classroom
(McTighe & Wiggins, 2013).
In 2020, three other biology teachers at Oak Grove High School joined Josh and
Laura using NGSS-aligned storylines. But for the 2020-2021 school year, the teachers
chose to use the Illinois Storylines (Illinois Storyline Working Group, 2021), similar in
structure and scope to the NextGen Storylines. Both storyline curricula use a few related
phenomena throughout the unit to build students' conceptual understanding of concepts
and their skills with the SEPs. But unlike the Next Gen Storylines, the Illinois storylines
use the phenomena without providing a specific essential question for the teachers or
students. According to Josh, the Illinois storylines used the SEPs and crosscutting
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concept more effectively than the Next Gen Storylines. For the Illinois storylines, I
collected primarily the Africa storyline that uses studies of lion and elephant populations
to help students learn ecology concepts. Like with the Next Gen Storylines, I collected
lessons, teachers note, and interviews to better understand how teachers work with NGSS
and NGSS aligned curriculum materials. All three participants provided their reflections
through interviews and notes on the Illinois storylines and NGSS aligned curriculum in
general.
Teachers’ Understanding of the Standards
The first category I extracted during teacher interviews surrounded teachers’
understanding of NGSS. The first step to aligning teaching to NGSS is to unpack the
standards. Studies have shown a lack of understanding of NGSS and feelings of a lack of
preparedness and resources to interpret and enact NGSS aligned curriculum (Harris et al.,
2017; Roseman et al., 2019). To explore teachers’ understanding of NGSS, I asked
teachers about the goals and objectives of the standards and their knowledge of the three
dimensions of the standards. All three teachers knew about NGSS before its adoption in
the state, primarily from their teacher education program and district professional
development. But while all three teachers knew about NGSS, they all had different levels
of understanding of the three dimensions of NGSS.
Table 4.3 outlines the most common teacher utterances about NGSS and its role
in classroom instruction. The first column shows the most common codes and the
frequency of each code from my analysis. Each of the other three columns in the table
shows examples of teacher statements under the most common codes. Teacher reflections
categorized under those codes provided their understanding of NGSS and its role in
classroom instruction.
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Table 4.3
Participants’ Ideas about NGSS and the Three Dimensions
Code

Josh

Carlie

Laura

NGSS (97)

I rely on the national
standards more than the
[state]. But what we’re trying
to get at is that we’re getting
away from rote memorization
and more of bringing in all
three aspects of the NGSS
standards.

We’re basically using
NGSS. I don’t know how to
explain it.

I would say they are a
little broader and less
content-specific, so
we’re really building,
like the scientific skills
of students being able to
think like a scientist,
work like a scientist.

SEP (69)

Yeah, I’m pretty sure there
were videos in there that have
the scientists talking about
how they went through the
processes. And I don’t know
if that makes them think that
this is what scientists do or do
not but at least introduce the
idea.

But they must like actually
like look at numbers and
they have to do like they
have to, they have to use
evidence and stuff like, that
like. I mean, I’ve always
done that, but it’s much
more now, and so much
more than what I used to
do.

And so, like our science
and engineering practices
is kind of a way to bridge
between different types
of courses. You know, so
all their science classes
are going to, you know,
have the same focus in
building skills that apply
to just different STEM
fields.

DCI (20)

I was teaching the students the
new context or the content
using activities and
worksheets and stuff like that,
but you couldn’t really take
diffusion and relate it to what
we talked about, like in
ecology. Whereas in this
lesson, we use diffusion and
we talked about how like
oxygen leaves the blood in the
body, and CO2 leaves the
blood in the lungs, and we
used our information from
ecology to figure that out.

We need to go over these
certain content things. And
now it’s like we’re going to
do it through a phenomenon
and we’re going to stick
with the same phenomena
for like weeks and weeks.
And we’re not going to
cover one thing at a time.
We’re going to come to
keep coming back to it.

Instead of focusing on
like summarization
across the same topics
that we were focusing on
before, so we still have,
you know, ecology and
genetics, evolution, cell
biology. Not we just kind
of taking that zoom lens
out a little bit and
working on critical
thinking skills and stuff
like that.

CCC (8)

“I don’t bring them out and
make them straightforward
with the students. They’re just
kind of there. So, I think they
are just floating in the
background.”

“So, the teacher guide does
not help me at all, but it
does say in there. This is
like patterns; this is scale
and proportion like it does
mention it in there. Like
what things they are going
over.”

“It’s a good tie between
different courses. So if
we look at it, you know,
like a chemistry class and
a biology class, and a
physics class, we’re
going to have these
crosscutting concepts….”

(frequency)
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The most common utterance about the standards revealed teachers’ overall view
of their state standards and their understanding of those standards. To understand the new
standards, I first asked Dr. Parker and Ms. Simmons about the history of science
standards in their district and state. Before this study, the Oak Grove School district
provided these teachers with information and PD to support teachers in implementing the
standards. Dr. Parker, the curriculum coordinator until Spring 2021, had also offered
teachers curriculum options that aligned with the new standards. Dr. Parker and Ms.
Simmons discussed their role in finding an NGSS-aligned curriculum. The district asked
teachers to volunteer to pilot various open resources and one commercial curriculum
aligned with NGSS. According to Dr. Parker, the district is trying to shift curriculum
from just providing teachers with a book and allowing teachers to choose how to teach
the material to provide curriculum materials and options that adhere to the goals and
objectives of NGSS. However, at the time, teachers were still allowed to pick and choose
what or if they wanted to use provided materials in their classroom. It was in that
environment that I started collecting curriculum materials, teacher notes, and interviews.
To understand how educators saw the new state standards, I asked them to
summarize the standards. Both curriculum coordinators and all three teachers referred to
the standards as “basically NGSS.” Because they saw the standards as NGSS, the
educators could look to national curriculum materials, precisely what the biology teachers
at Oak Grove High School did for the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 school years. To
emphasize the connection to NGSS, Josh discussed that he read the NGSS evidence
statements to understand the performance expectations better when teaching in his
classroom. Because of the educators’ references to the standards as NGSS and their use
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of NGSS curriculum and materials, I will refer to the state standards as NGSS for
simplicity. The biggest difference between the state standards and NGSS is the
organization by grade level and state-specific phenomena into the state standards. For
example, both one NGSS performance expectation (PE) for high school ecology states
“Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex interactions in
ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of organisms in stable
conditions but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem.” The main parts of
the state standards and NGSS are the same with two minor changes (a) the state PE
remove “complex” as a modifier for interactions and (b) under the state PE are suggested
connections to state-specific connections to the content. For example,
The importance of recognizing the similarity of the state standards and NGSS is
in acknowledging that the goals of NGSS and the purposes of the state standards are the
same. One of the first insights was that the new standards represent a transformation in
the state's guidance toward science simply by providing explicit standards on what and
how teachers should be teaching science in the state. Dr. Parker mentions that one of the
shifts the new standards bring to the state is the increased guidance for teachers. He
called the previous standards “sparse;” therefore, teachers in each district had more input
in the content, creating more variety related to what was taught and how it was taught.
According to Laura, “[The standards are] less content-specific, so we’re looking
at really building the students' scientific skills: being able to think like a scientist and
work as a scientist.” With that statement, Laura got to the heart of one of the goals of
NGSS, which is to integrate knowledge and abilities with the practices to engage students
in scientific inquiry and engineering design (NRC, 2012). All three teachers in the study
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referenced either the standards or NGSS, explicitly showing they had at least some
knowledge of the connection of the state standards to the national standards and thus the
ability to use curriculum and materials aligned to NGSS.
As teachers started using NGSS, the goal was to produce a curriculum that
interconnected the science and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas, and
crosscutting concepts in rigorous ways. I asked teachers about NGSS overall and the
three dimensions separately to better understand teachers’ understanding of the standards
and the interconnected nature of the three dimensions in lesson design. Figure 4.5 shows
how often teachers discussed NGSS and each of the three dimensions of the standards.
Of the three dimensions, the participants mentioned the SEPs the most. The
science and engineering practices (SEPs) replicate the jobs of practical scientists (NGSS
Lead States, 2013). SEPs are designed to be age-appropriate for K-12 students and
become progressively more complex as students continue their careers in school science.
The incorporation of the SEPs is an emphasis in the district. When I asked how Oak
Grove Schools are implementing the standards, Ms. Simmons described an exciting
lesson in a middle school classroom, “they were relating their own experiences to these
new learning experiences that they were having.” Ms. Simmons did not talk about the
content but rather about students being actively engaged in science and using oral
discourse to construct explanations using their funds of knowledge. When asked about
the SEPs, all three teachers could describe the purpose of the SEPs even if they could not
name all the SEPs or felt confident in their use.
Each of the three teachers showed different levels of knowledge of the SEPs and
confidence in interpreting and implementing them in their classroom. Josh was the most
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specific about the SEPs, described the SEPs, and identified the most and least common
SEPs in the units I collected from the Next Gen Storylines and the Illinois Storylines.
Josh, of the three, spoke with the most critical eye of the practices. Josh was the only
teacher who expressed confidence in using the SEPs and expressed reservations about the
SEPs in the storylines being at the correct level of rigor for biology students. Josh
reflected that he felt his students did not engage in the SEPs at the level they should have
for biology students. That statement revealed that Josh interacted with NGSS documents
and studied both the disciplinary core ideas (DCIs) and SEPs to plan the scope and rigor
of his lessons.
On the other hand, Carlie and Laura were less confident in their knowledge of the
practices. Laura was able to name the SEPs and mentioned that they were the skills of a
scientist but mentioned that of the three dimensions, the SEPs were the most difficult for
her to integrate into her teaching. Carlie, alternatively, was not able to remember the
specific names of the SEPs. Still, she was confident that she had the knowledge and
experience to integrate the SEPs into the classroom and saw the SEPs as an extension of
the practices she had already incorporated into her instructional practices. While this is
not objective, it shows that teachers feel they are at various knowledge and experience
levels regarding the SEPs. More research is needed to understand better how to improve
teachers' knowledge and experience levels in the SEPs.
Changes in Life Science Content Post NGSS
Teachers' reflections on the DCIs consisted of content anchoring phenomena or
missing content in the new standards. The comments about the DCIs were two categories.
The first category was teachers speaking of the DCIs regarding the scope of the range and
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coverage of biology concepts. The second was discussions of how the storylines covered
the content in terms of order and organization.
Teachers saw differences in how content (DCIs) both in the standards and the
storyline curriculum. The storylines were a new way for teachers to think about teaching
the content. Carlie mainly reflected on the non-linear nature of content exploration and
the challenges that came with the spiral nature of using the storylines to teach the content.
According to Laura, “the content is more blended together but is on par. [You are]
expected to bridge the units together and not to have things in neat little boxes, and that
can be challenging.” While the standards themselves keep the content into distinct
categories, the use of phenomena in the curriculum necessitated covering some genetics
and DNA concepts and the ecology to explore the question.
Crosscutting concepts – the Forgotten Dimension
Of the three dimensions, the crosscutting concepts (CCCs) were the least
mentioned by any teachers or the curriculum coordinators. The participants only
mentioned the CCCs after being asked about them specifically. Josh and Carlie said when
asked about the CCCs that it is something that they think little about and generally trust
that the lessons integrate CCCs without having to attend to them in their planning
specifically and enact in the lessons because of the broad and universal nature of the
CCCs across science. The idea that the CCCs are concepts that stretch across science was
mentioned unprompted by Laura, who said, “I just feel like cause and effect is huge in
science right, that’s kind of what you’re always working on.” In that statement, Laura
revealed that she understood the purpose of the CCCs even if they were not something
that the teachers specifically attended to in their planning and teaching.
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Overall, the teachers showed different levels of understanding about NGSS and
how the three dimensions work together. Josh discussed NGSS in the most detail and was
able to describe each of the three dimensions. Josh was also the only one of the three who
mentioned using NGSS resources like the evidence statements to better understand and
plan for using NGSS in the classroom. Josh’s understanding of NGSS came from a
combination of methods courses, PD, and his studies throughout his time as a pre-and inservice teacher. Of the three teachers, Josh discussed PD at the most length and was the
only one of the three that discussed facilitating a PD in the district to support the
implementation of NGSS. Before the study in the first year of NGSS implementation in
the district, Josh was part of the teacher team in Oak Grove Schools that worked and
presented guidelines for transitioning to the standards. Then in the 2018-2019 school
year, Josh worked with other high school biology teachers in his district to study and
create assessments aligned to NGSS. That same year he was introduced to the NGSS
storylines and was one of the teachers who brought them to his PLC for implementation.
Finally, during the 2020-2021 school year, Josh asked and received funds for his PLC to
participate in PD directly from the Illinois Storyline working group to collaborate and
learn from other teachers implementing the storyline. The content of this PD program
showed up in his answers during the interviews.
Josh talked the most about aligning both lessons and assessment to the goals and
objectives of NGSS. For example, in his first interview, Josh discussed the lack of
alignment of the district and teacher-created assessments to NGSS. He even shared an
assessment to reveal his and a few other teachers' works on changing alignment. The
question below is a sample question from that assessment. According to Josh, the plan
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moved from lower-level multiple-choice to higher-order questions that integrate
argumentation or explanations. The questions below provide an example where students
must use their knowledge of the cell cycle to explain giant, award-winning pumpkins.
Through collaborating with other teachers, Josh sought to close some of the gaps he saw
in his instructional practices through study and working on an assessment for his
students:
As you previously stated, a champion pumpkin will have more cells than other
pumpkins. The process that is used to make new cells is called cell division. In
cell division, a cell grows and replicates its contents (organelles and nucleic
acids) until it can divide into two new identical cells. You also stated that for
new cells to be made, a pumpkin will need matter and energy.
1. Using this information and looking at the models you have created,
construct an explanation for how a single carbon molecule can go
through those processes to create a champion pumpkin. (10 points)
2. Use below as an area for notes or a model to guide your explanation, and
then write your explanation on the lines on the next page (you will be
graded on your explanation only)
Laura is also the least experienced of the three teachers and, like Josh, had never
taught or had to grapple with any other standards than the NGSS as a teacher. Laura was
able to explain the three dimensions of NGSS. Despite her ability to define the three
dimensions of NGSS, she still mentioned grappling with what that meant for her
classroom instruction. Laura’s descriptions of the NGSS dimensions came from district
PD and her recent teacher education courses that taught her about the standards. Beyond
working with her PLC on NGSS and storyline curriculum, Laura collaborated with
teachers using social media across the country. Facebook has several storylines groups
and a few specific groups to the NextGen and Illinois Storylines that Laura saw as
valuable to interpreting the storyline curriculums. When asked about the most impactful
PD, Laura discussed her PLC and online NGSS and storyline collaboration groups with
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other teachers. Though Laura specifically called out the NGSS storyline PD hosted by the
district as impactful, she also mentioned that she generally felt NGSS PD was haphazard.
When asked, Laura discussed the three dimensions of the standards and
mentioned learning about the design of the NGSS in the teacher education program. She
noted that she struggled with SEPs and thought that was because “I don’t remember my
teachers ever mentioning anything like that.” She went on to say that the SEPs were new
concepts to her when she came into the educational program and therefore was something
with which she struggled. Laura was able to articulate the goal of the SEPs, to support
students doing science. Unlike Josh, Laura did not mention any NGSS websites or
documents supporting her learning and relying on district PD and collaboration with her
PLC. When asked, Laura emphasized the importance of cooperation to her practice by
stating that she needed more time to collaborate and observe fellow teachers to learn from
each other. Laura did not actively seek out a PD and thought that the in-district PD
provided was too like what she learned in her teaching program and did not add much to
her understanding of the standards.
Carlie is the most experienced of the three teachers and the only one who taught
using previous standards. Carlie is also the one who was not able to recall as much PD
during her interview. In a Spring 2019 survey, Carlie reported distributed PD on NGSS
and NGSS aligned assessment but never mentioned those during her interview. Carlie did
not start using storylines until the Illinois Storylines during the 2020-2021 school year
and admitted that she did not feel comfortable or knowledgeable about them. When asked
about the most impactful learning experiences, Carlie, like Laura, mentioned her PLC as
the only place she got beneficial feedback and resources.
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As opposed to Josh and Laura, who were less experienced teachers, Carlie was a
more confident teacher when shifting instructional practices to meet the needs of the new
standards. The transition to NGSS came in her 5th year of teaching, and she had
developed practical knowledge and beliefs about teaching science before NGSS adoption.
When discussing the standards, Carlie was the vaguest of the three about the dimensions
and how they fit into instruction. At one point in the interview, Carlie posed, “Am I
supposed to memorize them (SEPs) because I have to look at them every time. I mean, I
know what I’m looking for.” Carlie was the only one of the three teachers who had to
look at the SEPs to discuss them. Still, she discussed specific practices by other names,
like using Claims Evidence Reasoning (CER) in place of argumentation or mentioning
that the students were analyzing data during the lessons. Carlie notes one reason for not
looking at the standards in detail is that the Illinois storylines spelled out the SEP and
DCI taught in each lesson, which did not require her to incorporate the dimensions
independently. Therefore, when she planned her lessons, she needed to look and adapt
lessons to ensure the integration of SEPs but did not have to find or adapt her lessons to
align to NGSS as the Illinois Storyline lessons are designed with three-dimensional
learning in mind. Carlie reported knowledge of science skills and how to use them in her
lessons but could not give the specific names and parameters of the SEPs outlined in
NGSS frameworks. She was sure she wanted to work on argumentation, which was a
prominent practice in the storylines. When asked what she was looking to achieve when
she planned lessons, she mentioned: “I am looking for …. are they making a claim, are
they supporting evidence, and are they using reasoning?” Although she had difficulty
naming the practices, she knew that she wanted students to engage in argumentation, be a
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part of discussions, and use data and other evidence to form arguments and
explanations.
In summary, all three teachers showed different levels of understanding of the
standards and discussed different emphases in the parts they thought were essential, easy,
and challenging to use in the life science classroom. The teachers were confident in their
content knowledge but were less sure of the SEPs and did not mention the CCCs much
when discussing how they planned and adapted lessons. CCCs were an afterthought for
all three teachers and only mentioned and not part of the specific planning or adaptation
process. The SEPs were the most variable parts of what teachers seemed to understand,
how they saw the standards, or what they saw, as necessary. Even this tiny sample
showed how varied teachers could be regarding their understanding and attention to the
three dimensions of NGSS.
How NGSS Storylines were used in High School Biology Classrooms
Another category I extracted from the data was how storylines were used to
produce an NGSS-aligned curriculum in the classroom. Dr. Parker discussed his interest
in implementing several open educational resources aligned with NGSS because few
commercial curriculums aligned with NGSS. Instead of adopting a singular commercial
curriculum for secondary science, Oak Grove Schools chose to pilot a few commercial
and open educational resources and allow teachers to volunteer to adopt one or prepare
their own? Curriculum for use in secondary science. One of the open-source professional
development options was the Next Gen Storylines. During the Summer of 2019, both
Laura and Josh attended a district-sponsored PD on the Nextgen Storylines. That PD
resulted in both Josh and Laura taking an interest in the storylines and adapting them for
the 2019-2020 school year curriculum. According to Dr. Parker and Ms. Simmons, the
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Oak Grove School district put more of their money into PD and supplies for science
classes rather than commercial curriculum materials. The push toward open education
materials means that they were offered and encouraged by the district but were not
officially adopted or mandated. According to Josh, a dominant reason for selecting the
Next Gen Storylines was that it aligned with NGSS, and he thought they would be
engaging to his students. As the year progressed, Josh and Laura were dissatisfied with
the engagement and structure of the Next Gen Storylines. Laura switched to the Illinois
Storylines for the spring semester, and Josh followed for the 2020-2021 school
year. Table 4.4 summarizes all three teachers’ reflections on how and why they chose
NGSS-aligned storyline curriculums. Only Josh and Laura have statements about their
choice of the NextGen Storylines as Carlie chose to use lessons she developed and
adapted for the 2019-2020 school year.
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Table 4.4
Summary of Teacher Discourse on Curricular Choice
Storyline

Josh

Laura

Carlie

NextGen Storylines

So, this last year I used the
storylines (NextGen). The
reason for doing so is that
because we had a
professional learning over
the summer, and I thought
my students would like it a
lot. Another reason is
because I want to
eventually kind of create
my own curriculum.

So, I started out with that
(NextGen Storylines) for
ecology, the Africa
Storyline. And I really
liked that the info that was
provided and I thought it
was interesting.

Did not adopt.

Illinois Storylines

This year we’re using the
Illinois Storylines instead
of the NGSS storylines.
We, I worked with a
couple of teachers at North
Star and we, we just
decided that the Illinois
were more NGSS than the
NGSS ones.

But then coming back
from winter break, I
switched to the Illinois
storylines. And we did the
melanin unit, and I had a
lot better luck with that. I
felt like it was a lot easier
to personalize and a lot
easier to scaffold for
students with that.

Yeah, I didn’t like those
last year, but I’ve heard
terrible things. Half of our
PLC did those last year
and then they were like,
“no, never again.” And
then they looked through
these because they had
that experience, and they
liked this way better, so I
believed them.

In the 2019-2020 school year, Josh and Laura were influenced by district PD and their
desire to implement NGSS aligned curriculum into their classroom, which involves using
phenomena as a part of lesson planning. Both Laura and Josh found the NextGen
storylines exciting and thought they would engage their students. In addition, Josh felt the
NextGen storylines would support growth in his knowledge to develop his curriculum.
However, as the year progressed, Josh reported that his honors students did well with the
student-centered lessons but found the storylines boring after a few weeks. Laura had the
same problem with students losing engagement with the NextGen storylines with the
additional issue of them being hard to adapt to the needs of students with learning and
language needs.
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Students’ difficulties with the NextGen storylines caused Laura to abandon the
storylines after the first unit. Using her online collaboration groups, she found the Illinois
storylines and explored using them after winter break. According to Laura, she found the
Illinois lesson plans more flexible and more accessible to add scaffolds that could support
the diverse needs of her students. For the 2020-2021 school year, Laura brought the
storylines to Josh and the other biology teachers at Oak Grove High School. The teachers
decided to use the Illinois Storylines during the 2020-2021 school year for a few reasons.
The first is that the Illinois Storylines were NGSS aligned storylines they felt were more
flexible to meet the needs of their students. The second reason is that the storylines were
in the process of being adapted to a virtual version. Due to the outbreak of the COVID
epidemic in the spring of 2019, Oak Grove schools began using an A/B schedule. In the
A/B schedule, students came to school either Monday/Wednesday/Friday or
Tuesday/Thursday and switched each week to reduce the number of students and allow
social distancing. Because of the need for social distancing and the A/B schedule, the
teachers used the virtual adaptations of the Illinois Storylines. The virtual adaptation of
the storylines did remove many hands-on lab activities, which may affect the use of some
SEPs during the 2020-2021 school year.
Another factor in the choice of curriculum is how it works toward their own goals
and ideas of teaching science—Laura and Josh, the newer teachers, both discussed goals
that aligned with the goals of NGSS. For example, Josh states that his eventual goal is to
create storylines centered around his students' state and the phenomenon of interest. Josh
and Laura, who had previously done the Next Gen Storylines, mentioned feeling more
able to add scaffolds and their lessons to the Illinois lessons in a way they did not think
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with the Next Gen Storylines. One example is that Josh created his Claim-EvidenceReasoning example to support students learning how to construct an argument using a
phenomenon based on his more relatable state. Making that example, CER was a step
towards Josh’s goal to better leverage students' funds of knowledge in his classroom.
Laura’s immediate concern for the year was to add scaffolds to support her students,
which she felt she could do in the Illinois Storylines. One of the ways she discussed
providing scaffolds was providing feedback and allowing students to redo their CERs.
Comparison of NextGen and Illinois Storylines
Once teachers had chosen which curriculum they believed would best support
students' learning and align to NGSS standards, they had to interpret and enact the
standards in their classroom. I interviewed teachers after they used the curriculum. Table
4.5 summarizes the themes I garnered from teacher interviews about both the NextGen
and Illinois Storylines. Teachers saw both advantages and disadvantages of each
storyline.
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Table 4.5
Comparison of NextGen and Illinois Storylines
NextGen Storylines

Illinois Storylines

Positives

- Uses phenomena
- Students “teach themselves to learn”
- Explicit guidance for teachers
- Emphasis on Data analysis, modeling,
explanation, and argumentation
- Integrates three dimensions of NGSS

- Uses phenomena
- More flexible for students and teachers
-Students retained engagement throughout
the unit
-Allow deep exploration of
phenomena/concepts
Data analysis and explanation
opportunities fit High school
guidelines per NGSS
- Prompted student-to-student discourse

Negatives

Rigid or scripted lessons
- Long units
- Students became disengaged by the end
of the unit
- SEPs did not often reach to high school
guidelines
- Repetitive with lots of packets

- Long units
-Spiraling curriculum structure was
challenging for teachers and
students
-Hard to catch up with absent students
-Complex assessments
- Lessons and units lack specific guidance
for teachers

As I began to analyze teacher reflections from planning and teaching using the
storylines, a few themes stood out as common positives and negatives of both storylines.
One of the first common positives discussed by all teachers is anchoring phenomena that
felt authentic and engaging to the students. For the ecology units, both Storylines utilized
real-world studies on African animal populations. For example, the Next Gen Storylines
had students investigate why the buffalo population in the Serengeti collapsed over time.
Similarly, the Illinois storyline also used real ecological studies to explore lion population
distribution and then change in elephant phenotypes after a historical event. As students
move through the unit, they are looking at one or two phenomena and answering an
overarching research question throughout the unit. Teachers mentioned the use of
phenomena as having two advantages in their teaching. First, Josh and Laura said the
storylines gave them an idea of how anchoring phenomena could be integrated into
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lessons effectively. The other advantage was that exploring and figuring out a question
related to real-world events was engaging to both teachers and students at the beginning
of both storylines. According to Carlie, she got more interest and questions during the
storylines than in years past, which made her job more enjoyable.
Another advantage of both storylines was that they both had a three-dimensional
structure. Both the NextGen and the Illinois Storylines integrate all three dimensions of
storylines. Students asked questions, used models, analyzed data, and constructed
explanations and arguments to learn the content. Previous analysis of life science lessons
showed that teachers tended to neglect explanation and argumentation, which were a big
part of the NGSS and Illinois storylines (Tankersley et al., in preparation). As students
went through the unit, both lessons asked them to use CER to construct explanations and
arguments as the primary formative assessments giving students lots of practice
constructing and revising explanations to the overarching questions in the storylines. For
example, during the Buffalo NextGen Storyline, students were asked at the beginning of
many lessons to predict an upcoming set of data or activity using the knowledge they had
from previous lessons. Students enter a cycle of adding to and revising their prediction,
adding evidence from each lesson to support their final prediction. As the PLC
transitioned to using the Illinois Storylines, data to construct explanations and arguments
remained a part of those lessons. Carlie discussed that instead of relying on multiplechoice and short-answer quizzes, they were doing a lot more CERs where students get a
data table, graph, etc., and must use that to make a claim, provide evidence, and
reasoning.
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One of the negatives of both storylines mentioned by all the teachers was the
length of the units. Both the Next Gen unit Ecosystems: How do small changes make big
impacts in ecosystems? And the Illinois Storylines unit Africa Storyline is about an eightweek unit. According to both Josh and Laura, the storylines seemed long. Josh mentioned
discussions in their PLC about the storylines as “they (Laura and the other biology
teacher) taught non-honors courses, and during the Serengeti, they said they lost tons of
students because you stick with the same topic for a quarter. I moved a little bit faster, so
it didn’t take me the whole quarter. But even my students were getting bored with it.”
Laura followed up because she ran out of time toward the end of the semester and had to
use more lectures by the end of the semester. Despite the integrated nature of lesson
content, teachers still felt pressured to stay on track to cover all their content for the year.
The issues with the length of storyline units are compounded by lessons building
on one another because of the anchoring phenomena. Both Josh and Laura discussed that
one drawback of the lesson was keeping absent students caught up with the storylines.
According to Laura, each lesson requires students to build upon the information and
explanations from the lesson before absent students often had trouble catching up. All
three teachers mentioned that the issues with lesson progression were compounded
during the pandemic when the school went on an A/B schedule with students only being
in class in-person every other day and joining via computer the other days. All teachers
mentioned not being sure how much students were following the lessons when they were
not in the classroom. But Laura also gave that building nature of the storylines as a
positive as well. Laura, an undergraduate research assistant before teaching, saw the
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storylines as more like real science than the discrete lessons she had taught in previous
years.
But along with some commonalities, there were also some contrasts between the
two storyline curriculums revealed in teachers’ reflections. The first contrast was in how
teachers saw the structure of lessons. Both Josh and Laura saw NextGen as having a rigid
structure that left little flexibility for teacher adaptation or pacing. Laura called the Next
Gen Storylines “with the 8 million packets.” Students were tired of the worksheets, which
all had a similar structure. For example, in the unit, how can science help make our lives
better? Students created and revised models of the disease mechanism at the end of most
lessons. At the beginning of each lesson, students were asked, What did we figure out in
the last lesson? What are we wondering now? At the beginning of each lesson. For
students, every lesson, start, and the end was predictably the same throughout the unit.
The storylines relied on worksheets as well as a source of consternation from the
students. Appendix H shows an example of the structure of the worksheets that are
common for the unit. Students tired of the worksheets and the phenomena by the end of
the unit, making it challenging to keep students engaged and willing to “buy-in” to the
Next Gen Storylines. One part of that might be the over-reliance on data analysis without
the opportunity for student data collection except for a few online simulations.
One of the consequences of using a defined phenomenon that occurred so far
away from the classroom was that teachers had difficulty integrating teacher-created
lessons and labs. And the storylines themselves lacked resources for students to do many
labs that aligned with the phenomenon. The rigid structure of the NexGen Storylines was
more of an issue for Laura than it was for Josh. Josh taught honors biology classes that
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did not have the same learning and language diversity levels as Laura’s classes and thus
did not have to scaffold the lessons as much for his students. For Laura, the rigid nature
and extensive reading make it challenging to adapt the Next Gen Storylines to the needs
of her students. Students who struggled to read struggled with the readings that went
along with the storylines and the vocabulary of the questions on the worksheets, often
making it difficult to succeed. Josh also mentioned that any absent students had difficulty
catching up, especially if they were one of the school’s chronically absent students.
Students who were absent often felt they missed part of the “story” when absent from
class. Laura was able to get over some of the challenges with the NextGen Storylines by
using her pedagogical knowledge to create a PowerPoint that taught students vocabulary
with pictures and video links to support students who needed language support, but they
still struggled. Josh had the complete opposite problem and felt that the content was not
rigorous for his students and included extra lessons and lectures to get the material they
needed. Josh also mentioned the lack of sustained engagement, but his main complaint
was missing content that he felt his students needed for college. Josh questioned if the
content outlined in NGSS was enough to prepare students who wanted to be science
majors in college. Josh added lessons and lectures to fill in for what he felt was lacking
in the storyline designs to respond to those questions.
In contrast to the rigid structure of the NextGen Storylines, the teachers found the
Illinois Storylines to be more flexible. While Josh continued to use the Next Gen
Storylines until the end of the 2019-2020 school year, Laura decided to change the
Illinois storylines for the spring 2020 semester. According to Laura, “I (made the) switch
to the Illinois storylines. And we did the melanin unit, and I had a lot better luck with
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that. I felt like it was a lot easier to kind of personalize and a lot easier to scaffold for
students.” In addition, Laura felt that she could better adapt the Illinois storylines for her
multilingual learners and special education students. Laura described feeling like she
could integrate her lessons. Laura added scaffolds like vocabulary PowerPoints to support
students’ vocabulary acquisition and added information to help students analyze data and
create explanations.
Josh also switched to the Illinois storylines and felt they aligned better to NGSS
than the Next Gen Storylines. Josh and Laura brought their knowledge and Laura’s
experience with the Illinois storylines to the teachers in August before school started. The
teachers worked together to plan lessons that used the Illinois Storylines. All three
teachers mentioned that one of the factors in the decision was that Illinois had adapted the
storylines to fit distance learning. Before the 2020-2021 school year, the biology teachers
at Oak Grove High School met to discuss accommodating social distancing and possible
remote education for all their classes. Because of the pandemic, Oak Grove High School
went to an A/B schedule in the Fall of 2020. The A/B schedule meant teachers only had
half their students in-person every day and the other half attended class via Zoom. The
groups then switched off every other day so that students only attended class in person 23 days a week. According to all three teachers interviewed, one of the benefits of the
Illinois Storylines was that they had already begun adapting the units to distance learning.
All three teachers felt that using the Illinois Storylines would allow them to teach using
NGSS even if half of their students would be at home and even when at school, labs and
group activities would be limited.
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Most Next Gen Storyline lessons start the same way. In one lesson Josh provided,
he talks about beginning each lesson by recapping what they learned, asked, or figured
out in the previous lesson. He followed the recap with a class discussion about what they
knew about the problem and what questions they still had followed by data or a model to
analyze. The daily class discussions were mainly to help students summarize the lesson,
come up with class consensuses, and discuss future directions. Josh talked about the
similar structure that led to lessening student engagement and complained of “Why are
we learning about buffalo?” Laura’s students were also tired of the phenomena. Still, she
also worried that they were not really learning the content and only saw that they were
learning about buffalo and not the ecological content embedded in the storylines.
After switching to the Illinois Storylines during the 2020-2021 school year, all
three teachers mentioned increased student engagement. Josh and Carlie both said that
they had not heard students mention getting tired of the phenomenon, and they have not
complained or asked why they are still learning about lions and elephants. In addition,
according to Josh, the transfer tasks ask students to use what they learned about a
biological concept. For example, one summative assessment asked students to use their
understanding of population dynamics first to determine the origin of a lost sea otter pup
and answer questions about the ecosystem dynamics in the sea otter population the pup
came from. Josh specifically mentioned liking the transfer tasks and that students were
asked to apply their knowledge to new phenomena and problems.
Teachers' reflections on the Impact of the Storylines on Planning and Teaching.
One of the most prominent themes from the teachers’ interviews was teachers’
reflections on how NGSS-aligned storylines impacted planning and teaching. Table 4.6
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below reveals three main advantages and disadvantages of implementing NGSS-aligned
storylines in their biology classrooms.
Table 4.6
Teacher Reflections on the Advantages and Disadvantages of Storylines.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Anchoring Phenomena

•
•

Student engagement
Connects school
science to realworld science

•

Requires more
nonlinear
organization of life
science content

Lesson Structure

•

Integrated DCI,
SEPs, and CCCs
built into lessons

•

Move away from
inquiry and the 5E
lesson format

Professional Development
and Collaboration

•

•

Assessment Practices

•

Collaboration with
teachers across the
country
More authentic
Assessment

District led and
other formal PD
inconsistent
CER and other
open-ended
assessment more
time-consuming to
create and grade.

•

All the teachers reflected on how anchoring phenomena impacted planning and
teaching. The NextGen and Illinois storylines use anchoring phenomena to drive student
exploration and learning (Illinois Storyline Group, 2018; Reiser et al., 2018). According
to Carlie, ``Before, I need to go over these certain content area things. And now it is like
we’re going to get to the content in a way, but we’re gonna do it through a phenomenon,
and we are going to stick to the same phenomena for weeks and weeks.”
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On the side of advantages, teachers mentioned two things about phenomena more
closely aligned to real-world science. Laura also said that phenomena aligned with her
ideas about science due to her previous experiences as a research assistant. Both Carlie
and Laura discussed that the storylines and use of phenomena changed how they and the
students related to the curriculum. The use of phenomena engaged students and,
according to the teachers, led to an increase in questions and ideas from students during
the lessons.
But because the storylines are structured and use authentic science research, the
content diverged from previous years' usual linear organization of content. In the Illinois
storylines ecology units, the students mainly explored ecological concepts like population
dynamics; they also learned about DNA genetics to understand population distribution
and factors that affect the survival of lions and elephants. According to Carlie, “It’s not as
laid out like as far as we’re doing this and this and this. It just keeps spiraling, you know,
the same, the same.” The spiraling curriculum required teachers to draw on their content
and pedagogical knowledge to keep students on track during lessons and add information
to fill gaps in student content knowledge they would usually not have to address until
later in the year.
Laura mentioned that some of the biology PLC at their school was thinking of not
using the storylines because they are having difficulty with the nonlinear nature of the
storylines and the difference in the time it takes to grade assessments. Carlie, an
experienced and confident teacher, mentions, “I feel like I am winging it every day”
Because of the nature of the storylines and their spiraling curriculum, Carlie said she
almost felt like a new teacher again. During the storylines, the role of the teacher is a true
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facilitator, and therefore the teacher must understand how to lead the students, ask the
right questions, and allow the students to take more charge of the lesson. All three
teachers mentioned that they did not know what to expect from the storylines, the
students, or themselves. Carlie said this about the teaching through the storylines, “I have
never felt disorganized before. It’s, it just feels terrifying.”
Shifts in Lesson Structure
Another theme in teachers’ reflections on planning and teaching using NGSSaligned storylines was the change in structure (Table 4.6). On the positive side, teachers
discussed the lessons being already made to integrate the three dimensions of NGSS. One
of the strengths that all the teachers mentioned about their shift to NGSS aligned
storylines was using science and engineering practices in the classroom. According to
Carlie, the most experienced participant, she felt she had always incorporated SEPs into
her classroom even before adopting NGSS. Still, the storylines increased the number and
rigor of her SEP integration. For example, in a prior study, biology teachers struggle with
SEPs, especially argumentation (Tankersley et al., in prep). The Illinois storyline changed
by incorporating argumentation through claims, evidence, and reasoning (CER). For
example, in one CER over otters, students had to construct an argument using gel
electrophoresis and a map, asking students to combine more than one type of evidence
into their answer (Appendix H).
To better understand any shifts in teachers, use of SEPs, I calculated the
frequency per week each SEP was used. For the observed and reported lessons from the
year before, they began using the storylines. To get the frequency SEP use in the
storylines, I used the lesson materials to count which SEPs were reported as used in each
lesson and divided by the number of weeks in the unit.
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The first change I noted from my analysis was a shift in argumentation from
evidence (SEP#8). The frequent use of CER shifted teachers' use of argumentation and
how and why they had students analyze and interpret data. When discussing the SEPs and
what she was looking for in a student answer, Carlie said, “I am looking for are they
making a claim, are they supporting evidence, and are they using reasoning. And I'm
looking to see if we are using any of those practices.” The Illinois storylines had students
make arguments and explanations in the form of claims-evidence-reasoning assessments.
Many of the assessments ask students to either make claims and support with evidence
and reasoning or be given a claim and decide which evidence supports the claims. For
both Carlie and Josh, the use of the Illinois Storylines increased their use of
argumentation. To determine if teachers’ use of SEPs change post use of NGSS-aligned
storylines, I first took both teachers’ frequency counts for each teacher collected from
observations and interviews from 2017-2019 and divided that by the number of lessons
100 to get the percentage. For the Illinois lessons, I counted each SEP identified in each
lesson by the Illinois Storylines and divided it by the number of lessons x 100. I then
compared the two percentages to explore changes. If Carlie took advantage of all
opportunities for argumentation, she would increase students' use of argumentation from
5.88% to 10% of the lessons in her class. Similarly, Josh gave students opportunities to
engage in argumentation in 1.67% of his studies, while the Illinois lessons provide
opportunities in 10% of their lessons. The increase in argumentation offers students more
opportunities to engage in the language patterns of science, which is a part of learning in
NGSS and inquiry.
The Next Gen Storylines increased the amount of modeling enacted in the
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biology classes through the incremental model tracker. The incremental model trackers
had the students create models to express understanding through drawing, labeling, and
writing that went through a series of revisions as the students gained more knowledge.
For example, the NextGen unit? Storyline? How do small changes make big impacts in
ecosystems? Ask students to represent their learning in some way at the beginning of
every lesson. As the storyline progresses, the students continue to revise their model to
get closer and closer to accurately representing the relationships in the ecosystem. The
Illinois Storylines did not include as much robust modeling and revision in their Africa
unit. The Africa unit included some premade models that students interpreted, but
students did not have many opportunities to create and revise their models. Models were
often given to the students to analyze and draw conclusions from, or when they made
models, they were not asked to modify the models. According to Laura, during the 20192020 school year, she did more developing models in the Next Gen Storylines than in the
Illinois storylines. Still, she felt the other aspects of the Illinois units were stronger.
As teachers talked about the SEPs and using them in the storylines, they also
spoke about the students' level of use of the SEPs. Josh mentioned that assessments
showed that students were at the middle school level using SEPs and CCCs and needed to
increase the rigor to demonstrate their knowledge at a higher level. The Illinois storylines
increase rigor by allowing students to analyze and compile multiple data sets into an
argument or explanation. Numerous data sources allow students to evaluate and piece
together data to complete and revise arguments about the phenomena and raise the rigor
of data analysis to high school level per NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013). According to
Laura, her goal was to get students to “think like a scientist. I’m trying to build those like
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science skills instead of just working on kids memorizing facts.” The increase in the rigor
of SEPs brings her a step towards that goal.
Professional Development and Collaboration
Another shift in teaching via the storylines is the support they get and need from
teachers in their department and other teachers around the U.S. using the storylines. Both
Josh and Carlie mentioned that their PLC had worked together on lessons and
assessments in past years, but they had not used those lessons in their teaching and had
no idea if other teachers in the building had either. Likewise, Josh and Laura did not
know what lessons other teachers used in their classrooms before the move to storylines.
Support from the PLC allowed the teachers to collaborate to interpret and adapt the
lessons as a group supporting each other through the process. During the first part of the
Next Gen Storylines, two of the teachers in the study keep a Google Doc folder with
notes about the unit, successes, changes, and challenges. Only Josh kept up the notes in
the second semester due to Laura switching to the Illinois storylines. The pandemic and
remote learning only increased the collaboration. Teachers supported each other to solve
problems and prepare lesson materials and assessments for small and in-person learners.
While the collaboration increased between teachers, there were still gaps in
partnership between schools and district personnel. Laura mentioned a need for teachers
to work with one another, observe NGSS lessons, and corroborate and improve alignment
with NGSS. Laura discussed district PD as haphazard. Carlie talked about the beginning
of the year being overwhelming and not absorbing much of the PD offered and, therefore,
not knowing if it was quality PD. Josh talked about district PD most positively, but he
was the only one of the three who had done year-long PD and worked as a PD facilitator.
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Josh found working on assessments with two teachers from other schools beneficial for
his learning and understanding of teaching and assessing NGSS. In addition, all three
teachers were able to participate in a year-long PD from the Illinois Storyline Working
Group. According to the teachers, the PD started not being as beneficial but became more
so after the first few sessions to discuss issues and challenges with other teachers using
the storylines.
Storyline Assessments
Another transformation that came about in the teachers' instructional practices
was the way they assessed their students. According to Science Curriculum Coordinator
Sandra Simmons, the goal for district assessment was to move away from multiplechoice assessment and toward more multimodal assessments that were more equitable
ways of assessing students' knowledge. NGSS aligned assessment should build students'
knowledge and ability toward the performance expectations, integrating DCI, SEPs, and
CCCs (NGSS Lead States, 2013). All three teachers thought that assessment was a
challenging part of the process. According to Ms. Simmons, “Assessments are much
more equitable because they are multimodal, first. In other words, they let kids show
what they know.” A big part of assessment for both the NextGen and the Illinois
Storylines is using CER, constructing explanations, and creating models.
For example, one summative assessment had students complete a transfer task
using otters instead of lions or elephants. Appendix C has a copy of the assessment key.
In this assessment, the students did not use any memorized content knowledge but instead
analyzed data sets and used their knowledge of ecology gained throughout the storyline
to construct explanations and arguments and provide evidence to support their claims
from the data provided in the assessment. In general, after switching to the storyline’s
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teacher assessments moved away from multiple-choice assessments and toward more
short answer and open-ended questions. Students gave explanations, constructed
arguments, and provided evidence to support the explanations and arguments in the openended questions. Josh and Carlie mentioned liking the new assessments and the increased
student reasoning from the assessments. The open-ended assessments provide more
nuanced information to assess students' actual learning (NRC, 2014). The otter
assessment (Appendix B) is an adaptation of an assessment provided in the storylines.
The teachers shortened the assessment a bit and provided some more scaffolding for
student answers. Another change to teachers' assessment practices was a push to develop
phenomena-based biology assessments. Josh worked with two other biology teachers to
create a short answer and explanation-based exam that required students to increase their
data analysis and construct explanations during assessments. The assessment used
growing pumpkins to show their knowledge of the SEPs and multiple content concepts,
including photosynthesis and cell respiration.
Claims Evidence Reasoning (CER) formative assessments were utilized by the
Illinois storyline units as a primary method of formative assessment. One of the
challenges in the use of CERs as an assessment was the increased expectations from
students. At the beginning of the 2020-2021 school year, Laura and Carlie were
disappointed in student grades but were unsure whether the drop in grades was due to the
curriculum change or the A/B schedule, or a combination of the two.
The changes in the assessments did create some challenges for teachers and
students. First, when the teachers did create lessons, it took much time. Josh talked about
having to shorten some and remove some of the assessments provided by Africa
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Storyline lessons because teachers could not grade the short and open-ended questions
quickly and were feeling overwhelmed. Additionally, teachers struggled with creating
their own formative and summative assessments because of the increased time it took to
develop the phenomena-based assessment. Josh spent time outside of the regular school
day during the 2019-2020 school year working with two other biology teachers on
phenomena-based three-dimensional assessments for photosynthesis and cellular
respiration. Appendix H shows an example from the assessment and how Josh and his
colleague used anchoring phenomena. The problem with the assessment was that it took
all three teachers a great deal of time outside of the classroom to create the assessment.
Another challenge the teachers had was how different the format of the lessons
was both in the structure and the way the storylines handled content. Neither storyline
curriculum uses the BSCS 5E inquiry model. Josh and Carlie mentioned that as an issue
because the 5E model was preferable to them as they had been using it since their science
methods courses. Josh said that he liked the structure of 5E lessons more than the less
structured approach to lesson design of the storylines. For example, the storylines lessons
often start with an Engage portion of the lesson but then may go back and forth from the
Explore phase to Explain a few times before closing the lesson with some evaluation.
Carlie also mentioned that this changed how she taught, and the lessons were less linear
and thus more challenging for her to adapt, especially since it was her first time through
the storylines. This change was hard for teachers to come to terms with, and Josh even
mentioned that when he developed his storylines in the future, he would utilize the 5E
format.
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Summary of Results for Research Question #2
To understand teachers’, use of NGSS, I first had them reflect on their
understanding of the three dimensions of NGSS. All three participants felt confident in
their understanding of the DCIs and felt their knowledge of biological concepts was a
substantial part of their ability to teach high school biology. However, reflections on
teachers’ understanding and confidence in their ability to enact scientific practices were
mixed. The one participant who felt confident in her ability to enact the SEPs could not
name the SEPs during the interview. Carlie was confident that her knowledge of science
and teaching science was sufficient to support students learning both the content and
practices of science. The other two participants were less confident in their ability to
enact SEPs in a way that rises to the level outlined in the NGSS Frameworks.
Another point of disagreement among the teachers is what professional
development and learning opportunities support or support their use of NGSS in their
classrooms. All participants agreed that collaboration with other teachers was an essential
part of their learning to teach using NGSS. Participants mentioned collaboration as a part
of their professional learning community as the most important, but also online
collaboration through social media sites like Facebook and national PD opportunities as
impactful to their learning and adapting their teaching practices to the goals of NGSS.
More in conflict was the efficacy of district professional development opportunities in
using NGSS. While Josh sought out PD opportunities both as a participant and a leader
that supported his development, both Carlie and Laura found that district PD was only
sometimes an effective use of their time.
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Another central theme in teachers' reflections on the standards was finding
success and struggling to use NGSS aligned storylines in the biology classroom. Despite
the pandemic, all teachers discussed increased engagement and participation after
enacting the storylines in their classrooms. Evidence for increased classroom engagement
included students sustaining interest in the phenomena during the Illinois Africa
Storyline, not the Next Gen Storylines. Despite teachers' feelings of sustained attention in
the storylines and increased student participation. Teachers did have concerns about the
storylines, including sufficient rigor in the content, ability to integrate the SEPs
effectively, and lack of ease with the change from a linear to a spiraling curriculum. In
the end, teachers had mixed feelings about using NGSS aligned curriculum and their
ability to use NGSS in general.
Question #3 - How do two highly qualified teachers’ instructional practices align to
NGSS goals and objectives pre-and post-adoption of NGSS-aligned storyline
curriculum?
In my third research question, I wanted to look more deeply at any shifts in
teacher instruction after they adopted storyline curriculums. For that, I chose to look at
Josh and Carlie more in-depth. Because Laura was such a new teacher, I did not have
data on her pre-storyline adoption, but Josh and Laura participated in the longitudinal
study used in question #1. Because I had data from Carlie and Josh before and after using
the storyline curriculum, I chose to analyze their lessons for this section of the study.
Overview of the quantitative data pre/post use of NGSS aligned storylines.
Because the Illinois lesson plans were designed with NGSS in mind, each lesson
has a DCI, SEP, and CCC integrated into each lesson. While preliminary data shows that
teachers use SEPs each week, the Illinois storylines make a point of having teachers use
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at least one SEP each day (Tankersley et. a., in prep, Illinois Storylines, 2020). The
integration of at least one SEP per lesson increased the use of SEPs. When the teachers
chose their lessons not aligned to a specific pre-designed curriculum unit, they had lower
average use of SEPs per lesson than the Illinois storylines. Figure 4.4 outlines each
teacher’s average use of SEPs per lesson compared to the average use of SEPs per lesson
in the Illinois Storylines.
Figure 4.4
Average use of SEPs per lesson.
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Josh went from an M=1.08 SEPs per lesson to an average of 1.53 SEPs per
lesson, while Carlie went from using 1.12 SEPs on average per lesson to an average of
1.53 SEPs per lesson. Three of the biggest increases in SEP use from teachers 2017-2019
lesson plans to the Illinois storylines were SEP #4 Analyzing and Interpreting Data, SEP
# 5 Mathematics, Computational Thinking, and SEP #7 Engaging in argumentation from
evidence (Figure 4.4). SEP #4 Analyzing and interpreting data increased in both rigor
and frequency during the use of the Illinois Storyline Curriculum if the storylines were
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used outlined by the developers. Figure 4.5 would show the increase in frequency if
teachers used the Illinois Storylines as intended than when they were designing and
adapting their lesson plans. From 2017-2019 Carlie had students analyzing and
interpreting data in 37% of her lessons, while Josh had his students SEP #4 analyze and
interpret data just a bit more frequently in 38% of the lessons. If teachers used every
opportunity to have students SEP #4 analyze and interpret data the Illinois Lesson Plans
provided and reflections indicate they may have, teachers would have students SEP #4
analyzing and interpreting data in 53% of their lessons, representing an increase in
frequency. Another change in SEP #4 analyzing and interpreting data in the Illinois
lessons was the increase in rigor. For example, during one lesson in the storylines,
students were asked first to map a specific population they were assigned and then
compare microsatellite DNA data to compare the genetics of the populations. Finally,
students compare the map and microsatellite data to determine which populations were
most and least related to each other. In lessons before using the Storyline curriculum,
both Josh and Laura tended to ask students to analyze one stand-alone data set and not
interconnected data that students needed to analyze together as a part of the lesson. The
use of more than one data during each lesson and data sets that build upon each other
allows students to SEP #4 analyze and interpret data in a way that better simulates the
work of scientists than the stand-alone most often used in the teacher-designed lessons.
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Figure 4.5
Percentage of lessons where SEP #4 Analyzing and Interpreting data is used.

The narratives below look at individual lessons taught by Josh and Carlie from the
storylines and their teacher-chosen lessons from 2016-2019. By looking at individual
lessons, I compared how teachers' instructional practices changed using the NGSSaligned curriculum and how that affected both teachers' planning and teaching and thus
student learning.
Josh
Throughout this study, Josh has transitioned from a first to a fourth-year teacher.
In his first two years of teaching, Josh found, planned, and adapted lessons from various
sources, making choices that he thought best aligned to the standards and could support
student learning. Figure 7 shows that both the NGSS storylines and the Illinois storylines
increased Josh's average use of SEPs per lesson. Josh’s choice of lessons came from
various sources, including websites, books, his student teaching cooperating teachers, to
name a few. Below I chose one lesson that provides an example of Josh’s lessons before
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adopting NGSS storylines. The lesson includes the use of three SEPs used to teach
population dynamics.
Josh started the lesson by asking students to use their knowledge of
the words: density-dependent and density-independent. He then goes
over the definition and provides examples using viruses to explain the
term density-dependent. The students then take data on a multi-day lab
to explore the effect of glucose on the growth of yeast cells (SEP5). After
showing students how to complete their estimates, students count their
yeast cells and put the data in their digital lab notebooks. In later
lessons, students completed the lab by answering analysis questions as a
conclusion.
After taking data, Josh gives the students notes and defines
several terms about ecology, including density-independent and
competition. Josh provides examples for each vocabulary word as
students write the definitions in their notes. After the notes, Josh has the
students do a case study to explore population growth strategies.
Students read the case study and answer questions based on the data
provided. The case study allows students to analyze data (SEP4) to
argue (SEP7) whether they would recommend a conservation strategy.
The rest of the case study has students calculate survivorship curves
(SP5) graphs, analyze that graph and several others (SEP4), and answer
knowledge-level questions to interpret the graphs. The final question
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asks students to summarize the turtle population using the vocabulary
terms from the case study (SEP8).
This excerpt shows an example of the high-quality lessons that Josh enacted
before he adopted NGSS storylines. The students had the opportunity to analyze and
interpret data (SEP4) a few times throughout the lesson, including data they collected
themselves and data given to them out of a “study” with data collected by a scientist. The
case study used a combination of knowledge level questions, argumentation, and
explanations to analyze the data. For example, students could use information about the
turtle and their breeding habits to argue if the government should spend money on
protecting the turtles and provide evidence for their argument from the case study. Most
of the rest of the questions were knowledge level, for example, “What other animals can
you think of would-be R strategists? For example, there are animals described as K
strategists. Describe this type of strategy and provide an example.” The last question was
more complex and asked the students to use what they learned to communicate (SEP8)
the relationship between several vocabulary terms using what they learned in the case
study.
Of the three teachers in the study, Josh had talked about professional development
and how it had led him to want to integrate NGSS into his classroom better. In the year
leading up to this study, Josh attended a district professional development and worked on
a year-long assessment collaboration with teachers from another school. At that time, he
and two other members of his PLC started using storylines. In the first year, Josh used
NGSS storylines, stating the following as the reason “The reason for doing that (using the
next-gen storylines) is because we had professional learning over it during the summer,
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and I thought my students would like it a lot. And then another reason is that I want to
eventually create my curriculum with that type of learning centered around phenomena.
So, we keep building on it.” Josh identified the Next Generation Storylines as a quality
curriculum for student learning. Rather than an endpoint, he saw it as a stepping point to
creating his phenomena-based curriculum that would suit his student. N endpoint, heIn
this, Josh was making deliberate instructional decisions to use a curriculum that better
aligned to NGSS while also moving toward a curriculum that blended his ideas about
curriculum and the goals of NGSS. According to Josh, “The first two years where I did
like my kind of stuff. The second two years where I did the storylines. Then, like I could
create my storylines that revolve around a straight-up Nebraska phenomenon, that’d be
awesome.” Josh saw the NextGen and Illinois Storylines as a stepping-stone to creating a
more place-based storyline curriculum of his own and not as an endpoint to adapting his
instruction to NGSS.
During the summer before the 2020 school year, Josh and his entire PLC chose to
continue storylines, but they were unsatisfied with the Next Gen Storylines. So, right
before school started, Josh, Laura, Carlie, and the rest of their PLC chose to use the
Illinois storylines for the 2020-2021 school year. Josh said that the Illinois Storylines
were “more NGSS than the NGSS ones,” and they hoped adoption of them would
continue the movement toward NGSS alignment even during the pandemic.
In the 2020-2021 school year, Josh used and adapted the NGSS phenomena-based
curriculum from the Illinois Storyline Working Group. The storylines used by Josh were
adaptations of the original storylines adapted to distance learning. Those storylines
minimized labs and activities because of Josh's social distancing and distance learning
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requirements in his classroom due to the pandemic. The lesson excerpt below has
students exploring limiting factors that affect a population using elephant population
data.
This lesson introduces the phenomena via a video showing scientists in
Mozambique exploring changes in the elephant populations in the area in the
years after a civil war. Students watch the video, answer questions about the
video, and use the video information to provide questions that the scientists are
exploring. Students will continue to check in with the scientists and their data
throughout the rest of the unit. After the video, students use the first data set to
calculate poaching statistics by year (SEP5) and graphs of population changes
due to poaching (SEP4).
In the next lesson, which is a continuation of the first, the students
continue to analyze data (SEP5) and watch another video about elephant genetics
and how that can affect the tusks of elephants. Most of the questions had students
answer simple questions asking students to extract information from the graphs.
At the end of the lesson, students construct a CER to explain (SEP6) why
tusklesness increased in specific elephant populations.
In this lesson, the students' graph data (SEP5) and then use graphs, data tables, and maps
(SEP4) to explore the limiting factors of elephant populations and to identify the limiting
factors, and provide support for their explanations (SEP6). Josh describes the
transformation of his teaching as “NGSS was what I was taught to teach. But the
storylines gave me a better idea to focus on the phenomenon for a unit.” Thus, even
though both lessons allowed the students to engage with three scientific practices, the
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storyline centered the lesson around a central phenomenon that allowed them to construct
arguments about elephants' role in the African ecosystem and their role as a keystone
species.
The purpose of both of Josh’s lessons was to explore populations and why
populations may change. Josh used multiple examples to illustrate limiting factors for
populations, but students only interacted with data about turtles and yeast. Additionally,
the turtle and yeast only cover limiting factors and do not integrate any other ecology
concepts. In contrast, during the Illinois storylines, Josh uses one problem over several
lessons to allow students to explore population limiting factors, population dynamics, and
even genetics. The purpose of anchoring phenomena is to enable students to develop an
understanding over time by simulating the questions and problems of scientists. Both
lessons use data taken from science projects. The storylines are more closely aligned to
the work of actual scientists in that the students can learn added information over time,
analyze more data, and revise their arguments and explanations.
A drawback to the storyline’s anchoring phenomenon is that Elephant
tusklessness is a real problem. The questions, data, and conclusion are predetermined, as
he did on a smaller scale in the turtle case study. But in the lesson, Josh planned from
various sources. One part allowed students to investigate variables that affect yeast
populations that enabled students to ask their questions, collect their data, and construct
explanations based on data they had collected. But the yeast lab was a single lab and did
not allow students to build on more complex problems over time.
The way that both sets of lessons treat the SEPs is similar. Both lessons use
numerous data points and have students mostly answer knowledge or analysis level
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questions about the data. But there are two significant differences. First, the loggerhead
turtle case study is a phenomenon only used for part of one case study. In contrast, in the
Africa storyline, Josh used in 2020 used tusklessness to anchor student understanding for
several lessons. The anchoring phenomena in the storylines allowed students to see the
application of the content in the real world and the development of scientific knowledge.
The second difference was in how the lesson integrated SEP #4 Analyzing and
interpreting data. Josh’s loggerhead turtle lesson asked students to use the data to
connect vocabulary terms. Students were supposed to learn about the vocabulary terms
and connect their definitions and operations in the last question by analyzing data. The
loggerhead turtle case study takes a direct approach to learn science vocabulary by
introducing it in context and then having students summarize their vocabulary knowledge
at the end of the lesson. In contrast, in the tusklessness lessons, students analyze several
data sets between lessons to understand the terms and understand how scientists use
carrying capacity, limiting factors, etc., understanding better how scientists learn about
populations. In addition, with the storylines, students can revise and revisit past ideas
once they have more information.
Carlie.
When she agreed to participate in the study, Carlie was beginning her eighth year
of teaching. Carlie taught for four years at two different suburban schools and taught at
the same urban high school as Josh for the last four years. In the 2019-2020 school year,
Carlie chose not to use the storylines and instead used her teacher-designed lesson plans.
During the 2020-2021 year, when she agreed to participate in the study, she chose to use
the Illinois storylines with the rest of her PLC. Carlie was introduced to the Illinois
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storylines immediately before the 2020-2021 school year by Oak Grove High School
biology PLC members. Carlie chose to use the storylines because she and her PLC felt
that the storylines would support high-quality instructions and had lessons already
adapted for distance learning. The other reason for the change was that Carlie trusted her
PLC members who had explored the storylines and recommended them.
Carlie has taught biology at the high school level for seven years. In that time, we
have gathered data as a part of a more extensive study that revealed that Carlie has
regularly used high-quality inquiry-based instruction that integrates the SEPs. Carlie
describes her way of planning before using the storylines as planning more linearly. She
mentions the differences in the two approaches “Before I was like, okay, the whole year I
needed to, I need to, we need to go over these certain content area things. And now it is
like we’re going to get to the content in a way, but we are going to do it through a
phenomenon, and we’re going to stick to the same phenomenon for weeks and weeks.” In
an example of Carlie’s lesson planning and enaction before using the storylines, Carlie
used a lab and discussion to explore the importance of surface to volume ratio in cells.
The purpose of this lesson is to explore variables that affect plant
populations. Carlie first had students complete a bell ringer activity where
they read a graph on the effect of temperature on germination. Next,
students use data in a graph to explain (SEP6) the ideal temperature for
the plants to grow from reading the graph. Finally, Carlie asks the
students to provide evidence for their explanation (SEP6).
On the day of the observation, students collected and analyzed
data on the last day of a two-week lab. The purpose of the lab was for
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students to learn about density-independent factors that affect plant
populations. As the students worked, they recorded their observations,
analysis, and explanations in a digital science notebook Carlie had
students create to save student labs, data analysis, and reflections
throughout the school year. After collecting their data, students calculate
the percentage of each condition that has germinated (SEP5). After
finishing their data collection, students graph their data and analyze
(SEP4) the data as a part of a lab conclusion. In their lab conclusions,
students must revisit a hypothesis made at the beginning of the lab,
determine if their hypothesis was supported or rejected, and construct an
explanation of how different salt concentrations in the soil might influence
the germination of seeds.
The lesson above is an example of a high-quality lesson that Carlie planned from various
sources before using the Illinois Storylines. In this lesson, Carlie had students analyze
data to construct explanations to support their understanding of factors that affect the
growth of plants and thus density-independent variables. As a part of this lesson, Carlie,
like Josh, uses a mix of data that the students have collected themselves and data given to
them. In addition, Carlie uses the germination lab to support students’ ability to analyze
and interpret data to construct explanations and learn about variables that affect the
growth and success of populations. As part of the lesson, Carlie asks students to do some
calculations to prepare data (SEP5), analyze that data (SEP4), and construct explanations
using the data analysis. The lab is a guided inquiry where students are given the question
and procedure and must collect, analyze, and construct explanations.
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In the Illinois storylines, the structure of the lessons is enormously different from
Carlie’s previous lessons. Carlie explains it as, “Now it's like we’re going to get the
content, in a way, but we are going to do it in a phenomenon, and we’re going to stick
with the same phenomenon for like weeks and weeks, and weeks. And we are not going
to cover one thing at a time. We’re going to keep coming back to it.” Both the teacherderived lesson and the Illinois Storyline lesson align to NGSS. Still, while in her previous
planning, she looked at the standards more linearly. The Illinois storyline spirals and
allows the students to come back and build on standards previously addressed in new
ways and for different purposes. An excellent example is that even though the bulk of the
Africa Storyline addresses ecology and the standards that center around ecology, a few
lessons touch on genetics and introduce topics explored more in detail during later
storyline units.
During the first part of the Africa Storyline, the student explores
ecology by figuring out how lion prides adapt to survive in their
environment. This lesson immediately follows students studying why lions
live in groups. In the two lessons outlined above, students analyze
microsatellite data (SEP4) to map the lion populations (SEP8) and
eventually to explain where the populations live and how they are related
to one another (SEP6). The lesson aims to understand genetic diversity in
an area and how genes move between closely located populations. Later
in the unit, students will continue gathering and analyzing data and
information to construct arguments and explanations on how lions have
adapted to live in their environments.
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While this lesson uses fewer SEPs than the teacher made, it does integrate biology
content or specific DCIs. Instead of discussing one piece of content and moving to the
next, the storylines use concepts several times to explore the phenomena allowing
students to revisit concepts as they explore the main problem and anchoring phenomena
in each unit. Along with the content being used in a few places in the unit, the Illinois
lessons also integrate ecology into an overarching question that better replicates how
scientists explore content. Over one week of lessons in the storyline curriculum, the
students study population dynamics, genetics, and evolution often simultaneously. In her
interview, Carlie mentioned that using the storylines was challenging because of the lack
of linear nature of the curriculum and the unknown. For example, in the lesson above, the
students study lion populations but get into genetics by exploring microsatellite data and
genetic relationships between individuals and groups. Another difference in Carlie’s
lessons from before and after using prepared storylines is using a phenomenon to tie the
lessons together. According to Carlie, “I have got a lot more questions and more interest,
and some things like that. And for me, I feel like my job is more enjoyable.” But on the
negative side, she said that some students asked for notes and regular tests because of the
unusual nature of the new storylines and the heavy cognitive load of the lessons for the
students.
One of the significant differences between the two lessons was anchoring
phenomena that teachers and students use throughout the unit to learn about concepts and
skills related to ecology and population dynamics. The phenomena allow students to see
how scientists might use the information and skills about variables that affect populations
and how animals adapt to environments. While in the teacher-derived lesson, Carlie
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showed students how to calculate and analyze data to determine how salt in soil can
affect germination and thus populations; she did not connect the lab to a specific problem
or ask or provide “why” the experiment results were noteworthy. The teacher-derived lab
also explored one, two if you count the bell ringer, variables that affect population
growth. The Illinois lesson exposes variables that can affect population survival and
require them to synthesize their results and construct complex arguments and
explanations for variables that affect population growth. Several data sets provide more
opportunities for students to analyze and interpret data from the middle school to high
school level. According to the NGSS vertical alignments, 6-8 grade students should be
able to “Construct a scientific explanation on valid and reliable evidence obtained from
sources (including the students’ experiments) and the assumption that theories and laws
that describe the natural world operate today as they did in the past and will continue to
do so in the future (NGSS Lead States, 2013).” In the 2018 teacher-derived lesson before
the adoption of NGSS, Carlie has students construct explanations from data derived from
their experiments using knowledge of ecology and their observations. In the fall of 2021,
Carlie enacted the Illinois lesson where students use a few data sets and continue to build
on data collected in previous lessons to add to and revise their explanations about the
population dynamics of lion populations. Using several data sets and revision of
explanations can bring students to the expected analysis and interpretation of students'
data in the 9-12 grade. According to the NGSS documents, “Construct and revise an
th

explanation based on valid and reliable evidence obtained from a variety of sources
(including students’ investigations, models, theories, simulations, peer review) and the
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assumption that theories and laws that describe the natural world operate today as they
did in the past and will continue to do so in the future” (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
A drawback to the Illinois lessons is the lack of students collecting new and
unique data to draw their conclusions. The unit relies on charts, graphs, models, and
simulations in the Illinois lessons because the problem is already defined and uses realscientific data. It lacks many authentic science experiments where students gather data
from actual living things and organisms connected to their lives and lived experiments.
Many farms surround Oak Grove School District. Therefore, soil salinization’s effect on
the growth of plants and specifically the yield of crops is a phenomenon that relates
directly to the lives of many people and the economy of the students' immediate area.
While Carlie did not capitalize on soil salinization as a phenomenon, she did enact a lab
that students would understand the seeds as organisms they had direct experience with
but introduced a new set of variables that could affect the growth of those organisms. In
this way, Carlie’s lessons were more connected to students' lived experiences and
observations than the Illinois lesson plans.
Another difference between the teacher-derived lesson and the NGSS storylines
was how the teacher leveraged opportunities for students to analyze and interpret data.
The Illinois storylines have a few simulations that allow students to collect data. But most
data in the Africa unit was collected by scientists, and students must analyze that data and
not their own. Before adopting the storyline curriculum, Carlie used lessons from a
variety of sources. Carlie often had students collect their data. But when students
collected their data, the analysis tended to be done only once. As a result, the students
analyzed only one data set or, at most, a class set of data to construct explanations and
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arguments. In contrast, because the Illinois storyline uses anchoring phenomena, students
often analyze more than one data set to construct arguments and explanations. Thus,
before adopting Illinois Storylines, students collected authentic and original data, while
after adopting storylines, their data analysis was more complex.
During the interview, I asked Carlie how much of her expertise she brought to the
storylines. Carlie explained that she followed the unit progression closely because it was
her first time enacting a phenomenon-based storyline unit. She wanted to make sure that
her enactment of the lessons flowed with the storyline and felt she would better adapt and
add if she used the storylines in subsequent years. She did mention adjusting one of the
lessons. During one lesson, the students are shown a video and then asked to analyze data
from a population study. Students were having difficulty with the concept of population
sampling, so Carlie added a lesson she had used to teach the idea in previous years. In
Carlie’s added activity, students did a random sampling simulation to compare population
estimates to actual population counts. Carlie gave students the activity to better
understand why scientists estimate populations instead of counting all organisms in an
area. So, while Carlie added a few lessons to the storylines when she added an activity, it
reinforced a concept that she felt was not covered well by the Illinois storylines. So even
though, in general, Carlie did not feel comfortable adapting the Illinois storylines much
because of the paradigm shift in how the lessons were structured, she still used her
professional knowledge and teaching experience to add and enact the lessons to teach the
students in her classroom best.
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Summary of Results for Research Question #3
I explored teachers’ general adaptations and reflections about NGSS and planning
and enacting an NGSS-aligned curriculum in the previous two sections. For this question,
I wanted to better look at how teachers’ adoption of NGSS aligned storylines affected
their instructional practices. It was helpful to have two teachers whom I had observed
before the adoption of the storyline. Because both Josh and Carlie were participants in the
longitudinal study, I extracted observation data to compare to the NGSS-aligned storyline
lessons. To explore Josh and Carlie’s instructional practices shifts, I compared
quantitative and qualitative data from the longitudinal study to lessons from the Illinois
Storylines Africa Storyline.
The clearest example of how teachers’ instructional practices changed was
anchoring phenomena to drive the lessons post-adoption of Illinois Storylines. Before
adopting the storylines, teachers occasionally used phenomena or real-world problems to
navigate individual activities and lessons. Still, they did not use phenomena to drive
multiple lessons until they started using storylines. For example, in the Africa storyline,
which focuses on ecology concepts, students explore lions' and elephants' populations to
develop and understand populations and their interaction with the environment. Before
that, both teachers used phenomena in stand-alone lessons but did not simulate how
scientists work through scientific problems and questions like in the storylines.
Overall, the Illinois lesson plans increased teachers' use of SEPs, especially their
mathematical and computational thinking, SEP #4 Analyzing and Interpreting Data and
SEP #6 Constructing Explanations, and Designing Solutions. Analyzing and interpreting
data is one of the most salient changes in Carlie’s and Josh’s use of SEPs after adopting
the NGSS storyline curriculum. Analyzing and interpreting data was a widespread
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practice in both teachers' lessons. Still, the use of the Illinois storylines increased both the
frequency and the rigor of students’ data analysis and interpretation.
As students' opportunities to analyze and interpret data rose, their options to
collect authentic data decreased. Because the storylines relied upon anchoring
phenomena derived from real-world problems but may not be rooted in student
experiences (e.g., the Africa storyline), the students’ lives, lessons also relied heavily on
data from data tables, graphs, and simulations and not on authentic data gathered by
students. That was a shift from Josh and Carlie’s lessons before adopting the storylines.
Before the storylines, Josh and Carlie provided less complex and disconnected data sets
but did provide more opportunities for students to gather data via hands-on activities and
experiments. For example, Carlie used a guided inquiry lab in which students were given
the question and procedures but could construct their explanations from their collected
data. The storylines pushed teachers more toward NGSS goals of integrating SEPs and
the use of real-world scenarios. But the teacher-designed lessons provided more
opportunities for students to gather data from hands-on experiments. Both Josh and
Carlie saw little shift in student-centered learning after transitioning to the Illinois
Storylines despite those differences.
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Chapter 5: Discussion of Study Findings
The purpose of this multimethod study was to explore teachers' implementation of
NGSS in the years immediately following the adoption of the standards in a large urban
school district in a Midwestern state. I used quantitative and qualitative methods to
collect data sequentially. The quantitative portion of the study consisted of analyzing if
teachers' instructional practices changed post-NGSS adoption. Then in the Spring and
Fall of 2020, I followed up the quantitative analysis by collecting interviews, lessons, and
teacher notes of three teachers to explore their choices and reflections after choosing
NGSS-aligned phenomena-based curriculum in their biology classrooms, and I collected
additional data in the form of …. From two of these three teachers. Here I will outline
claims and supporting evidence for those claims derived from the result of this study.
Discussion
Educational reforms are difficult as even teachers in the same district and school
will have different goals that may not align with the current educational reforms (Ryder
& Banner, 2013). The considerable knowledge, beliefs, and goals of teachers, along with
the goal of reform, will create tensions as more schools and districts try to implement
NGSS in life science classrooms effectively. This study aimed to shed light on some of
those experiences by exploring how teachers interpret and enact NGSS in the early years
of adoption. Using quantitative and qualitative data, I make several claims to support
researchers and teacher educators as we navigate science education reforms. To organize
the discussion, I organize claims around the research questions of the study. Table 5.1
summarizes the research questions, claims, and evidence.
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Table 5.1.
Summary of Research Questions, Data Collection, Analysis, and Research Claims
Research Question

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Claims

1.

•

347 coded
classroom
observations of
secondary life
science
teachers’
lessons using
EQUIP and
DiISC
instruments.
Identification
and dummy
coding of
teacher
program,
classroom
level, teacher
years of
experience,
and %FRL for
each lesson.
Teacher
interviews over
a week’s worth
of lessons,
including the
observed
science
lessons.

•

Descriptive
statistics,
including means
and frequency
counts.
MANOVA
comparing
Average DiISC
Score against
each covariate
variable
identified.
Shapiro Wilk’s
test for
normality.
Quade’s rank
analysis of
covariance to
analyze the nonnormal data set
for average
DiISC score
against the year
of data
collection
(pre/post-NGSS
implementation)

1.1 The adoption of NGSS does not
automatically lead to reform-based teaching
practices, and more study needs to be done
to find interventions that will lead to
effective use of NGSS in life science
classrooms.
• Quade’s rank analysis of covariance
revealed no statistically significant
change in average DiISC score when
controlling for level, program, and
years of experience.
• Graphs of the data reveal a slight drop
in reform-based teaching practices
post-NGSS implementation, but it was
not significant.

Collection of
curriculum
units and
teacher notes
about the units
Teacher
interviews
transcribed and
coded.

•

Use qualitative
data analysis
per Miles,
Huberman, &
Saldana (2020)
to use
descriptive
coding to
integrate the
three
dimensions of
the science
standards.
Clustering of
codes into
categories and
themes.

2.1. Teachers bring knowledge and
experience to the standards, which
influence their interpretation of the
standards.
• After implementing the Illinois
storylines in their classrooms, all three
teachers discussed increased and
sustained engagement in the three
dimensions.
• All teachers discussed challenges to
NGSS storylines, including spiraling
curriculum, students' use of the
practices, and adapting the storylines
to meet the needs of their students.

Is there a
correlation
between the
implementation
of NGSS threedimensional
science
standards and the
instructional
practices of
secondary life
science
teachers?

•

•

2. How do
educators reflect
on NGSS and
NGSS-aligned
curricula and
their effect on
secondary life
science
instruction?

•

•

•

•
•

•

2.2 Teachers’ curricular choices,
interpretation, and enactment of standards
varied by individual, making consistent and
effective use of NGSS difficult.
• Teachers’ reflections on SEPs
revealed different levels of knowledge
and comfort with interpreting and
using the practices in their classroom.
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•

3. How do two
secondary life
science teachers
interpret and
enact NGSS
aligned
curriculum for
use in the same
diverse, high
school?

•

•

•

•

Teacher
demographics
including
program, years
of experience,
and
professional
development in
NGSS.
DiISC coded
observations
from the more
extensive data
set for Josh
and Carlie.
Curriculum
units, lesson
plans, and
teacher notes
from Illinois
and NextGen
Storylines.
Transcribed
teacher
interviews

•

•

•

Before
implementing
the storylines,
frequency
counts, and
calculation of
mean use for
Josh and
Carlie’s SEPs in
2017-2019.
Frequency
counts and
calculation of
mean use of
SEPs for
Illinois and
NextGen
Storylines per
lesson plans.
Qualitative
analysis of
interviews and
curriculum
lessons as
described in
question 2.

Teachers’ reflections on PD differed
regarding what PD was impactful and
how it impacted their teaching.

3.1 NGSS aligned storyline curriculum both
supports and created barriers to teachers’
use of inquiry-based teaching practices.
• Graphs show that using
argumentation, analyzing, and
interpreting data, math, and
constructing explanations increased
after adopting the storyline
curriculum.
• Josh shifted his assessment focus to
integrate SEPs and Frequently used
CERs as formative assessments.
• Carlie discussed an increased
emphasis on the student-led discussion
in her classroom after adopting the
Illinois Storylines.
• Post-adoption of the Illinois Storylines
teachers enacted fewer hands-on labs
where students collected authentic
data for analysis.
Claim 3.2 Storyline’s use of phenomena
brings classes closer to “real” science, but
many obstacles remain to student-centered
science instruction.
•
Both storylines incorporated
storylines that provide accurate
and simulated data from actual
scientific research.
•
While initially engaged, students
often grew tired of the
phenomena before the end of the
unit.
•
Because phenomena and
storylines were predetermined
direction of the units necessitated
teacher learning to a specific end.
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Discussion of the Results from Research Question #1
In this question, Is there a correlation between the implementation of NGSS threedimensional science standards and the instructional practices of secondary life science
teachers? I used quantitative analysis of observations and interviews from secondary life
science teachers to explore whether NGSS implementation could influence reform-based
instructional practices. The results of that data led me to claim #1.1 The adoption of
NGSS will not automatically lead to reform-based teaching practice. More study needs to
be done to find interventions that effectively use the three dimensions in life science
classrooms. One of the conceptual shifts of NGSS from previous science standards is the
integration of science and engineering practices designed to prepare students for college,
careers, and citizenship (NGSS lead states, 2013). For my first question, I sought to
explore if the implementation of NGSS standards supported teachers in those goals in the
first years of implementation by analyzing teachers’ use of reform-based teaching
practices.
I used the DiISC instrument to measure teachers’ ability to create a science classroom
discourse community that fostered inquiry, communication, and academic language
development. Many of the goals and instructional practices outlined in the DiISC
instrument align well with NGSS, including increasing student-centered instruction using
inquiry, oral discourse, and written discourse. For this study, I concentrated on secondary
life science teachers' average score on the total DiISC instrument and the three factors of
the instrument to explore how teachers’ instructional practices change post-adoption of
NGSS standards. My results on Quade’s rank analysis of covariance revealed no
significant difference in teachers' use of reform-based instructional practices as measured
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by the DiISC. The lack of immediate change in teachers' instructional practices post
NGSS adoption adds to the evidence that instructional practices are often assimilated into
the school’s instructional and administrative systems and may not be easily or quickly
reformed (Cherbow et al., 2020; Penuel et al., 2009).
Using the DiISC, an instrument that measures inquiry and reform-based teaching
practices, allowed me to explore teachers’ average baseline use of reform-based teaching
practices at the beginning of NGSS implementation. Overall, for all lessons, the average
DiISC score was 0.61. For most items in the DiISC, the lessons were teacher-centered
and did not provide students opportunities to explore or make sense of the phenomena.
However, NGSS documents mention phenomena throughout, and one of the goals of
NGSS is to gradually build students to explore and explain more complex phenomena
throughout their K-12 science careers (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
One of the positive effects that occurred after the implementation of NGSS was
that teachers’ use of some SEPs increased in the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 school years,
but the activities remained teacher-centered. Because NGSS goes beyond incorporating
hands-on activities to providing a vision to engage students in science instruction that
prepares them to engage in public discussions of science, be critical consumers of
scientific information, and be lifelong learners (NRC, 2012). In NGSS, that means
providing integration of content, SEPs, and CCC. Integrating those three dimensions
supports students' understanding of scientific concepts and the nature of science itself
(NRC, 2012). One of the shifts is moving from hands-on science to science that is still
hands-on but goes deeper by integrating scientific practices like asking questions,
collecting data, and constructing arguments and explanations. The analysis of these data
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revealed that while teachers increased their use of hands-on activities in the postimplementation of NGSS, the activities remained teacher-centered. For example, in the
2018-2019 school year, 53% of the lessons had some hands-on activity compared to….
Still, most of those (44% out of the 53%) were verification (“cookbook”) labs
where teachers provided the questions or problems. In such activities, students only
collect data and provide explanations as either exploration or confirmation of learning.
Most lessons observed did not allow students to ask questions, plan investigations,
explore phenomena, create models, or make claims. Even in 2018-2019, which had the
highest rate of students asking scientific questions, only 9% of the lessons had students
work with that skill, and no lessons asked students to explain the source of their questions
or the resources and knowledge used to create those lessons. One of the goals for asking
questions in NGSS is not only for high school students to ask investigable questions but
to create questions derived from examining data, models, or information related to the
topic (NGSS Lead States, 2013). My data shows that students asking questions for
investigation is not frequent, with the lowest year only 3% of the lessons, including
students forming scientific questions. The most significant year for teachers’ asking
students to ask questions was 2018-2019, and then only 9% of the lessons asked students
to form scientific questions. Having students ask questions is an essential step to creating
more student-centered instruction. Focusing on students’ questions and valuing students’
questions and their responses support students using higher levels of thinking and deeper
learning (Almeida, 2012). For secondary life science teachers to better support NGSS,
they need to keep higher levels of discourse, including more emphasis on student
questioning and higher levels of peer-to-peer interaction.
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One of the other changes in teachers’ instructional practices at the item level was
using peer-to-peer discussion strategies. Discourse is an essential aspect of NGSS to
ground life science students’ learning and participation in a scientific classroom discourse
community (Baker et al., 2011). The NGSS-aligned curriculum will need to position all
students as active participants in the classroom and give all students a chance to build
more profound levels of science knowledge (Zangori & Pinnow, 2020). Inquiry and
constructivism have always positioned student discussion and collaboration as essential
aspects of science instruction. Our data shows that teachers use discourse in the
classroom, but the question remains about the quality of that discourse. Teachers may
allow students to talk with each other during and about lessons and activities. Still, before
NGSS, only 14% of the teachers monitored that discourse, and only 3% and 2% of the
lessons involved students structuring interaction to promote richer discussion. In 20182019 teachers increased their discourse monitoring to 26% of the lessons and even used
structured discourse that facilitated peer-to-peer discussion to 7%. That is not a
significant increase but does point to the possibility that teachers, especially highly
prepared teachers, might be poised to start enacting high-quality discourse essential to the
faithful enactment of NGSS. Discourse is an integral part of NGSS, and at least four of
the eight science and engineering practices require students to engage in written
communication. In our study, students talking is a big part of classroom discussion with
the teacher, but teachers are still not monitoring and promoting robust peer-to-peer
discussion. Thus, more work is needed to support teachers’ understanding of the
importance of high-quality discourse in life science classrooms and structure discourse
opportunities that promote conceptual understanding.
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The two science teacher education programs that all the participants attended
introduced the teachers to NGSS in their science teaching methods and curriculum
development courses. Only teachers who graduated in the last few years (2016 and
beyond) would have known that the NGSS standards were about to be adopted and used
in their future classrooms. But all teachers had been introduced to NGSS at least at some
level post-2013 with the Frameworks release. NGSS can be challenging, and teachers
often find it challenging to find sufficient time to teach NGSS aligned curriculum (Harris
et al., 2017). Teachers’ concerns suggest one of the constraints identified in the
conceptual framework. Teachers' knowledge, specifically their pedagogical and subject
matter knowledge, influences how teachers interpret and enact standards and curriculum.
The lack of change in teachers' instructional practices raises concerns that teachers might
not understand the standards or implement them in the classroom. Even when minor
changes occurred, like the increase in cookbook activities and peer-to-peer discussion,
these instructional practices do not rise to the level needed for teachers to enact NGSS
goals and objectives. Teacher instructional practices, on average, remained teachercentered. When inquiry was used, it was guided by the teacher with little student
exploration or opportunities to develop a conceptual understanding of the concepts and
practices of life science. For the instructional practices to align with NGSS, students
would have had to be given opportunities to engage in practices like asking questions,
planning investigations, and constructing explanations (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
As teacher educators, researchers, and professional developers attend to the
demands of NGSS in secondary life science classrooms. They will need to think about
the covariates in this study to consider the characteristics of teachers and classrooms that
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might predispose teachers to uptake the goals and curriculum reforms of NGSS. One of
the first variables that impacted reform-based teaching practices in this study was the
teachers' program. All the participants attended one of two science education programs
from the same university. Participants who were alumni of the MAT program had, on
average, higher use of general reform-based practices and Factor 1: Inquiry and Scientific
practices than alumni from the UG program. The MAT teachers were most likely to use
more student-centered practices that align more to the goal of NGSS and thus might be
more likely to adapt their practices in the future. In-field teachers with more than 24
credit hours of life science credit hours taught 97% of the life science lessons. MAT
teachers had a greater number of college credit hours on average, leading to greater
subject matter knowledge for those teachers. Teachers with more life science college
credits hours tend to have fewer misconceptions in life science concepts (Tankersley et
al., 2019). Past studies have linked teacher subject matter knowledge to implementing
content goals and teachers’ growth in reform-based teaching practices (DarlingHammond, 2016; Lakshmanan et al., 2011). Previous analysis of teachers’ life science
subject matter knowledge connected higher SMK to teachers’ use of inquiry in the
classroom (Tankersley et al., 2019). The connection between SMK and inquiry might
also have implications for the uptake of NGSS reform-based practices and will need to be
explored later.
The second aspect of teacher factors that affected teachers' use of reform-based
teaching practices in our study was the class level. Middle school teachers enacted a more
significant number of reform-based teaching practices than their high school
counterparts. Middle school teachers' increased use of reform-based practices was
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accurate for the overall DiISC score and each of the three factors. Even though middle
school teachers had a high use of reform-based teaching practices, lessons rarely were
coded as the highest ratings, showing that while MS teachers have improved reformbased practices, there is room for improvement for both MS and HS teachers.
The final factor that influenced teachers' use of reform-based teaching practices
was teachers' years of experience. Not surprisingly, mid-career teachers with 4-7 years of
experience used more reform-based instructional practices than beginning teachers with
0-3 years of experience. An example of this was that mid-career teachers had higher
average DiISC scores and Inquiry and Science Practices and Oral Discourse and ALD
strategies. Teachers with more teaching experience tend to feel more confident teaching
their content using inquiry and scientific reasoning (Zhang et al., 2015). As those teachers
are confident with both subject matter and pedagogy, they might also be more confident
in other reform-based practices. More research is needed to determine if there is any
connection.
Internal and external factors are essential to studying teachers’ instructional
practices (Ryder, 2015). Thus, beyond understanding variables that might impact my
exploration of teachers’ uptake of reform-based practices, teacher factors also could be a
good predictor for teacher educations, researchers, and administrators of what teachers
might be more likely to use NGSS effectively in their classroom. As more teachers use
NGSS, schools and administrators need to identify teaching candidates to uptake NGSS
goals and practices with support and provide more support for teachers that may require
increased type and specialized PD to enact the practices. For example, an early career
teacher from our UG program who only had 25 life science credit hours may need
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training in NGSS-aligned pedagogy and subject matter knowledge to properly enact
NGSS and respond to students' needs in the classroom. In contrast, MAT teachers who
are more experienced may have a greater grasp of the subject matter and pedagogy and
thus may need PD that is more specific to NGSS and adapting their current reform-based
practices to fit the goals and NGSS standards.
Discussion of the claims and results from Question #2 How do educators reflect on
NGSS and NGSS-aligned curriculum and its effect on secondary life science
instruction?
Another aspect of supporting teachers as they grapple with NGSS is listening to
teachers’ reflections and needs and discussing how they have interpreted and enacted
NGSS in their classroom. Before adopting new standards in 2017, the state standards for
the science education program's location had different content and inquiry standards. The
new standards are a three-dimensional design that integrates DCIs, CCCs, and SEPs to
support student learning (NRC, 2012). By exploring the factors and conditions that
support teachers’ use of NGSS aligned reforms, we will develop teacher preparation
programs and professional development that increase the effective use of NGSS in life
science classrooms.
Claim 2.1 Teachers bring knowledge and experience to the standards, which
influence their interpretation of the standards. When interviewing the teachers in this
study, they revealed some similarities in their understanding and thinking about the
standards and differences in their knowledge and specific challenges when interpreting
the standards. One of the first themes in the interviews revealed teachers' knowledge of
the new standards as their framing. Although the standards are three-dimensions adapted
from NGSS, all three teachers and the curriculum coordinators referred to the standards
as “basically NGSS.” Teachers framing the new state standards as closely matching
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NGSS allowed them to find curriculum, professional development, and resources to
support their understanding and use of the standards from various sources.
Because of PD and emphasis on NGSS integration in the Oak Grove School
District, both Laura and Josh adopted the NGSS-aligned storyline curriculum in 20192020, and Carlie joined them for the 2020-2021 school year. Part of the teachers’
decision came from PLC discussions looking for a curriculum package that would help
them enact high-quality NGSS-aligned and have in-person lessons and virtually adapted
lessons due to the pandemic. The teachers made some adaptations because of their own
professional decisions, goals, and attitudes toward teaching and not because the
curriculum needed to be changed to fit their state standards.
Another similarity that arose in the teacher interviews was a shared understanding
of the goals of NGSS. All teachers’ university science teacher education programs
introduced them to NGSS during their pre-service preparation and experiences.
Interviews with the teachers and curriculum coordinators revealed that all teachers had
required and optional PD for NGSS and NGSS-aligned curriculum. Those introductions
provided the teachers with a baseline understanding of NGSS structure, goals, and
objectives. Universally the teachers reflected on the need to shift to student-centered
instruction. Laura was the most explicit by saying that her long-term goals shifted her
role from instructor to facilitator. The transformation to facilitator asks teachers to move
from expert to guide, asking questions, exploring options, and encouraging students to
make informed choices (Grasha, 1994). For Laura, this meant a move from teachercentered instructional practices to more constructivist student-centered instruction.
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Even with a clear understanding of NGSS, teachers' agreement with the vision of
NGSS did not always match the teacher's curricular goals or their experience of teaching
science. The teachers saw NGSS shift away from detailed knowledge about the content
and understanding science more holistically. One issue with this is that the current goals
of NGSS might misalign with the goals and attitudes of the teacher. For example, two of
the participants in my study, Carlie, and Josh, worried that the “bigger picture” of NGSS
would leave out part of the content that students need to know to either have a
comprehensive understanding of biology or prepare them for college life science classes.
Josh even mentioned wanting to take the new curriculum to a college biology professor to
understand better if the curriculum would prepare his students for college coursework.
The conflicting goals of NGSS reveal barriers to full NGSS implementation. Will
teachers cover all the content that they feel the students need and still enact NGSS as
intended? One of Josh's revelations was when he felt the standards were missing content
required for students to have the life science knowledge they needed to succeed in college
life science courses. He overcame this perceived gap in NGSS by primarily adding direct
instruction (i.e., lectures). Josh felt the need to cover the breadth of content he thought
students needed to know before college. For NGSS enaction to be successful, teachers
must understand that NGSS provides content depth over breadth with confidence that
approach is best for students' learning and future, which is not the case with the teachers I
interviewed.
Along with a misalignment of teacher goals surrounding content, a
misunderstanding or difficulty is using SEPs to the level asked for in NGSS. The first
issue with SEPs was that all three teachers reported having difficulty enacting at least one
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SEP. The clearest about that difficulty was Laura, who discussed that while she could
name the SEPs, that was the dimension that she had to think about and plan most
purposefully for in her lessons. Carlie specifically mentioned that she found difficulty
allowing students to ask questions and then go back to their questions for investigation.
Therefore, she created teacher questions to drive lessons and activities. These reflections
from the teachers bring about some questions about how teachers are enacting SEPs in
their classrooms. Even when supported by NGSS aligned storyline curriculum, more
study is needed to understand how and if teachers are using the SEPs as intended by the
curriculum. One participant, Josh, even revealed that he did not think he was enacting the
SEPs to the level discussed in the vertical alignment documents for NGSS and had
concerns about planning and conducting lessons that could bring students to that level.
This finding suggests that teachers are not sure if they understand the SEPs, and
even if they believe that they fully understand the SEPs, they do not feel confident of
how to fully enact all the SEPs in their classroom. Previous studies have shown that
teachers enact practices more than others, bringing more support to that data (Carpenter
et al., 2015). What is new is that teachers’ comments and reflections indicate that they do
not feel they are enacting all SEPs and are concerned about the gaps in their knowledge
and practice surrounding the practices. Teachers’ unease with the SEPs draws more
attention to what teachers know and how to fill in gaps in their understanding of the
SEPs. It will also be essential to study and support teachers to integrate all the SEPs into
lessons as intended.
Finally, one of the least used aspects of the three dimensions, as reported in
research on NGSS, was also one of the least used by teachers in this study. When I asked
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teachers about CCC, they provided little information. Josh and Carlie said they knew that
they used them and even mentioned a few specifically; however, Laura discussed the
CCCs most and saw them as an essential link between sciences and students'
understanding of science. Still, the CCCs were seen by all three teachers as a natural
outcropping of NGSS lessons and inquiry and not necessarily something that had to be
attended to when lesson planning. The question this brings up is teachers attend to the
CCCs as intended. They are a natural result of enacting NGSS, so do teachers need to
attend to the CCCs more explicitly in teaching and learning? The participants of this
study felt the CCCs did not need to be a part of teachers’ lesson planning in the same way
that content and SEPs do.
Overall, asking teachers to reflect on NGSS revealed that even if they graduate
from the same program, work in the same school, and even collaborate will have different
understandings and interpretations of NGSS. Teachers differed in their reflection of the
value of PD and its role in supporting the uptake of NGSS-aligned practices. The first
difference was the amount and type of PD and study teachers put into the SEPs. Josh put
the most time into studying the standards and enacting them in his classroom of the three
participants. Consequently, he was the only one of the three teachers that mentioned
vertical alignment of the standards. Even with his PD focus Josh was still unsure how to
enact NGSS, and even if used effectively, would NGSS prepare the students for college
science. For both Carlie and Laura, years of experience influenced their interpretation of
NGSS and NGSS storylines. Carlie and Laura had two different but similar issues that
could affect teachers' interpretation and enactment of NGSS. Laura, a new teacher, was
unsure how to incorporate SEPs into her lessons and still felt she had more work to do for
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NGSS. Carlie saw NGSS from the opposite view. Carlie had eight years of experience in
teaching biology and using inquiry. She saw NGSS as an iteration of another
investigation-like practice that she had enacted in her classroom. Thus, when asked about
meaningful PD, she mostly talked about her PLC and working out specific issues and the
general paradigm shifts in teaching biology. The emphasis of her PLC as the significant
unit of learning and development reveals that as teachers grapple with NGSS,
collaboration and learning from their peers will need to be incorporated into PD.
Incorporating teachers' experiences, attitudes, and beliefs will necessitate PD providers to
develop NGSS PD of a more personalized nature. The teachers in this study did not feel
that the in-district PD had supported their complete understanding and mostly was
rehashing knowledge and information that they already knew and thus did not provide a
deeper understanding of NGSS. Teachers appeared to find more insights in PD that they
attended out of the district and/or through readings or collaborations with other teachers.
All three teachers mentioned partnerships with their PLC and other biology teachers as
their most beneficial interactions. When asked about their desired PD, Laura said she
wanted more time for collaboration mentioned needing more time to work with and
observe teachers. The teachers’ reflection on NGSS PD indicates that teachers need to
access teachers’ identified needs and provide more opportunities for collaboration and
learning.
Claim #2.2 Teachers’ curricular choices, interpretation, and enactment of
standards varied by individual, making consistent and effective use of NGSS difficult.
Teachers’ choice and use of reform-based curriculum and instructional practices is a
complex web of variables, including teacher, district, policy, and school factors (Bybee,
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2014; Power & Anderson, 2002). This study primarily focused on the teachers’
reflections on NGSS and adopting the NGSS-aligned curriculum in their classrooms.
Teachers' reflections can reveal their orientations toward reform-based teaching practices.
One analysis of pre-service teacher interviews revealed essential aspects of teacher
orientation toward inquiry and factors contributed toward that orientation, including their
histories, experiences, attitudes, and beliefs (Eick & Reed, 2002). By asking questions
about teachers' understanding and orientation toward NGSS, I was able to gain some
insight into teachers’ orientations toward NGSS and some of the personal variables that
contributed to their beliefs and attitudes surrounding NGSS.
A vital aspect of understanding teachers' orientation toward NGSS was exploring
how teachers choose what and how to teach based on their standards. Between collecting
quantitative and qualitative data, Oak Grove Schools had begun to emphasize curriculum
aligned to NGSS, including open educational storyline curriculum and commercial
curriculum. Both Dr. Parker and Sandra Simmons discussed the importance of Open
Educational Resources (OER) in achieving the equity goals in science education and
driving innovation when textbook companies may not be due to lack of profitability. This
emphasis on OER led the district to train a storyline-based curriculum called the Next
Gen Storylines, which both Josh and Laura decided to adopt during the 2019-2020 school
year. Carlie joined them in using a different storyline curriculum, the Illinois Storylines,
and the rest of their PLC for the 2020-2021 school year. All three teachers mentioned
looking for engaging lessons based on the standards. Josh liked the storyline’s use of
anchoring phenomena and wanted to develop storylines that incorporate phenomena that
engaged and applied to students. Laura saw choosing the storylines as reflecting work she
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had done in college as a research assistant, giving the students an authentic experience in
science. For Laura and Josh, an essential part of choosing storylines was aligning their
instruction, supporting students' scientific literacy, and being able to experience a
simulation of how scientific questions and problems are solved.
Another reason why biology teachers at Oak Grove High School chose to use
storylines is that the lessons already integrated all three dimensions of the standards. I
learned from teacher interviews that teachers had varying levels of understanding of the
three dimensions and that varied understanding may translate to their use of NGSS. All
three teachers were confident in their knowledge of biology but not necessarily of how
much content was needed to align to NGSS. Both Josh and Carlie were concerned that
NGSS standards eliminated some important biology concepts that students needed to
know to be literate in biology. They appreciated having access to a curriculum that
modeled teaching using NGSS, but the scaffolds did not overcome teachers’ concerns
about missing biology content.
In addition to the content, teachers had mixed feelings about how the lessons were
presented. The Africa Unit in the Illinois Storylines focuses on ecological concepts. Still,
students also learn some genetics and other concepts to answer the biodiversity questions
in the unit. For Laura, the integrated nature of the curriculum brought her back to her
experiences working on research projects, and for more experienced teachers or teachers
who do not have experience in the lab, that might be a problem. Carlie, who has taught
nine years, reflected that she and the students experience some cognitive dissonance with
the cyclical nature of the unit and that the unit included concepts that were not traditional
ecology and other DCIs that were a part of several lessons in the unit. Carlie discussed
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the difficulty of wrapping her head around the change in thinking and explaining the
transition to her students.
An example of this was that one of the lessons in the Africa unit has students
analyze microsatellite genetic data to explore distributions of populations, which helps
students understand how lions fit into their ecosystem. While this is new for the school,
the curriculum is a normal part of scientific research in which scientists with different
specialties may work together on one project. This change was difficult for Carlie and the
students of all three teachers. Carlie, an experienced teacher, stated that she had never felt
so disorganized during the 2020-2021 school year and that it was scary. That
disconcerting and disorganized feeling is a challenge that may cause teachers not to use
or sustain the storyline curriculum. Supporting teachers in better understanding and
enacting the non-linear curriculum will need to be addressed by curriculum designers and
professional development to maintain their engagement in the storylines and use them
effectively.
While the use of phenomena was complex for the teachers, they also saw a benefit
to using phenomena to increase student and teacher engagement in the biology
curriculum. Higher engagement levels in transformative experience are positively
associated with learning (Pugh et al., 2010). When asked why they chose the storyline
curriculum, all three teachers said they thought it would engage the students. The
emphasis on engagement reveals that teachers see engagement as essential to effective
learning. All three teachers mentioned that despite the difficulties in hybrid learning
where half of their students are in the classroom and half are virtual, the students
remained engaged with the lion and elephant phenomena and did not complain about still
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learning about the same things in the unit. The sustained engagement was a change from
Josh and Laura’s reflection on the phenomena from the previous year. When they enacted
the NextGen Storylines, students became disengaged partway through the unit and found
the lessons tedious. The two teachers that used the NextGen storylines, especially Laura,
discussed the repetitive nature of the lessons disengaged both her and her students.
While the teachers saw some benefit in that experience, they also saw some
challenges that concluded that the Next Gen Storylines were not the correct curriculum.
One of the challenges of using OER NGSS-aligned resources would be finding a
curriculum that teachers feel fits their style and the needs of their students. Laura, who
had many English learners and special education students, found the most challenging
using the NextGen Storylines. She found that the rigid nature of the Next Gen Storylines
and the cognitive level was challenging for her students to understand and stay engaged
with throughout the unit. Even Carlie, who did not use the NextGen Storylines, discussed
how problematic she had heard the storylines were for both teachers and students. The
teachers' reflections reveal how important it will be for teachers to find and use the proper
storylines. The storylines depend on students figuring out a problem, and loss of
engagement could lead to the students’ not wanting to answer the question or solve the
problem. It would need to be studied how the loss of engagement might influence the
success of the NGSS-aligned storyline curriculum.
As teachers had both benefits and struggles with the paradigm change between
traditional and NGSS storylines, students struggled and perceived learning gains.
According to Carlie, some students were making good connections, “…but I would say a
lot of them kind of like, are not wanting to use their brain.” This change in thinking was a
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shift for teachers and students, which changed how students interacted with each other,
the curriculum, and teachers. For example, a big part of both storyline curricula uses the
claim evidence reasoning (CER) format to construct arguments in the classroom. The
teachers had mentioned using CER before adopting the storylines, but post-adoption of
storylines, CERs became one of the primary means of assessment which was not true
before. One of the challenges was that students now must justify their answers instead of
just picking the correct multiple-choice answers on a quiz. Both Laura and Carlie spoke
of students having lower grades and struggling to provide evidence for their claims and
read graphs and data tables. However, all three teachers also discussed that students'
skills in using CER improved throughout the year, and they suspected the A/B hybrid
schedule and pandemic stress played a part in those lower grades.
One of the challenges was students' ability to use the SEPs to learn and reveal
their learning. As a part of the Illinois Storylines, students engaged in data analysis and
argumentation. They analyzed more than one source of data to construct an argument or
explanation, which, according to the teachers, increased the rigor in their use of the SEPs.
For Carlie and Laura, who had students with numerous learning needs, some students
also made good connections. However, many students felt overwhelmed by the
curriculum and broke down the data to construct compelling arguments and explanations.
Even Josh, who had honors students, saw that while his students were doing well making
claims and using evidence, they struggled to put it all together into cohesive reasoning.
Students’ struggle with constructing explanations and arguments presents another
challenge to enacting NGSS. Both storylines used CER as formative assessments
throughout their units and could provide barriers to assessing students' knowledge of the
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content. Laura and Carlie mentioned that they had many students with difficulty with
reading and writing. Because CERs require students to read and write more than
traditional assessments, that could be difficult for those students.
Another shift that students struggled with was the use of discourse in the
classroom. Enacting the spirit of NGSS requires teachers to have students use discourse
to reason, collaborate, and share their ideas, questions, and knowledge. The struggle for
both teachers and students continues to be how to put students in greater control of their
learning. Both Carlie and Laura discussed having trouble with this new focus and were
still grappling with enacting more student-centered learning in the classroom. Carlie
allowed the students to ask investigable or driving questions at the beginning of the
Africa storyline but found it challenging to respond to the queries or use the questions to
drive instruction. In the end, she used to queries from the curriculum. The shift of
questions from the teachers brings the lessons back into guided inquiry and still centers
the teacher in the lessons and as the primary source of all learning and knowledge. Laura
commented that she struggled with giving the students more agency and hoped as a longterm goal to give students more control over creating questions and using those questions
to drive the questions.
As students and teachers navigate the challenges and have more success with
NGSS and NGSS storylines, teachers, teacher educators, and researchers will need to
work together to find supports that will result in high-quality instruction. For some of the
newer teachers, this may mean supporting them in creating a more student-centered
classroom. One of the chief constraints is that even with the storylines, there is a definite
direction that students are supposed to go into, and the teacher's job is to steer them in
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that direction. Getting to a specific question or answer could lead to Initiation, Response
Evaluation questioning, which tends to be more teacher-centered and away from studentcentered queries and discussions. For example, Laura discussed using the driving
question board but found that she was steering and leading students toward a particular
question to investigate or answer. The movement away from the driving question board
and students' questions provides a barrier for teachers like Laura, whose goals are to have
a student-centered classroom. The paradox of moving toward a more student-centered
classroom away from student questioning presents the need to add more authentic and
meaningful student questioning into the storylines. One solution mentioned by Laura was
to pair the collaboration in their PLC and online to observe other teachers' classrooms to
learn from what they do well and provide feedback on how they can do better. PD also
will need to fit the teachers' goals, knowledge, and experience to create a more
personalized PD and learning experience that will serve the teacher and their students.
Question #3: How do two secondary life science teachers interpret and enact NGSS
aligned curriculum for use in a culturally diverse high school?
Claim 3.1 NGSS aligned storyline curriculum both supported and provided barriers to
teachers’ use of reform-based teaching practices.
SEPs are one of the three dimensions of NGSS and integrating the SEPs into the
content is a goal of the standards (NRC, 2012). To better understand how the NGSS
storylines might have changed Carlie and Josh’s instructional practices, I began analyzing
changes in their integration of SEP pre- and post-use NGSS storylines. I used the average
% of average SEP use per week in the Storylines Curriculums compared with the average
use of SEPs per week for both Josh and used on average per week in years 2015-2019 for
Carlie and 2017-2019 for Josh. The teachers said they most often used the SEPs to
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analyze and interpret data and use CERs, which requires students to construct arguments
and explanations. Argumentation is a crucial but often underutilized practice. Had
Teachers often lack discourse and argumentation techniques to use effective classroom
argumentation (Richmond, 20017). The Illinois Storylines used argumentation in an
average of 10% of the lessons. If Josh and Laura had used all opportunities provided in
the unit for argumentation, they would have increased their use of argumentation by 8%
and 4%, respectively. The rise in argumentation offers evidence that the storylines added
structures for the students to integrate that practice into their lessons. All three teachers
discussed using CERs and that CERs offered an excellent format for students to construct
an argument from evidence as formative assessments. The use of argumentation and CER
represented a shift in assessment for the teachers away from multiple-choice tests and
toward assessments that allow students to support their answers and provide more rich
evidence to analyze students' learning.
Analyzing and interpreting data is one of the most used SEP for secondary
science teachers (Tankersley et al., review). But the Illinois Storylines increased the use
of SEPs to over 50% of the lessons a week on average. Before using the storylines, both
Josh and Carlie had students analyze and interpret data in under 40% of their classes per
week. Analyzing and interpreting data is a positive for students because they get more
opportunities to learn to analyze and interpret data. Still, they also interpret data to solve
a problem or answer a question that provides students with a reason to analyze the data.
Beyond analyzing and interpreting data more often, the Illinois storylines also
provided a way for students to use multiple data sources over time to construct, revise,
and provide evidence for explanations and arguments. In a lesson, before Josh started
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using the Illinois storylines, he did integrate a phenomenon in the form of a case study.
The loggerhead turtle case study has students read about and analyze multiple sets of data
and graphs to answer questions that, on the surface, are like the storyline’s format but not
in practice. The turtle case study questions were each over a separate graph or data point
and did not ask students to put the information together to construct an explanation or
argument. The fact that the Illinois Storylines uses a phenomenon over several lessons
allows students to construct explanations using multiple data sets. It also enables students
to revise explanations based on new evidence, simulating scientific explanations and how
scientists build arguments in the real world.
Another way the turtle lesson differs is in how the lessons assess student
knowledge. Students write a few sentences at the end of the Loggerhead turtle case study
after analyzing the data. After analyzing it, those sentences ask students to conclude one
data set and not construct a coherent argument or explanation about the turtle populations
or their conservation. The case study also never has the students put together the data in
the case study to construct comprehensive explanations or arguments. The storylines,
though, did have students use multiple sources of data to create explanations and
arguments. For example, the Africa unit has students analyze various data sets to
construct explanations or arguments about the influence of specific variables on that
population. Because the lessons connect one phenomenon. It allows students to build on
and revise their explanations as they gain impossible information in the stand-alone
lessons before teachers adopted the storylines. The shift from example to phenomenabased lessons puts students more in being a scientist solving complex problems. The
change to phenomena-based lessons benefited having students put together numerous
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data sources over several lessons to construct arguments and explanations. The use of
phenomena and complex data analysis increases the teachers' alignment to NGSS and
provides engagement or buy-in. When teachers use curriculum aligned to NGSS like the
Illinois Storylines, the rigor of data analysis and the purpose of data analysis changes for
the teachers and the students. By asking students to bring multiple data sources together
to solve problems, students simulate science more closely than before using the
storylines.
Another SEP that teachers’ increased use of post-adoption of the Illinois
Storylines was argumentation. Part of the transformation was how teachers assessed
students throughout the storylines. During the interviews, Josh talked about struggling to
transform his assessment practices to align with NGSS. (Cite info about NGSS
assessment). Before adopting NGSS, both teachers used CER as an assessment, but they
commonly used quizzes, worksheets, and tests. Even in both Carlie’s surface area to
volume ratio lesson and Josh’s limiting factors of a population lesson, the dominant
assessments were Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) questions given by the teacher
and questions on the worksheet. IRE is familiar in classrooms and criticized as
nonproductive to student learning and open discourse (Lemke, 1990; Nurhadi, 2017). In
the loggerhead turtle case, Josh asked students to analyze data and answer questions.
Still, none of the questions asked students to provide reasoning or combine data sources
to answer a question. Because the storylines use more CER opportunities, teachers were
able to assess the accuracy of the content that they learned. The students used SEP #4,
Analyzing and Interpreting Data, and SEP #6 Construct Argumentation from Evidence
while learning the content.
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Because teachers were able to assess students' use of SEPs through the CER,
teachers could reflect and respond when students needed support with the SEPs and the
science content. One example is that Carlie saw that the students were having trouble
sampling and using sampling techniques to calculate populations. Carlie used a previous
lesson from her teaching portfolio to correct misconceptions and show students how to
use sampling and thus help them prove evidence and reasoning for a claim about
populations in the storylines. But with that came challenges for students and teachers.
Josh mentioned having to streamline the existing assessments because grading the CER
and other assessments that were not multiple-choice items took a long time and did not
allow him to provide quick feedback. So, while the assessments are more authentic,
teachers will need professional development and learn how to adapt the assessment to
their needs and time constraints. Josh talked about working with his PLC and teachers
from other schools to make these adaptations, thus pointing to the need for PD and
collaboration when transforming assessment to align with NGSS.
What is an issue is that both Storylines had a different emphasis on SEPs. Thus, if
teachers use the storylines with no adaptations or additions, some SEPs might not be used
as much, and students might not be able to use those SEPs in life science lessons and
answer questions or solve problems. One example was why the Next Gen Storylines
emphasized asking questions and developing models that improved Josh’s instances of
enacting that practice during the 2019-2020 school year. The Illinois storylines use a
driving question board like the Next Gen Storylines but do not refer to them as often.
Thus, students will not ask questions or solve problems more than traditional lessons
from my data unless the teacher purposefully circles back to the driving question board.
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Modeling was similar. The Next Gen Storyline had a model form as a part of their
“packet” that asked students to create and revise models throughout the unit as a form of
assessment which is not a part of the Illinois storylines. There are a few instances of
using models in the Illinois storylines, but the students rarely create models. I did not see
any opportunity to revise student-made models in the Africa Storyline.
Along with support for NGSS aligned instructional practices, some of the
structure and content of the storyline's lessons were a barrier to teachers' use of
constructivism and student-centered pedagogy. One of the first ways is through the lack
of hands-on labs and integrated activities into the storylines. The 2020-2021 school year
was unique in that the teachers mostly followed the distance learning plan because of the
pandemic. But even if teachers had used the original storyline Africa unit, most lessons
provided the data and did not provide many opportunities for students to conduct
investigations. Because the phenomenon is from Africa, the students only have a few
labs, mainly simulations. For example, one food sample lab allows students to make
choices. Still, the lesson provides the problem, and they must choose from their
knowledge which macromolecules are important to elephants and lions. One of the goals
of NGSS is to give the students more student-centered instruction and labs. If that
happens, students need to be more in charge of labs, problems, procedures, and data
collection. The cookbook or teacher-centered labs are standard. The pre-storyline labs
used by Laura and Josh were teacher-centered, where students were given the problem
and procedure and just had to collect data and construct explanations.
Also, while increasing the use of data analysis and explanation and argumentation
phase, students did not often plan and carry out many investigations and experience the
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problem-solving side of science. Josh’s soil salinization to study density-dependent
population factors is an excellent example of this. Because the students were setting up
and running an experiment, it was possible to go wrong. If students had not measured the
salt correctly or if simply one of the treatments had not behaved as expected, the students
would have had to figure out the issue or unexpected results and thus solve a problem.
The Africa Storyline did have one lesson that asked students to plan a macromolecule
lab. The lab asked students to decide which macromolecules would be necessary for
elephants and lions and test for that, but the lesson provided students with the question.
Planning and carrying out investigations allow students to learn the importance of
decisions surrounding what and when to measure, what variables should be changed or
kept constant, and what instruments are appropriate for the experiment (Duschl & Bybee,
2014). In one lesson within the Africa storyline, students can decide what to measure but
not when, how, or with what instruments, which would be possible with hands-on
investigations. The narrow nature of student opportunities to make decisions means that
the students have little opportunity to make more decisions. The next unit has more
chances to plan experiments but still restricts student autonomy to minor points of lab
design like choosing a few procedures or variables within the confines of a few choices.
The findings from this study indicated a lack of student-centered lessons in the
unit and that the Illinois Storylines did not increase student questioning after adoption.
One of the hallmarks of both storyline curriculums is the creation and use of the driving
question board. But the teachers in this study found that the prescribed sequence of the
storylines made the student-generated questions inauthentic. All three teachers abandoned
the driving question board in their classrooms. Both Josh and Carlie discussed the lack of
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student questions and, when the students asked a question, the lack of follow-up during
the lesson created in the driving question board. Laura mentioned that she thought some
of the problems were due to the circumstances of the year and half of the students joining
the class virtually. There is some evidence that teachers understand the importance of
questioning but that students still ask few questions, and the questions they ask are
primarily at the knowledge level (Eshach et al., 2014). Because of the pandemic, I could
not observe the actual student questions. Still, both teachers mentioned the lack of student
questions and had to minimize them unless they fit the lesson in the sequence. An
example of reducing questions was Josh mentioning that he waited for students to ask the
“right” question and stopped questioning after that to move on to the next part of the
lesson. By eliminating the “right” question, Josh reinforced a valid question and shifted
the center of the lesson back to the teacher instead of the students.
The last barrier is the lack of connection that students might have to the
phenomena in the lesson plans. All three teachers interviewed discussed students’
engagement in the lesson phenomena. Still, because the phenomena were something
students had little interaction with outside of zoos, they had difficulty integrating their
lived experiences. Josh attempted to overcome students' lack of connection to the
phenomena by creating a sample CER using an organism from the state where the
students lived. The use of the CER with a local animal allowed students to use prior
knowledge. Students’ funds of knowledge are an essential part of enhancing students'
experiences by scaffolding their acquisition of new knowledge in terms of their lived
experiences (Hogg, 2011). As accessing students' funds of knowledge is an integral part
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of building students' understanding of constructivism, more attention on using
phenomena-based instruction to access students' funds of knowledge is needed.
Another detriment to NGSS-aligned instruction in my interviews and curriculum
analysis was the mixed movement toward student-driven instruction post-implementation
of NGSS storylines. The current storylines increase student-driven practices like
discourse, explanations, and argumentations while still minimizing others like asking
questions and planning investigations. The use of SEPs varies by the phenomenon, with
some phenomena lending themselves to the use of some phenomena over others. Students
in science classes that use a student-centered approach to engage in scientific practices
supported higher learning outcomes than more teacher-centered practices (Granger et al.,
2012). In my analysis, both teacher lesson pre-storylines and the storylines retained some
teacher-centered characteristics that serve as barriers to student-centered instruction. One
barrier to student-centered pedagogy is the lack of student-driven investigation and
problem exploration in both sets of lessons. Students create a driving questions board
during the NextGen Lessons, but Josh was waiting for students to get to the “right”
question to move forward with the pre-planned lessons in the storyline units. The preplanned questions did not change and increased with the Illinois lessons, where both Josh
and Carlie discussed abandoning the driving question board for brevity. Both teachers
and students did not seem to be gaining value from experience. The persistence of
teachers determining the direction of learning removes one of the tenants of inquiry.
Constructivism, inquiry, and NGSS seek not to have students memorize facts but to learn
skills necessary to be independent and scientifically literate thinkers and learners for the
future (Harlen; 2013 NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2012). That is not to say there was
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no student-directed learning during the storylines. In the Africa storyline, there was one
instance of SEP # 3 planning and carrying out investigations. Still, most of the studentdirected learning came in the form of the construction of explanations and arguments.
The increased use of SEP #6 explanation and SEP #7 argumentation does progress
teachers toward student-centered learning regarding students drawing their conclusions
but not in students directing the planning questions, problems, and investigations. In
looking at the next unit, the Homeostasis Storyline, students can plan experiments if the
teacher enacts that as intended. Both Josh and Carlie mentioned time as a mitigating
factor to enacting the storylines as intended. They mainly said this to allow students to
question. Still, Josh also mentioned eliminating specific lessons and adding a few
teachers directed lessons to cover all the content he felt was necessary. The continued
barriers of time, teacher comfort, and furthering the “correct” storyline progression led to
a reversion to didactic teaching practices by both teachers at certain times during the
storylines, even by their reflection. More work is needed to research how teachers can
plan, interpret, and enact phenomena-based lessons that integrate students’ executive
control of learning.
Claim 3.2 Storylines’ use of phenomena brings classes closer to “real” science,
but many obstacles remain to student-centered instruction. One of the reflections of all
three teachers was that a significant reason they chose the storylines was their anchoring
phenomena. The phenomena also allow students to connect life science content to realworld science and scientific phenomena. But that phenomenon did not always connect to
the students' experiences. Therefore, there is still work to leverage students' funds of
knowledge to explore phenomena-based life science instruction. Another issue was the
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storylines providing a few barriers to the constructivist teachings that dominated the
teachers’ education. The pressure on teachers to further the phenomena and follow the
predetermined lesson plans provided barriers to student-centered instruction. Also, during
the Africa lesson plan, most data, even in the original storyline unit, provided data and
simulations that came from pre-collected data, which did not allow students to plan and
carry out many investigations. Ecology is often a time for teachers to connect to realworld experiences. While the storyline was able to do that, the phenomena an African
study did not allow for much connection to the students’ funds of knowledge. For
example, before using the unit, Carlie connected students' funds of knowledge to plant
growth and pollution through a soil salinization lab. During the storylines, Josh was able
to integrate an example CER about a local animal. The reflections and analysis of the
teaching curriculum in this study show that NGSS aligned storylines provide progress
towards the goals of NGSS in some ways.
One of the goals of the storyline units was to incorporate phenomena in a way that
allowed students to ask questions, analyze data, and construct explanations. A part of
both units is a driving questions board that may enable students to create questions they
can investigate. But in both lessons, teachers mentioned that those questions were
artificial, and there was still a “right” question students needed to ask and explore during
each task. Both Carlie and Josh mentioned they rarely went back to the driving question
board during the Africa unit and just used the questions provided in the lessons. The lack
of genuine student questioning or agency in the storylines means that they were not
genuinely student-centered, revealing they still lack in some of the goals of NGSS. Both
Josh and Laura mentioned using the storylines as a mere stairstep to create their units.
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Josh wanted to provide units with the content and complex use of SEPs rooted in
students' own experiences. Laura wanted to develop a curriculum that was more
authentically student-centered.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY
Conclusions
The last chapter of this study outlines the implications and limitations of this
study. I also outline recommended future directions for researchers and teacher education
programs to support pre-and in-service teachers' implementation of the Next Generation
Science Standards.
Implications and Relevance of this Study
The purpose of this study was to provide information and guidance to teacher
educators and science education researchers as states move to implement the NGSS.
Reforming science education and improving teaching needs to start with NGSS and
teachers attending to the three dimensions by integrating science and engineering
practices and crosscutting concepts into lessons and assessments (Bybee, 2014). NGSS
was introduced in 2013, and as of 2021, 44 states have either adopted or adapted NGSS
as their state standards (NSTA, 2020). Although the prevalence of NGSS has increased in
recent years, few studies have looked at teachers’ instructional practices and reflections
in the beginning years of NGSS implementation. Research on how teachers respond to
the new standards could guide teachers' use of NGSS-aligned instruction in the secondary
life science classroom.
In addition to better understanding how teachers respond to NGSS, it is also
important to listen to teachers' reflections, attitudes, knowledge, and beliefs about NGSS
and their use in the classroom. This study sought to explore teacher reflections on NGSS
and how it influenced their implementation of NGSS and NGSS aligned storylines.
NGSS storylines are a recent addition to the curriculum landscape in science education
and determine if they affect teaching and learning. As teachers implement a new
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curriculum, they must interpret the standards, curriculum, and student needs. In addition,
they see all those things through their own experiences, understanding, and goals for their
classroom. Although this study is small-scale and exploratory, it can provide insight and
contribute to our knowledge of NGSS implementation and provide future questions and
lines of investigation for further research.
One of the unique parts of this study was generating a snapshot of teachers'
instructional practices both before and immediately after the adoption of NGSS. The
timing of the study gave me the unique opportunity to see if the standards could influence
the use of more reform-based teaching strategies in the life science classroom. In
addition, I was able to explore variables that affect inquiry-based teaching practices and
explore how, if any, those variables might influence teachers’ uptake of reform-based
teaching practices, especially those that align with the NGSS.
Another unique feature was that the qualitative portion corresponded to three
collaborating teachers who decided to use phenomena-based storylines aligned to NGSS.
Open educational resources in the form of storylines have become an important part of
the science education landscape. The storylines provide ways to integrate anchoring
phenomena, provide students with questions and problems that scientists grapple with,
and provide lessons incorporating the three dimensions of NGSS. The teachers of this
study implemented two different high school biology storylines. During the 2019-2020
school year, Josh and Laura implemented the Next Gen Storylines created by educators
and researchers (Reiser et al., 2018). And in the 2020-2021 school year, Josh and Laura
were joined by Carlie, who graduated from the same program, taught in the same school,
and implemented the Illinois storylines created by teachers and experts in Illinois.
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Through interviews, teacher notes, and curriculum analysis, I understood how teachers
interpret the storylines and how the storylines can impact teaching and learning.
For life science teachers to begin their progression from novice to experts in
NGSS and the instructional practices that support the goals and objectives of NGSS, they
will gain knowledge, skills, and support. This study provides information to help
researchers and teacher educators develop questions and interventions to support teachers
using NGSS. Teachers' choice, interpretation, and enaction of curriculum are critical
aspects to high-quality teaching practices. The teachers’ intended curriculum reveals how
they interpret the designated curriculum consisting of formal standards and curricula
created by others (Remillard & Heck, 2014). By better understanding how teachers
interpret NGSS and use a prepared curriculum that aligns with NGSS, we can better
prepare science teachers to use the standards and design curriculum that fits teachers and
their students’ needs.
Limitations of the Study
When conceiving this study, I was aware of several limitations arising from the
topic's complexity, data collection opportunities, and inability to consider all variables.
The following paragraphs outline a few limitations that I have identified to hopefully
engage other researchers in filling those gaps and addressing limitations in future studies.
The first limitations I identified were related to the study's timing and quantitative
and qualitative data collection. The quantitative data collection was a convenience sample
from a larger longitudinal study. A convenience sample uses participants from a given
pool of participants (citation) for this study, providing several limitations in the analysis.
The first is that the participants came from two science education programs from the
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same midwestern university and thus only represent a small portion of the types of
teacher preparation common in the United States. For example, a 2013 report on teacher
preparation found that only 69% of teachers are prepared through traditional teacher
preparation programs (U.S. Department of Education, 2013). Another 21% of teachers
are trained in alternative programs provided by institutes of higher education, and the
remaining 10% are prepared by alternative programs not residing at institutes of higher
education (U.S. Department of Education, 2013). Because teacher preparation programs,
universities, and other types of institutes of higher education remain the primary point of
teacher preparation, I thought it was essential to understand how teachers from those
programs grapple with the standards.
Another consequence of the convenience sample was that there were few teachers
from the two different programs, high-need schools, school level, and experience level.
Overrepresented in the study are teachers in their first three years of teaching, high school
teachers, and MAT alumni. I attempted to overcome those limitations by identifying
which teacher- and school-level variables might influence and partition those out as
covariates in the analysis. But the lack of variation in the variables made it challenging to
explore variables that might influence teachers’ uptake of NGSS goals and objectives.
Researchers in the future will need to look at those variables to help determine the
influence of teacher preparation, subject matter knowledge, and pedagogical knowledge
in the effective use of NGSS in the classroom.
Another limitation I identified in my data collection was the inability to complete
classroom observations to explore better how teachers enact NGSS and not just interpret
and reflect on the standards. District safety measures restricted the timing of this study
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corresponded with the COVID-19 pandemic, and thus my original plan to observe
teachers in their classrooms was not possible. I was therefore limited to analysis of
teacher notes, curriculum, and teacher self-reports. Because I was limited to teacher selfreports, there are gaps in my understanding of how teachers enact the lessons as I could
not compare my observations of their teaching with their descriptions. Self-report data
may not be accurate because interview subjects tend to report what they think the
interviewer wants to hear (Cook & Campbell, 1979). That tendency may have been
magnified as two of the three participants were former students of mine. Future studies
should explore teacher enactment of the storylines, how they align with the intent of the
source material, and their effect on student engagement and learning in life science
classrooms.
Additionally, the size of the qualitative sample was a limitation of this study. I
only interviewed three teachers who represent teachers with two to eight years of
experience. Josh, Carlie, and Laura represent reflections and interpretations from highly
qualified teachers from one teacher education program. Thus, this study represents a
narrow perspective on interpreting NGSS and NGSS-aligned curriculum. Teachers tend
to rely on their subject matter and pedagogical knowledge when teaching. Teachers who
have lower subject matter knowledge tend to use more recall questions and rely on
textbooks for information related to concepts (Hashweh, 1987). Because the NGSSaligned curriculum relies on a bit of discourse, it also depends on teacher questioning and
their subject matter knowledge. By only using the perspective of teachers with high levels
of mastery of their subject matter knowledge based on life science college credit hours, I
only obtained data from those comfortable with their subject matter which are more
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likely to capitalize on, for example, the discourse opportunities of the storylines.
Additionally, while Carlie expressed some confusion about the spiraling structure of the
Illinois storyline content, she represents an experienced teacher with high subject matter
knowledge that struggled to adapt to the new curricular design. A more extensive range
of experience levels, curriculum, and pedagogical knowledge levels is needed to
understand better how a more comprehensive range of teachers might cope with the same
challenges.
Beyond data collection limitations, this study also has limitations in terms of my
position as a researcher. The first limitation was that because the research team collected
the quantitative data with other research questions and analysis in mind, the data
collection did not specifically focus on NGSS or NGSS objectives. The lack of NGSS as
a specific lens for the initial study limits analysis to inquiry and reform-based practices
and not specifically NGSS beyond the use of SEPs, which we did record. Additionally, I
had previous experience with all three qualitative participants, either by observing their
teacher education program courses or their prior teaching. Because of that, I may have
certain biases about their teaching style, beliefs, and attitudes towards teaching science.
However, I attempted to acknowledge and partition my biases not to influence my
analysis of their interviews and curriculum notes and interpretations.
Another limitation is my own experiences with teaching science, NGSS, and
curricular choices. I have been a life science teacher and teacher educator for the last 14
years, and as such, I have my knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about teaching and
learning science. Additionally, my knowledge and beliefs about NGSS and NGSSaligned curriculum have influenced my questions and analysis during the study. I also
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acknowledge that my participants and I have a specific cultural perspective that differs
from many students. Thus, our interpretations of the impact of the curriculum in a highneeds school influence our perspective. Teacher education has an overemphasis on white
teachers and neglects the recruitment and education of teachers of color (Milner, 2007). I
recognize that as most of the participants and the researcher are white, I did not include
teachers' experiences from other races, ethnicities, and viewpoints, which is a severe
limitation to my research.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study was exploratory and had a narrow focus on participants' preparation.
Therefore, all findings and conclusions will require further data and study. Data
collection from a more significant number and variety of participants will strengthen and
broaden any study findings. Additionally, the qualitative study sample size was relatively
small, and more participants and data need to be collected to understand better how
teachers interpret NGSS storylines. Also, adding classroom observations to any future
study could explain how storylines and other NGSS-aligned curricula are enacted in the
classroom and thus provide a full view of the process of NGSS lessons from choice to
interpretation to enactment. Giving the full view would allow researchers and teacher
educators to analyze and provide effective interventions to support successful NGSS
implementation.
First, though NGSS was introduced in 2013, it is still relatively new as a standards
framework and how it is being enacted in many states in the US. Because of that, there
have been few long-term and large-scale studies on teachers’ understanding and use of
the standards. Previous studies have shown teacher gaps in teachers' knowledge of the
standards and confidence in implementing the standards (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016;
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Bybee, 2014; Harris et al., 2017). Future research is needed to assess the gaps and
misconceptions on NGSS that might translate into classroom practice.
Not only is NGSS new, but the development of the NGSS-aligned curriculum is
new as well. Because NGSS and NGSS-aligned curricula are relatively new. Researchers
still need to explore how storylining aligns with NGSS and constructivist teaching and
learning. The EQUIP rubric has been used for analyzing curriculum units for a few
NGSS-aligned curricula (Achieve, 2014). What is needed now is an understanding of
how that alignment translates into teaching and learning. Before students experience it,
the curriculum goes through several stages, including the standards themselves, prepared
curriculum, administration, teacher attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, and interactions
between teachers and students (Lewis et al., 2020; Remillard & Heck, 2014). Because of
the complex nature of curriculum interpretation and enaction, we need more studies to
explore the curriculum, its interpretation, and enaction in the secondary science
classroom. Additionally, teachers' interaction with the curriculum within the systems they
inhabit is necessary as well. Teachers do not operate in a vacuum. Therefore, it is
essential to understand how teachers interact with each other, school, and district
administration after adopting and implementing NGSS.
Another insight that came up in this study that bears further research is teachers’
collaboration in interpreting new standards and curriculum. All three of the teachers in
this study stated that their professional learning community was the most important
source of development and learning of the standards. Educational reforms progress
depending on teachers’ individual and collective capacity to uptake the reforms and how
it links with the schoolwide goals and initiatives. Because of that, highly functional
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professional learning communities can support the uptake of reforms in science (Stoll et
al., 2006). We need more research on professional learning communities' roles, and what
aspects of PLCs can help or be detrimental to educational reforms.
Recommendations for Teacher Education and Professional Development
As teachers begin their journey to implementing NGSS, they need professional
development and support in the three dimensions of the practices. My findings were that
immediately after implementing the standards, there was little change in teachers'
instructional practices reflecting that teachers were not incorporating the goals and
objectives of NGSS in the classroom. First, teacher reform is a complex process, and
previous experience with reforms shows that teachers are slow to adopt a new
curriculum, standards, and instructional practices. Second, evidence shows that teachers'
attitudes and beliefs about science, effective teaching practices, and the purpose of
education influence their use of inquiry in the classroom (Lotter et al., 2007). Therefore,
teachers’ knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about NGSS and learning through NGSS
could influence their practices that align with the goals and objectives. Finally, teachers’
professional identity from their own subjective experiences shapes their view of
themselves as teachers and helps them justify their professional choices to themselves
(Jones & Leagon, 2014). Teacher reflections in this study show that teacher knowledge
and beliefs of science and teaching science are sometimes misaligned with the goals of
NGSS. Teachers will need to continue getting more PD and support to truly understand
and use NGSS goals and objectives in the future.
As teacher education programs focus on preparing teachers for using NGSS as a
curricular foundation, teacher educators must revise programs to fit the goals and
objectives (Bybee, 2017). My first recommendation for teacher education programs is the
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importance of supporting teachers’ knowledge of both science subject matter and
pedagogy before they enter the classroom. One of the variables that I identified as a
covariate was the teacher education program. Teachers who were alumni of the MAT
program had consistently greater use of reform-based teaching practices than those from
the undergraduate program. MAT teachers had two crucial differences from their UG
colleagues. One was that MAT teachers, on average, had a higher number of life science
credit hours than UG teachers and more upper-division courses in science due to their
bachelor's degrees in a science subject. Laura exemplified another aspect of subject
matter knowledge, which is knowledge of scientific research. Laura had previous
experience as a research assistant for a biology study and reflected that the NGSS
storylines reminded her of those experiences, facilitating her ability to interpret the
curriculum.
Another recommendation for science teacher education and professional
development is to emphasize their understanding of science and how scientists work in
the real world. As teachers begin to use NGSS, there is evidence that teachers are more
comfortable using some practices over others (Brownstein & Hovarth, 2016; French &
Burrows, 2018; Sandoval & Kawasaki, 2016). However, teachers' lessons still used less
asking questions and defining problems even when integrated into the curriculum. The
teachers in this study mentioned both time and lack of student ability to ask questions due
to marginalization. The storylines drove teachers to look for a “right” question.
Therefore, many teachers asking the questions themselves may save time. However, they
see the questions as not genuinely beneficial because they do not add to the investigations
or lessons in the storylines. Questioning and discourse in science education continue to be
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dominated by IRE questioning, with students having few opportunities to ask questions,
primarily open-ended questions (Treagust & Tsui, 2014). Teacher educators and
curriculum designers need to work with teachers to develop and adapt curriculum and
lessons that are more student-centered and allow students to drive the unit.
Effective implementation of NGSS necessitates a new curriculum and teaching
strategies (Lazarowitz, 2014). As we continue to construct and implement how to support
teachers’ implementation of NGSS, we need to think about teachers' gaps in knowledge
of NGSS and instructional practices related to NGSS and how teachers would best learn
and sustain reform-based teaching practices associated with NGSS. One of the themes of
this study was the importance of teacher collaboration when learning about and
implementing NGSS and NGSS-aligned curriculum. The teachers reflected that
professional development about NGSS from the standards had mixed results and
impacted their teaching. The quantitative data reveals that the introductory PD and
instruction in NGSS did not change their practice in the years immediately following the
implementation of the standards. Teacher educators and researchers need to integrate
teachers' thoughts, needs, and natural collaborations into professional development
settings. Teachers naturally collaborate through formal and informal means to have an
educational purpose through observation, feedback, and co-learning (Avalos, 2011).
Summary
I used a multimethod study to explore teachers' understanding, interpretation, and
enactment of NGSS in the secondary life science classroom. Based upon my findings, I
concluded that there is still much work to do to implement the goals and objectives of
NGSS in secondary life science classrooms. Implementing reform-based teaching
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practices continues to be a problem even after adopting NGSS, exacerbated by teacher
subject matter knowledge, experience, and teaching level. As teachers grapple with
NGSS, the adoption and interpretation of the curriculum will be necessary. Teachers who
adopted the NGSS-aligned storyline curriculum found that the storylines supported their
use of a few neglected SEPs but challenged their knowledge of what and how biology
should be taught. Teachers found difficulty interpreting the curriculum use of both
content and pedagogy compounded by challenges of teaching distance learning due to the
pandemic. While teachers' use of SEPs increased, teachers felt that the storylines lacked
content and student-centered inquiry, causing the overall verdict of the storylines and
their ability to create NGSS-aligned instruction to be mixed. Future studies will still be
needed to understand how to support teachers as they align their instruction to NGSS and
develop a more student-centered pedagogy for the secondary life science classroom.
This study spanned before and after the implementation of NGSS. As a result, I
was able to explore that transition that teachers were facing. However, even with some
knowledge of PD and teacher education practices, teachers’ instructional practices did not
change much after adopting NGSS and may not change soon. But in time, NGSS
promises to integrate the knowledge and practices of science to support more
scientifically literate citizens in the United States (NGSS Lead States, 2013). But merely
adopting the standards is not enough for that transformation. Participants in this study did
not increase their use of reform-based practices immediately upon adopting NGSS,
indicating that more will need to be done by stakeholders in science education before we
see the true promise of NGSS in US classrooms.
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Stakeholders have tried to eliminate the gap between the promise and reality of
NGSS goals and objectives by developing open educational resources that provide a
phenomena-based curriculum aligned with NGSS performance expectations. In some
ways, the three teachers in this study found the storylines successful. All three teachers
mentioned increased engagement using an anchoring phenomenon that connected the
content to actual science investigations. The storylines also had teachers thinking about
alternative assessments and replacing multiple-choice tests with evaluations based on
analyzing data, constructing explanations, and argumentation. The drawbacks to the
storylines were that they were still somewhat teacher-directed, and students had little
ownership over the direction of the problems and questions used in the unit.
As researchers and teacher educators continue to support NGSS implementation,
collaboration and effective PD will be critical. Two of the teachers remarked on the
importance of one PD that introduced them to the idea of storylines but lamented that, in
general, district PD tends to be repetitive and not beneficial to change their understanding
of NGSS or their practice. One of the issues might have been that despite being
introduced to similar PD and teacher education information about NGSS, teachers had
different concerns and understanding. Science educators need to consider the goals of
NGSS when developing and implementing professional development.
Teacher interviews and notes revealed that adopting NGSS-aligned storylines had
mixed results in teachers’ progress toward faithful enactment of the goals and objectives
of the standards. The storylines increased teachers' use of SEP especially analyzing and
interpreting data, constructing explanations, and argumentation. The storylines also gave
teachers examples of how teachers can use phenomena to teach content in a way that
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more accurately reflects scientists' work. Despite those positives, teachers find the
changes in content and structure of the storyline units challenging. For example, though
the focus is on ecology and population in the Africa storyline, students learned a little
about genetics and evolution to construct their explanations and arguments. The
integration of content not typically found in an ecology unit presented a challenge for
teachers who were more used to a more linear content presentation.
In conclusion, although this study was exploratory, it provided specific insights
into teachers’ use of NGSS before and after implementing the NGSS-aligned storyline
curriculum. As this is a small scope look at NGSS and NGSS curriculum, more
interviews, lesson plans, and classroom observations are needed to show a complete view
of how teachers are using NGSS and NGSS-aligned curriculum in the life science
classroom. Researchers in the future will need to look at the interpretation and enactment
of NGSS-aligned practices in more detail to provide adaptations of the curriculum and
support for teachers that will help reach the promise of NGSS in the life science
classroom. Hopefully, this study will provide information and questions that can be
investigated to support the development of a scientifically literate populace.
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Year

Number
of
Lessons

High
Needs/NonHigh Needs
Schools

Years of
Experience

Average
number of
Biology
Credit Hours
and GPA
Average CH
= 35
Average
GPA = 3.38

Average
Number of
Science Credit
Hours and GPA

Average Racial
Demographics

20152016

95

High Needs =
36 (39%)
Not High
Needs = 56
(61%)

0-3 years =79
(83%)
4-6 years = 16
(17%)

Average Science
Credit Hours =
70
Average GPA =
3.53

Western European =
71%
Middle Eastern =
.43%
Asian = 3.12
African American =
6.19
Latino = 19.10
Native American =
.21

20162017

87

High Needs
=39 (46%)
Not High
Needs = 46
(54%)

0-3 Years =
63 (72%)
4-6 Years =
24 (28%)

Average
Biology CH
= 36
Average
Biology
GPA= 3.37

Average Science
CH = 66.95
Average Science
GPA = 3.30

Western European=
70%
Middle Eastern =
.61%
Asian = 3.85%
African American =
11.37%
Latino = 14/18%
Native American =
.17%

20172018

107

High Needs =
51 (48%)
Not High
Needs = 53
(52%)

0-3 years = 52
(49%)
4-6 years = 55
(51%)

Average
Biology CH
= 68.25
Average
Biology
GPA = 3.48

Average Science
CH = 68.25
Average GPA=
4.30

Western European =
72%
Middle Eastern =
1.67%
Asian = 6.2%
African American =
8.3%
Latino = 11.5%
Native American =
.1%

20182019

58

High Needs =
32 (36%)
Not High
Needs = 15
(26%)

0-3 years = 11
(19%)
4-6 years = 32
(36%)
7+ Years = 15
(26%)

Average
Biology CH
= 32.86
Average
Biology
GPA = 3.5

Average Science
CH = 62.36
Average Science
GPA = 3.46

Western European =
73.7%
Middle Eastern = .94
Asian = 5.88%
African American
=10.96%
Latino = 8.32%
Native American =
.24%

Total

347

High Needs =
147 (44%)
Not High
Needs = 189
(56%)

0-3 Years =
205 (59%)
4-6 Years =
127 (37%)
7+ Years = 15
(4%)

Average
Biology CH
= 35.07
Average
Biology
GPA = 3.43

Average Science
CH =67.39
Average Science
GPA = 3.37

Western European =
71%
Middle Eastern = 1%
Asian = 5%
African American =
9%
Latino = 14%
Native American =
.17%
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Appendix C
DiISC Full Instrument (Baker et al., 2009)
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226
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228
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Appendix D
Extracted Factors from DiISC Instrument (Lewis et al., under review
Multivariate Test Results
Factor

Pillai's Trace df

sig.

partial eta^2

DiISC 1 0.17

(2,802) p< 0.01 0.17

DiISC 2 0.02

(2,802) p<0.01

DiISC 3 0.09

(2,802) p< 0.01 0.19

0.02

DiISC

h2

Factor
1

2

3

0.86

0.20

0.22

0.075

1. Teacher creates an environment that
supports inquiry

0.82

0.36

0.13

0.71

2. Teacher engages students in asking
scientific questions for the purpose of
investigation (hands-on or other means)

0.82

0.36

0.13

0.71

5. Opportunities for later stages of scientific
exploration: explaining phenomena via claims and
evidence, making predictions, and/or building
models

0.68

0.38

0.31

0.50

28. Teacher and/or students situate factual
(experiences, ideas, data, and explanations to past
lessons and/or real-world experiences) within a

0.54

0.24

0.50

.40

4. Opportunities for earth stages of scientific
exploration: making observations, recording data,
and constructing logical representations (e.g.,
graphs)
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conceptual framework (fact to concept
relationship)
8. Teacher promotes peer-to-peer discussion

0.53

0.19

0.38

0.32

24. Teacher provides instruction for interactions
among students

0.52

0.13

0.18

0.28

3. Opportunities for students to design and
plan exploration of the natural world
individually or in groups

0.50

0.41

0.14

0.31

36. Teacher uses feedback strategies that have an
academic focus (NOT just praise; “be more
specific”)

0.42

0.31

0.40

0.27

6. Generating scientific arguments and
constructing critical discourse about limits and
sources of error

0.28

0.25

0.04

0.12

20. Using visual aids and gestures to communicate
with students

0.26

0.06

0.24

0.09

29. Teacher provides opportunities for students to
review key concepts (focus on the review, not the
discourse

-0.13

0.08

0.06

0.05

11. Teacher engages students in discussion that
emphasizes the nature of science

0.13

0.04

0.11

0.02

12. Formal writing in a genre that reflects the
nature of science

0.17

0.74

0.05

0.58

13. Engaging students in prewriting associated
with science concepts

0.01

0.54

0.04

0.32

14. Engaging Students in recursive writing
processes using rubrics to review and revise

0.17

0.52

0.05

0.28
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15. Engaging students in writing to acquire the
language patterns in vocabulary to communicate
scientific ideas

0.21

0.51

0.25

0.27

16. Teacher provides direct instruction in writing
content, forms, and processes

0.16

1.51

0.15

0.25

35. Communicating lesson expectations with
guidelines (oral or written), or rubrics, or
exemplars

0.30

0.44

0.23

0.22

32. Teacher provides students opportunities to
develop awareness of their own learning strengths
and challenges

0.18

0.40

0.14

0.16

22. Teacher addresses multiple levels of academic
language proficiency (differentiated instruction
and/or assessment)

0.08

0.33

0.08

0.11

33. Promoting executive control of learning
(student choice about what and how they learn)

0.21

0.29

0.13

0.10

17. Engaging students in using science notebooks
as a learning tool

0.18

0.21

0.14

0.06

25. Uses supplemental resource material (Note:
lesson could be done without these)

-0.01

0.05

0.04

0.01

18. Providing students opportunities to acquire
vocabulary

0.12

0.30

0.55

0.34

10. Teacher models scientific discourse and
vocabulary

0.07

0.01

0.54

0.32

30. Teaching with embedded metacognition for
students to elaborate and summarize their
understandings

0.38

0.24

0.50

0.30

7. Teacher promotes discourse through questioning

0.21

0.11

0.47

0.23
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19. Teacher uses clear instruction throughout
lesson by modeling expectations

0.36

0.28

0.44

0.25

9. Teacher (or instruction) bridges everyday
experiences and scientific discourse

0.04

0.07

0.38

0.16

31. Teaching self-monitoring for understanding
(focus on direct instruction of strategies)

0.24

0.20

0.36

0.15

23. Provides direct instruction for using academic
learning strategies

0.06

0.03

0.32

0.11

21. Building lesson on students’ language
(vernacular or non-English) OR culture

-0.02

0.12

0.23

0.07

26. Accessing student’ prior knowledge

0.08

-0.04

0.20

0.05

27. Teacher modifies instruction based on
students’ prior knowledge

0.03

0.002

0.14

0.02

34. Teacher establishes or reminds student of
community norms for discourse

-0.04

0.03

-0.06

0.01
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Appendix E
Copy of Interview Protocol for Qualitative Interviews
The questions below represent possible questions that will be asked of teacher
participants in semi-structured interviews.

Pre-Observation Interview Questions
The purpose of these questions/interview will be to understand teachers’ perceptions of
the new standards and their impact on teaching and learning.

Experiences of student teachers lesson planning and implementation
Teacher Name:
Date:
Place of Interview:
Interviewer:
Time of Interview:
Researcher Opening Statement: Thank you for your time and for participation in this
study. Please answer the questions to the best of your ability. All answers will be kept
completely confidential and only the researcher will have access study materials. Any
dissemination will use pseudonyms for you and your schools to protect privacy and
confidentiality. All answers are completely voluntary and to the best of your knowledge,
understanding and perceptions.
1. Can you outline the New Nebraska College and Career Ready Science Standards
and how they differ from the previous science Standards?
2. What aspects of the new standards do you find most intriguing/useful?
3. What aspects are the most challenging?
4. Have the new standards changed the way you plan your lessons? How?
5. How did you go about starting to plan this unit?
6. How have the new standards changed your classroom?
7. What supports have you received from your district or school to implement the
standards? Have they helped? If so, how?
8. What supports or professional development do you think would be helpful for
science teachers working with the new standards?
9. What science and engineering practices do think you use most in your classroom?
Why?
10. Which do you think you use the least? Why?

Post Observation Interview
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Teacher Name:
Date:
Place of Interview:
Interviewer:
Time of Interview:
Researcher Opening Statement: Thank you for your time and for participation in this
study. Please answer the questions to the best of your ability. All answers will be kept
completely confidential and only the researchers will have access to study materials. Any
dissemination will use pseudonyms for you and your schools to protect the privacy and
confidentiality. All answers are completely voluntary and to the best of your knowledge,
understanding and perceptions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What do you think went well during the unit?
What would you like to change about the unit? Why?
Did you make any changes during the unit to make the unit align more to NGSS?
What were you major learning goals for student learning during this unit?
What assessments helped you determine whether the students accomplished the
learning goals?

6. Did this unit target certain phenomena?
7. I will show my observations and science and engineering practices that I recorded
and ask: Does this align with you intended use of science and engineering
practices during the observed lessons?
Possible follow up: Can you tell practices that I observed that were not intended
or practices that I did not see that were a part of the lesson?
8.

Did you explicitly plan to integrate any crosscutting concepts?
Possible follow up: Why or why not?

I also plan to ask about specific lessons that I observed and ask the teachers what SEP they
used during the lessons to determine if they had planned the same practices that I will
observe during the lesson or if they are occurring unintentionally or because of planning
for another practice or type of lesson.
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Appendix F
Calendar for Illinois Storyline Africa Unit
REMOTE LEARNING STORYLINE CALENDAR: READ THESE GUIDELINES FIRST
NOTE ON VIDEO CLIPS: For mobile devices, all videos must be opened in a
browser and may require Google Chrome. Teachers should save video clips to
share with their own students to avoid problems with school web filters
Week 1

Battle at Kruger
video

Self/Peer Eval Group Norms

(This Narrative
Guide is for the
original storyline,
but most lesson
notes still
apply.)

Questioning
Form*

Lions Life as a
Hunter

Want an easier
way to keep
track of student
work
online? Try
this so student’s
complete
journal entries
about each
activity instead
of turning in
every
assignment. M
ake a copy of
each doc below
to your own
Google Drive
and make them
your own!

Jam board

TEACHER
NARRATIVE

Landing Page

Student List

Venn Diagram
Activity*
Google Slides

Version
Version
Based on
observation
form (back of
questioning
form)
May be done
interactively
online with
whole class,
student groups
or individually
(Make copies
of these for
each class or
group)

(with teacher
notes)
Lions Life as a
Hunter

(Google Doc
- Student
Version)
Slides (Google):
Kilocalorie
Cash*
(performance
assessment)

SEP 4, 5
LS 2-8
Cause &
Effet
Patterns

Lions
Life as a
Hunter
Day 2
(Pages 34)
Google
Form for
Student
Data

(Make
copy of
form for
your
classes

SEP 4, 5
LS 2-8
Cause &
Effect

SEP 1
LS 2-8
Cause &
Effect

Template
*Means possible
journal entry
Complete LuLu
the Lioness Lab
with the
interactive
assessment

Lulu Data Set
1
Student Data
Collection*

(Make
copy of
form for
your
classes)
Lulu Data Set
2
Lulu
Research
Form*
Lulu Data Set
3

Research
Form (to
be
completed
for next
class)

Lesson-Level
Phenomenon:
Video
Lulu Data Set 4
Lulu Data Set 5
Lion Data Tool
Lulu Final Report*

(to be
completed for
next class)
Lulu Final Report
Google Form

(Make copy of
form for your
classes)
SEP 4, 6
LS 2-8
3-2
Patterns
Cause &
Effect

SEP 4, 6
LS 2-8
3-2
Cause &
Effect

Student Journal

Week 2

LuLu the
Lioness
Data Sets 1
and 3
(Data Set 2
Optional)

Lion genes &
geography
Microsatellites
& Mapping
Activity*

Lion
genetics &
geography
Cytochro
me b seq
activity*

Finish Lion
Phylogeny
Activity
How is
Energy

Lion Midpoint
Assessment
(See assessment
note below
calendar)
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Karyotype
Virtual
Assessment*

SEP 4, 6
LS 2-8
3-2
Patterns
Cause &
Effect

Week 3
Virtual Field
Trips now
available to
support this
storyline at
allspeciesconsulti
ng.com

Revisit Animal
Nutrition Lab
Data Set 1*
Continue to
work through
Data 2 and 3
Optional/Enrich
ment:
Hide n Go
Cecum lab
done after Data
Set 1
Google Sheets
Data Form

SEP-4
LS 1-7
Patterns
Structure &
Function

Week 4

Elephant &
Lion
Macromolecule
s Experimental
Design Lab*
(Remove
Teacher Notes
prior to giving

Microsat Data
for all
Populations

SEP 8
LS2-6, 4-2
Patterns
Cause &
Effect

Animal
Nutrition lab
Continue
working
through data
sets
(Starting with
Data Set 2 if
Hide n Go
Cecum Lab
was done in
previous class)
Optional
inquiry:
Find skulls
that match the
patterns seen
in the animals
in this activity

SEP-4
LS 1-1, 1-2,
1-3
Patterns
Structure &
Function
Lion vs
Elephant
video
Lion vs
Elephant

Revisit
and revise
Explanatio
n Tool for
Sabi
Sands
with new
data

SEP 4
LS2-6, 42
Patterns
Stability
&
Change
Cause &
Effect
Animal
Nutrition
Lab
Individual
students
create
different
animal
diets
Google
Doc*
Analysis
Question
sheet

Used in
Organisms*

SEP-4
LS 1-7, 1-2
Patterns
Energy &
Matter

Animal
Nutrition
Lab
Assessment
(assessment
is at the end
of the ANL
lab) *
If students’
complete
assessment,
they may
move on to
the
Macromole
cules
activity in
the
following
lesson.

Students may
begin analyzing
Data Set 1 of the
Animal Nutrition
Lab
(See next box)

Macromolecules:
What are the
building blocks
of life?*

SEP-6
LS1-6
Patterns
Energy &
Matter

SEP-4
LS 1-1,
1-2, 1-3
Patterns
Structur
e&
Function
FInish
Lion vs
Elephant
Animal
digestion
lab
Include
CER for

Food
Pyramids &
Food Chain
(HHMI)
Food web
cards

Summative
Opportunity:
Day 1 of the
Summative may
be given here.
See note below
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to students)
Lab Test
Results PPt
(Since this uses
reagents that
may not be sent
home, a demo
may be best.)

SEP-6
LS1-6
Patterns
Energy &
Matter

Week 5

Watch
tusklessness
video
(Phenomenon
only)
Tusklessness
data points
Finish
Tusklessness
video (full
video)
and
Tusklessness
data points*
NEW!
Tusklessness
Genetics Video

SEP-4, 5
LS2-7
Stability &
Change

Animal
digestion*
Virtual Protein
Modeling
Activity*

SEP-4
SEP-2
LS1-6, 1-7
Matter &
Energy

Phenomenon:
What are these
elephants
doing?
What factors
impact
elephants?
Elephant
Populations
and Limiting
Factors*
Google Sheet
for Graphing*

SEP-4, 5, 6
LS2-2, 7, 33, 4-1, 6
Stability &
Change

nitrogen*
source in
plant
proteins

SEP-4
SEP-2
LS1-7
Energy
&
Matter

Elephant
Census
(Differenti
ated
Version)*
Teachers
may use
the new
virtual
measurem
ent
activity
with this
linked
below.
Virtual
Landscape
Image w/
new
Census
Data Form
or use the
printable
Landscape
Support
Materials

SEP-7
LS2-2, 6
Stability
&
Change
Scale,
Proporti

Food Web
Cards for
virtual
activity*

calendar for
Assessment
access.

Characteristi
cs of life
chart
(Lions and
elephants
only brainstormin
g activity to
be tied in
again later)

SEP-5
LS2-4
Energy &
Matter
Complete
Elephant
Census Lab
NOTE:
Teachers
may want to
create
Google
Forms to do
check-ins
with specific
data points
(like Total
Transect
Area or
elephant
densities) to
determine if
any students
need
assistance
with the
calculations

SEP-7
LS2-2, 6
Stability &
Change
Scale,
Proportio
n, &
Quantity

Teachers may
want to show
some SAMPLE
GELS to students
and ask leading
questions as a
point of
reference for this
activity.
CSI Wildlife Pt I
Tracking
Poachers
CSI Click and
Learn

SEP-4, 5, 6
LS2-2, 7
LS3-3
LS4-1, 6
Stability &
Change
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on, &
Quantity
Week 6

Finish CSI
Wildlife Pt I
CSI Click and
Learn*

Dominique
Goncalves &
the Women of
Gorongosa

CSI Wildlife
Assessment*
(May be done in
place of CSI
Wildlife Part IISee assessment
note below this
calendar)

Elephant
Value Lab*

OPTIONAL: H
-W calcs
CSI Wildlife Pt
II

SEP-4, 5, 6
LS2-2, 7, LS33
LS4-1, 6
Stability &
Change

Value Poll
For Class
Data
Begin
researching
Elephant
Conservation
Programs

SEP-5
LS2-6, 7
Stability &
Change

Elephant
Conservati
on
Programs*
Template
for
Student
Google
Slide/Gall
ery Walk
How are
these
solutions
to human
impact
problems?

SEP-5
LS2-7
Stability
&
Change

Pringle
Video Poop survey
Poop Lab*
Teachers
should copy
this and
remove
Teacher
Notes before
sharing with
students.
Teachers
may send
seeds home
to sprout
labeled
“From
elephant
feces” and
“From
soil.” Seeds
can easily
be grown on
paper towel
in Ziploc
bags.
Class Seed
Data Table

Mitosis lab*

SEP-2
LS1-4
Systems &
System Models

Virtual Poop
Lab
(Google
Slides)
Poop Recipe

SEP-3
LS2-3
Energy &
Matter
Week 7

Poop Lab contd:
Qualitative/
Quantitative
data*
Class data
collection
Elephant Poop
Article

Complete
Poop/Seed
Lab
(Switched
sprouts light vs dark)
Characteristics
of Life: Are
the seeds
alive?*

Plant’s
Raw
Materials
(Entire
Activity)
Individual
Sheets:
Data Form
& Model

Cell
Respiration
Data points
Alternate
version with
completed
graphs for
analysis*

Energy
Pyramids*
Tying It All
Together
Africa
Summative
Review
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Seed Dispersal
Video
(Show after
article)

SEP-3
LS2-2, 6
Stability &
Change
Scale,
Proportion, &
Quantity

Addition to
Support
Nitrogen
Cycling:
African
Termites &
Nitrogen
Cycling

SEP-3
LS2-3
Energy &
Matter

(All
Students)*
Data Set 1
Data Set 2
Data Set 3
Data Set 4
Google
Sheet for
Graphing
Additional
Data

SEP-3
LS2-2, 6
Stability
&
Change
Scale,
Proportio
n, &
Quantity

SEP-3
LS2-2, 6
Stability &
Change
Scale,
Proportion,
&
Quantity

SEP-3, 4
LS2-3
Energy & Matter

Week 8

Assessment
Assessment
Assessme Summative
Day 1
Day 2
nt Day 3
Self-eval
(If not done
(Student
(Individua
previously)
Collaborative
l
(See assessment Problem
Assessme
note below this
Solving)
nt)
calendar)
*Note about possible journal entries: These could take many forms including students responding to one
or more of the key questions in a given activity, screen captures of their work, images they’ve uploaded
and annotated, and so much more. See links to journal templates in first block of remote learning
calendar above.
*Using the journal keeps all student work in one place and cuts down on the assignment submissions to
the teacher as well as the grading required when assessing full assignments. Directing students to
answer key questions in the journal streamlines the feedback process for both student and teacher.
Assessment Note: All assessments are protected but are available to teachers when they contact
jason@drcrean.com with their official school district email address.
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Appendix G
Full Codebook for Qualitative Analysis
Code System

Teacher Planning

Adaptation/changes

596

8

37

Facilitation/guide

5

Student Centered

9

Discourse

8

Description

Interviewee
refers to their
method of
planning for
instruction
Interviewee
Refers to
adapting a
lesson that was
created by
another person,
organization,
or company
Interviewee
references
facilitation.
Facilitation
involves
guiding
students to
construct their
own questions
or answers
interviewee
refers to
students being
the center of
the lesson and
having agency
in creating
questions,
explanations,
or arguments.

Interviewee
refers to
discussion as a
part of a
classroom
lesson

Example
"So, there's like a timeline thing on the website
but I just like to slow it down a lot and like for
everyone day they say something's gonna take I
know it's gonna take like two. And then I read
through it. And I try and think like a student. And
then I try and find ways to like to present them the
stuff. Like, I mean they have it pretty well laid out
but like it's how I present it I think is what I work
on. I'm trying to think of an example."
"I had mentioned how I would bring in a lecture
every once in a while, to bring in more details.
And then, I can’t remember off the top of my
head. I can look at my notes and find out but there
were also some labs that I brought, and I thought
would fit really well in a certain area that they
hadn’t mentioned."

"I’m the guide, I know where we’re going next.
Um, I’m just waiting for that one question to tell
the students ‘Alright yep that’s where we’re going
to be looking at next.’ And that’s something that I
want to incorporate into my, um, kind of
personalize my curriculum."
"I definitely think like with NGSS it'd be possible
to really have like a student led classroom like I
think it'd be awesome if I could get my classes to
a point where like, I introduced a phenomenon,
and they understand the routine of like
investigating this where they can kind of come up
with how they want to investigate that
phenomenon on their own wherever you know
with my gentle leading I can get them to reach
those different content standards. "
"NGSs or the Illinois storyline one, we still have
worksheets and we've converted them to Google
Docs and stuff. But I, I feel is it's more the
students are talking to each other, compared to last
year, and that it depends on the class too.
Especially since our classes are split up, I think it
would be a lot better if we had everyone in person,
there'd be more communication."
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NGSS aligned

3

Inquiry

4

differentiation

4

Online Learning

5

Interviewee
specifically
refers to the
lesson as
NGSS-aligned
or reference to
shifts in
instruction due
to NGSS

Interviewee
specifically
refers to
inquiry or the
5E learning
cycle
Interviewee
specifically
refers to some
type of change
or adaptation
to meet the
needs of
students with
diverse needs

Interviewee
refers to online
or virtual
learning

"But our teachers have been able to see those
models, and then where we've shifted a bit this
year was to really focus in on what makes more
specifically what makes these standards
difference."
"Um, the one thing with storylines is they’re
almost less structured than the 5E and I prefer the
structure of the 5E compared to the storylines.
Um, there are aspects of the story lines, like OK
this, the first part I mentioned was this part was
engaging or engagement and then we can move to
and explore, explain maybe go back to explain.
And that’s kind of what it was your kind of,
almost when back and forth between those two
E’s. Um eventually toward the end you would get
to an elaboration."

"So, we did I do that for ELL students, um, what
else ck-12 I like if I felt like a kid was just having
a hard time understanding, like a certain really a
lot of times it would be like a certain word which
related to the concept, but I find the page on ck 12
and give them that to kind of utilize."
"I mean we're just also focused on making sure
everything's digital like we're talking about it
today just like it almost feels like it's gonna be
kind of like a boring year for the kids because
you're I'm just thinking like, I mean, can they get
up out of their desks, even when they're in the
classroom like it's not a possibility. So, our game
plan now is like have everything available if the
kids are in the classroom or out of the classroom.
So, we're all planning on making a lot of videos of
us explaining things that are available for kids
when they need it. Everything that I've planned so
far like normally I like to do things on paper, and I
like having kids submit hard copies of stuff but
this year like I'm like well, no, it's gonna be on
Google Docs, Google Forms. Padlet, I'm just
trying to find different digital ways for kids to
submit stuff because I don't want to deal with a
virus for all their papers and whatnot. "
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Teacher Challenges

39

Teacher Growth

6

Teacher Support

3

Constraints

4

Assessment

23

Future goals

22

Interviewee
refers to some
type of
challenge or
issue that
occurred as a
part of NGSS
aligned
instruction
Interviewee
refers to their
own personal
growth as an
educator
Interviewee
refers to
support from
the district,
school, or
other source

Interviewee
refers to
barriers to
support or
teacher
learning

Interviewee
mentions either
summative or
formative
assessment
Interviewee
discusses their
future goals for
growth and
learning as an
educator

"And it's I mean I really like it actually, but I feel
like I'm winging it like every single day. I know
that sounds bad but, um, huh. I don't, I, I don't
know what all the Illinois stuff. I don’t know what
all of the storylines are because I haven't looked at
all of them yet. So, like, I only know like one unit
at a time basically and I don't know what we're
gonna do in three units. And so, like, I know we're
gonna spiral back to things. So, but before it was
like, okay, I’m doing DNA now okay I'm gonna
do genetics and a little bit okay then I'm gonna do
evolution."
"My questioning has gotten a lot better because I
don’t like to give answers. Instead, I give
questions and it drives my students crazy. But I
think that it’s much better that they develop those
answers on their own. And my development of
those questions I think has helped me as a
teacher."
"Um, but then I am also the ITL for the biology
department, The Informational Team Leader. So,
we, we would talk about different things that we
were doing in our biology classes."
"I want to make sure I have that principal support
and most principals would not sign on for it
(Amplify). I tried to get all middle schools. It was
a pilot, and they valued in my mind. Teachers
getting along. More than they valued the right
thing being done for kids, they they're happy to
settle with what we have. And I call them on it.
But it didn't it didn't change their mind, so we had
f5 of the 12 middle schools willing to be a part of
this."
"But, um the assessments that came with the
storylines that was one thing that I didn’t like. In
talking with other teachers, we didn’t feel the
assessments went well with the storylines. So, I
was actually a part of a group that created
assessments for the district of tried to. And I went
with using those assessments rather than using
those provided by the NextGen storyline."
"I want to eventually kind of create my own
curriculum where it’s got that type of learning
words centered around a phenomenon and we
keep building on it up. But then also bring in a
little bit more content because I’m teaching that
the diff classes and then that’s kind of expected
um where you are going to the contact a little bit
deeper than the general biology class um."
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Equity

Student Learning

Student Collaboration

6

10

2

Student Challenges

15

Student Connections

11

Students use of SEP

6

Interviewee
refers to issues
of equity for
students with
diverse
background
and needs
Interviewee
refers to
aspects of
student
learning like
understanding
of content, use
of practices
etc.

Interviewee
refers to
students
working
together as a
part of the
lesson
Interviewee
refers to some
difficulties that
students have
with the lesson
or unit
Interviewee
refers to
student
learning
connections to
other subjects
or real-life
experiences,
jobs, science
fields
Interviewee
mentions
students
specific use of
a SEP as a part
of the lesson

"And I you know and I think a lot of times that
comes from a place of just like wanting to make
sure that we're being equitable like across classes
like we want to make sure that all of our students
are learning at the same level, and also like getting
this, that same info so if they end up in a class
later on together like they’re not all coming for it."
" I sent out a couple emails to parents this year
because there's worry about test scores and stuff
like that. And I had to explain that. It's gonna
come, they're gonna get this stuff down. It's more
about the developing these skills, using the
content. So, I think the thing that you have to
think about is not giving the answers."
"Carlie: Everything but, yeah, the discussion in
the communicating with their peers’ part. Yeah.
Like, like I will tell you this my kids that are in the
room are doing a really good job. It's just half of
the kids are on zoom and they're not doing a good
job. And then, when the a and b day switch, and
then the kids that were doing awesome in the
room go on zoom. They're done they're become
unengaged, and then the kids that are in the room
are the ones."
"What's going on, they get so confused. So, I've
had to have I'd have to. I've had to stop and talk to
them about it and be like, okay, so we have to look
at this in a different way. Now, this is how we're
doing it this year we're looking at a phenomenon.
We've been talking about elephants for three
weeks."
"Yeah, just kind of having that basic
understanding that's going to help them you know
if they decide they're not going to be scientists
someday. You know I think all this stuff that
NGSS has like really emphasized is for that
purpose like it's not just trying to prepare kids to
go into a science field is just trying to make them
like a stronger well-prepared person as they go out
into the real world. So, yeah, does that answer the
question."
"Yeah, they, they, I've never had them do that as
much to this extent and like literally like they have
to use three different pieces of evidence to like
figure something out and I know that that's like,
that's a really good skill to have. And that's, like, I
appreciate that they're doing that because I don't
think I've ever had them do it, anything quite so
that that much."
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Students Learning Content

6

Student Engagement

17

Teacher Attitudes and
Beliefs

9

Teacher Training

7

Content Knowledge

1

Professional Development

PD needed

13

2

Interviewee
mentions
students
learning of one
of the DCI as a
part of the
lesson
Interviewee
mentions
interest or lack
of interest in
curriculum or
lessons
Interviewee
references their
own or other
teachers
attitudes and
beliefs about
teaching or
NGSS
Interviewee
discusses their
own preservice training
Interviewee
discusses a part
of their
knowledge of
science or lack
of knowledge
that impacts
their teaching

Interviewee
refers to some
type of training
or courses they
have taken as
an in-service
teacher
Interviewee
refers to any
training or
courses lacking
or needed to
secondary life
science
teachers

"Some were very confused and gave up. They felt
overwhelmed with the data table that they had not
seen before. Unable to break it into smaller parts
and see patterns. Go through a couple of examples
to get them started - 80% really got it."
"Those kids are having conversations about what
they're doing in science, outside of science. So,
um in, in Dave's class. There was the one student
who took her study time to run another
experiment, because she wanted to know."

"The other extreme would be that new teacher
coming out of college. Some are getting the NGSS
exposure, and they're coming in, very optimistic.
And I think they might be too overly like this will
be easy. And I don't want them to get burned out."
"Well, is kind of. Since it is new, I'm a newer
teacher. I mean I'm still I'm gonna be growing for
a while, I think, at least I hope I keep improving.
But yeah, I mean I'm learning new skills."
"Yeah, you know, it really is because, I mean, I
think it's fascinating I only learned about it a few
years ago like about the folate and vitamin D in it.
I mean the folate thing just blew my mind because
most people always assume it's skin cancer. Like
the reason that like, you know, darker skin colors
evolved and like no it's not so cool I mean it's a
part of it but, yeah."
"One thing that will come again is getting formal
with pilots with teachers and with deadlines to
make a call and adopt something that we're
definitely in a kind of a strange time and
sometimes I know sounds weird to say but like a
renaissance of money. Because the district keeps
lumping money on me as if I'm paying for
textbooks, but I'm spending it all on expert
professional learning and teacher time and
materials to do 3D guaranteed curriculum in little
kind of small chunks."
"So yeah, the. It's just not I know that it can be so
much better. But, yeah, maybe a little more
training on how we can, when we when we have
all of them back together how we can get them
more engaged a little bit more. But maybe it won't
be as much of an issue, maybe I will be able to.
Yeah."
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Outside PD

3

Teacher Resources

2

Collaboration

26

District PD

12

Curriculum

15

Interviewee
refers to
training or
courses taken
outside those
offered by their
school, district,
or training
University
Interviewee
refers to access
to training,
books, or
curriculum that
enhances their
teaching
Interviewee
refers to
working with
other teachers,
science
educators or
district
personnel as a
part of
planning,
learning, or
interpreting
curriculum
Interviewee
refers to
instances
where their
district
provided
teacher
learning about
NGSS or
NGSS aligned
curriculum
Interviewee
discusses the
curriculum
they have
chosen,
interpreted,
and enacted in
their biology
classrooms

" I got the district to pay for Lincoln highest since
we're all doing it. We attended 4 of those. So, we
got some questions answered and when they
updated stuff, we actually kind of knew before
they put it out onto their Google document that
has their calendar."
"TASK screener that goes more in depth, but for
our purposes with the group we had We told them
that in the future if they want to use that they can
but for now we just used the prescreened. And
then we shared resources with them, we shared a
hyperdoc that had all the performance
expectations, along with evidence statements"

"So, we've spent a lot of time as like a bio-PLC
going through those and be like okay what do you
think needs to be highlighted to make sure that
this standard is met. I think that's probably like
one of the biggest things with the new standards.
Just. Yeah, not as straightforward as the old ones."

"Yeah, I would say the storyline one was great.
The district ones are kind of a hit or miss. I just, I
don't know how much more we well. I just don't
know how much more training like teachers
actually need from like a district level I think it's
more of a time thing like we need to be in the
classroom working with these."

"Yeah, so this last year, um, I used the storylines
that were created by their next gen, um I can’t
remember the brand. Um the next gen storylines.
The reasons for doing that is because we had a
professional learning over it during the summer
and I thought my students would like it a lot."
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Storyline

75

Storyline Positives

23

Storyline
Challenges/Critique

32

Storyline Phenomena

NGSS standards

8

21

large Category
of any
mentions of
either the Next
Gen or Illinois
Storylines for
Biology
Interviewee
discusses
aspect of the
curriculum that
enhanced
student or
teacher
experience
Interviewee
discusses
aspects of the
curriculum that
was difficult
for teachers or
students. Or
they discussed
issues with the
curriculum
related to
teaching and
learning
Interviewee
specifically
refers to
anchoring
phenomena
and how it
impacted the
lessons,
teaching, or
learning.

Interviewee
refers to NGSS
specifically as
a whole (the
dimensions of
NGSS are
coded under
the specific
dimensions)

"So, I mean this, the Illinois storyline itself had a
lot of like a couple lessons already planned out for
like the evolution of skin color, but then they also
recommended using like the HHMI like evolution
of skin color video and some of their activities.
So, we did like a couple jigsaw activities where
kids investigated different lines of evidence to
support like how skin color has evolved over
time."

" I do think it's easier with the Illinois storyline to
kind of merge your past curriculum with the
storyline itself. Like I definitely used a lot of stuff
for my first year still when I was doing the
melanin storyline from the Illinois."

"But it's just, it got really monotonous and long
with, you know, every lesson. It was a new packet.
And I didn't really know how to get away from
those packets because it had all the questions that
help kids you know build those broad
understandings, but I just I didn't have a lot of buy
in from my students with it."
"I need to we need to go over these certain content
area things. And now it's like we're gonna get to
the content area, in a way, but we're gonna do it
through a phenomenon and we're going to stick
with that same phenomenon for like weeks and
weeks and weeks. And, and we're not going to
cover one thing at a time we're going to come
keep coming back to it. And we're going to just
look at it."
" I rely on the national standards more than just
looking at the um Nebraska standards. Um, but
what we’re trying to get is that we’re getting away
from rote memorization and um more of bringing
in all three aspects of the NGSs standards. Those
three aspects being: um disciplinary core ideas which are like the actual scientific information;
then the science and engineering practices -which
is what we can use that information for; and then
the cross-cutting concepts - where we can relate
what we’re learning in one class to possibly a
different class"
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CCC

7

SEP

15

Planning investigations

Constructing Explanations

Obtaining, Evaluating, and
communicating information

Argumentation from
evidence

4

5

6

12

Interviewee
refers to one of
the
Crosscutting
Concepts
Interviewee
refers in
general to the
Science and
Engineering
Practices, their
understanding
of the
practices, or
use in the
classroom.
Interviewee
refers to
students
planning
investigations
as a part of a
lesson
Interviewee
refers to
students
constructing
explanations
about a
phenomena or
concept in
biology
Interviewee
refers to
student use of
obtaining,
evaluating, and
communicating
information’s
Interviewee
refers to
students use or
argumentation
as a part of a
lesson

"Intentionally I probably don’t think about it too
much. In the past we’ve had our AP hub the social
science class they had talked about like the dust
for like right before we talk about it in ecology.
so, it is interesting how students can make
connections between those two classes. Looking at
data and doing labs, cause and effect and patterns.
I don’t bring them out and make them
straightforward with the students they’re just kind
of there."

"Like the scientific skills of students being able
them to think like a scientist work like a scientist."

"I try to like give kids a chance to like you know
plan investigation. So, I guess I am thinking about
it I just don't,"

"Another one that I probably didn’t do too much
of would be that constructing explanations and
designing solutions. Students they do have to do
that the explanations part, but we didn’t really
have many activities where they had to design a
solution. "
"And I feel like I do a lot of teeth pulling, to try to
get kids to just have that discussion where they're
communicating with each other. I think that's the
goal of every lesson that we do, it's just it's
definitely hard to get them to do that on like a
social level maybe they're doing it independently,
but sometimes as teachers don't get to hear that
from some of the more shy kids"
"But I mean I use a lot of them. I wish I would do
more with engaging in argument from evidence.
We’ve done it a couple times and if the student
picks one side I always play like the devil’s
advocate and argue against them even if they’re
using the correct one."
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Modeling

Mathematics and
Computational thinking

Analyzing and Interpreting
data

10

6

Interviewee
refers to some
type of model
as a part of a
lesson
Interviewee
refers to use of
math or
computational
thinking as a
part of a lesson

14
Interviewee
refers to the
collection
and/or analysis
of data as a
part of a lesson

Asking Questions

10

DCI

20

Interviewee
refers to
students
having
opportunities
to construct
their own
questions for
research or
investigation
Interviewee
refers to some
part of the
content
standard used
during a lesson

"They had to make a model that showed why the
buffalo population was decreasing and students
started out it was pretty rough but then as the year
went on, they got better at including those details
and not just drawing a picture and having like a
page written explaining what their model is
supposed to be. that was almost like half of them,
but I think the storyline do good job of
incorporating a lot of those SEPs."

"Anything with math [was challenging]. Life as a
hunter, students had to calculate net energy gain.
First couple of weeks in school."
"Uh, some that I use most often would be
interpreting and analyzing data. I remember on the
ACT questions they give you a reading and a data
table and I colleges still use that ACT scores and
part of my job is preparing them so they can do
well on that and possibly get scholarships or
things like that. but I also think analyzing data it’s
a good skill to have they can kind of it’s all of
science basically you do an experiment to see if
this one changing this variable will affect the other
one looking at the data to see if there’s patterns
and things that go that prove your point or our
support or reject your point."
"The storyline people that wrote the storyline that
we're gonna go after and I'm supposed to steer the
kids towards that question. But sometimes, that
doesn't really come up. Like the kids don't even
ask a lot of questions really, it's like we're not
really doing that part. You know what I mean, you
know, generating the questions. Um, they're not
doing that a whole lot. And I'm kind of skipping
that because this year is weird. And we're just kind
of going, I'm just kind of telling them OKAY this
is what we're gonna do, we're gonna look at this
question."
"Instead of focusing on like summarization across
the same topics that we were focusing on before,
so we still have, you know, ecology and genetics
evolution cell biology or just kind of taking that
zoom lens out a little bit and working on critical
thinking and stuff like that."
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Appendix H
Example of NextGen Storyline Packet Worksheets for the Ecology Unit
Lesson 8 Student Activity Sheets: Can a systems comparison help us understand what
happened to the buffalo and wildebeest between 1975 and 2000?
WARM-UP:
1. Revisit your prediction from Lesson 7, what information would you need to know
in order to determine if your prediction was correct? Explain why the information
would help determine if you prediction was correct.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
2. How should we investigate the buffalo and wildebeest populations today so we
can determine if our model is accurate?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
JIGSAW ACTIVITY:
3. What is your current thinking about why the populations of buffalo and wildebeest were
changing in the Serengeti?
Your group has been assigned one question in the system comparison chart below. Using your
Incremental Modeling Tracker as a resource, discuss what you figured out from the different
systems and how what you figured out can be used as evidence to help answer the question in
your row. Record your thinking in the two blank boxes, populations before 1975, in the row that
corresponds to your assigned question. Be prepared to share what you discuss in your group with
the class.
Circle the question you have been assigned.
Was drought the cause of the population changes? What’s your evidence?
Was competition for food resources the cause of population changes? What’s your evidence?
Was predation the cause of population changes? What’s your evidence?
Was introduction or eradication of a disease the cause of population changes? What’s your
evidence?
Were (humans) poachers the cause of population changes? What’s your evidence?
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SYSTEMS COMPARISON CHART: Record your specific responses for your question in these
boxes below.
Buffalo Population before
1975

Wildebeest Population
before 1975

Buffalo Population after
1975

Wildebeest
Population after
1975

WHOLE GROUP CONSENSUS DISCUSSION: As your classmates share out, record what
your class agrees on for each question.
Systems Comparison Chart

Key Mechanism related to this we included (or did
not include)
in the models we made

Question

Buffalo
Population
before 1975

Wildebeest
Population before
1975

Buffalo
Population after
1975

Wildebeest
Population
after 1975
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1. Was drought the cause of population changes?
What’s your evidence?

2. Was competition for food resources the
cause of population changes? What’s your
evidence?

3. Was predation the cause of population
changes? What’s your evidence?

.
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4. Was the introduction or eradication of
disease the cause of population
changes? What’s your evidence?

5. Were (humans) poachers the cause of
population changes? What’s your
evidence?

Incremental Modeling Tracker (IMT):
Even though today’s lesson was focused on updating our IMTs and helping us think across the
different systems, we likely still made some discoveries that can help us think about what is going
on with the population of buffalo and wildebeest in the Serengeti. As always, we want to record
those discoveries and our current thinking. Take some time to update your IMT based on our
work today.

GATHERING EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT:
4. Below, record the evidence gathered from the text(s) that can help you complete the systems
comparison chart for buffalo and wildebeest population changes after 1975.
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Evidence (Time
Period)

Source
(Text)

What Claim It Supports
or Contradicts

What New Claim
Should We Include?

MAKING SENSE:
5. Reviewing the evidence we wrote systems comparison chart, which cause(s) have the most
support for helping to explain what happened between 1975 and 2000?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

CONCLUSION:
6. On your own, draw conclusions about what explains the patterns in the graph showing the
decline of the buffalo between 1975 and 2000. Be sure to support your claims with evidence
presented in the research that you reviewed. How should we adjust our class model now that we
have this new information?

______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
NEXT STEPS:
7. How else might we test our model of populations on the Serengeti Ecosystem?

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix J
Example Question from Phenomena-based biology assessment
Your models show that pumpkins need and produce sugar. Sugar is classified as a carbohydrate,
which is a macromolecule. There are three other types of macromolecules. Use evidence from
the models provided below to identify the type of macromolecule represented. (HS-LS1-6) 3
points
Macromolecule

Type

Studies suggest that farmers should routinely take soil samples while growing pumpkins to test
for important elements needed for proper growth. Some of these elements are Nitrogen (N) and
Phosphorous (P). You ran a soil test on the area you are going to use to grow your
pumpkins. Below are the results from one of those tests.
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Nitrogen

Phosphorous

(kg/10,000 m2) (kg/10,000 m2)
Field A

152

Average range 370-400

160
350-390

Based on the data, Nitrogen and Phosphorous need to be added to the field of pumpkins. These
two elements are important in the growth of plants and can be found in fertilizers. Write an
explanation for what problems the pumpkins would face if these elements were not added. (LS16) 2 points

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Nitrogen and Phosphorous are key components in fertilizer. One might wonder why
these two elements are the only elements needed to promote positive plant growth since
the macromolecules that use these elements in their structures have other elements in
them as well. Which other elements are found in the macromolecules? (HS-LS1-6) 1
point

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Which macromolecule provides these additional elements? (LS1-6) 1 point

________________________________________________________________________

As you previously stated, a champion pumpkin will have more cells than other
pumpkins. The process that is used to make new cells is called cell division. In cell
division, a cell grows and replicates its contents (organelles and nucleic acids) until it is
able to divide into two new identical cells. You also stated that for new cells to be made,
a pumpkin will need matter and energy.
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Using this information and looking at the models you’ve created, construct an
explanation for how a single carbon molecule can go through those processes to create a
champion pumpkin. 10 points
Use below as an area for notes or a model to guide your explanation and then write your
explanation on the lines on the next page (you will be graded on your explanation only)

